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ABSTRACT 
COOPERATING WITH THE SPIRIT: 
A MODEL FOR SPIRITUAL FORMATION WITHIN THE LOCAL CHURCH 
by 
Alan Jones 
 God calls Christians to bear the image of Jesus. Some research indicates little 
intentional participation in the Spirit’s transformational work as he forms believers into 
the image of Christ. This study measured our reflection of Christ’s image along four 
maturity scales: relational devotion to God, a Spirit-led journey mind-set, Christian 
community and missional spirituality. Three lenses, attitude, understanding and 
participation, brought clarity to a congregant’s place along each scale.  
This project sought to implement and evaluate a model of broad-based, intentional 
spiritual formation in a local congregation. The model consisted of four interventions. I 
encouraged congregants to participate in the commercially available Alpha course and 
Willow Creek’s An Ordinary Day with Jesus seminar. The third intervention was a 
researcher-developed course entitled Beta. Participation in a small group constituted the 
final intervention. This combination of interventions exposed congregants to seven 
guidelines for spiritual formation: starting the faith walk well, identifying the goal of 
spiritual growth, encouraging a journey mind-set, considering individual personalities 
and growth patterns, participating in Christian community, learning to walk in the Spirit, 
and practicing missional spirituality.  
I measured change in intentional spiritual formation by way of pre- and post-
intervention surveys completed by congregants aged sixteen and older. Ten semi-
structured interviews added detail regarding congregants’ participation in intentional 
spiritual formation. 
The study revealed Christians surprisingly intentional about their spiritual 
formation. Congregants also reported, however, that busyness often frustrated 
intentionality. Moderate, yet significant, positive change occurred on all four maturity 
scales for those who participated in at least one intervention. The maturity scale changes 
suggest a positive correlation between intervention participation and broad-based 
intentional spiritual formation.  
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CHAPTER 1 
OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY 
Background 
 My conscious journey into spiritual formation began with a seminary course that 
referenced Henry Blackaby’s Experiencing God workbook. Over the months following 
the course, I enjoyed leading several classes through Blackaby’s material and 
experienced significant personal spiritual formation. During the following several years, 
intentional formation slipped behind the pressures of the urgent until December 2000 
when I read The Divine Conspiracy by Dallas Willard. Contemplating his words renewed 
my sensitivity to a passionate pursuit of intentionally participating in the Spirit’s 
formational work in my life. Completing Willard’s book coincided with listening to John 
Ortberg discuss spiritual formation in the context of an entire congregation.  
 In something approximating an epiphany, I became convinced that I needed to 
pursue assisting participants in the Grande Prairie Church of Christ in the area of spiritual 
formation. Congregational efforts included frequent preaching and teaching on the 
subject, hiring a Director of Spiritual Formation trained in classical spiritual direction, 
offering spiritual direction and approaching church calendar events from a formational 
perspective along with other events and opportunities. Results and responses to these 
initiatives were less than church leaders hoped for.  
Congregational Context 
 Grande Prairie is a natural resource-based city of 44,631 in northern Alberta, 
Canada. The city grew 5.49 percent between 2003 and 2005. The April 2005 city census 
records 23,085 males in the city outnumbering 21,546 females. The largest single age 
grouping of the population was those between ages twenty-five and thirty-four, 4,865 of 
whom were male and 3,986 of whom were female. The second largest age group was the 
3,580 males and 3,377 females aged thirty-five to forty-four. Not surprisingly, the city is 
home to many children with 9,142 people between zero and age fourteen (City of Grande 
Prairie). 
City retail sales figures are 4 percent higher than the national average, which hints 
at the relative wealth of the city’s population. In recent years the city has developed as a 
regional center hosting a major hospital and regional college (City of Grande Prairie).  
The Grande Prairie Church of Christ began in 1947. From small beginnings 
involving a handful of families, this congregation of Stone-Campbell heritage has 
enjoyed God’s favor over the years. In 1990 average worship attendance stood at 127 
participants. In 1995 the annual average had risen to 309 people. Worship attendance 
peaked in 1999 averaging 424. Sadly, participation declined to 393 in 2000 and continued 
to decline for the next three years. The 2003 attendance average was 337. In 2004 the 
average worship service attendance was 341 and the 2005 average was 321 worshippers 
between the two Sunday morning services. 
 The church’s stated purpose is to praise and worship God and to mature and assist 
others in maturing toward the image of Christ. The congregation pursues this purpose 
through an emphasis on conversion—largely understood as hearing, believing, publicly 
repenting by verbally confessing Jesus as Christ and immersion into his body—worship, 
youth and children’s ministries, biblical teaching and social benevolence. 
 Congregants are typical residents of the city. Church participants are activity 
oriented, leading busy existences of family life, social commitments, and employment. 
Casual observation of employment, giving patterns, dress, conversation, vehicle, and 
housing choices give witness to the middle-class station of most congregants. 
 I perceived a diminished spiritual vitality within the congregation over the past 
several years. Indicators included the decline and plateau in worship attendance, leaders 
experiencing increased difficulty in recruiting servants for ministries, declining 
attendance at prayer meetings, a leveling off of small group participation, and less than 
satisfying scores in Natural Church Development church profiles. From my perspective 
as senior minister, the congregation displayed a diminished sense of vitality. Private 
discussions and public meetings reveal a more inward focus than evidenced in the past. 
 No single factor caused the decline experienced by the congregation. I believed 
spiritual formation and maturity was one factor in the decline and future recovery. 
 Congregational life over my twenty-two year tenure as senior minister has not 
exposed congregants to many classical practices aimed at spiritual formation. The work 
of the Director of Spiritual Formation revealed that the language of the field is foreign to 
these people. Many classical spiritual practices were unfamiliar and not easily embraced. 
The minister of Spiritual Formation offered The Oasis Retreat, aimed at teaching 
formational disciplines by participation, four times in 2002 and 2003. In total, forty-three 
people have participated. This low number is in spite of positive reviews by participants. 
Five people have sought spiritual direction and five participated in two wilderness 
retreats. Services aimed at coordinating with the church year, such as a prayer Labyrinth 
and walking the Stations of the Cross at Easter, involved twelve and twenty participants 
respectively over two years.  
Leadership’s attempts at facilitating broad-based intentional spiritual formation 
were not optimum. This realization, coupled with a continual belief that not only is the 
purpose statement of the church to mature and assist others in maturing toward the image 
of Christ, but that vibrant formation will help extract the church from the malaise into 
which it had drifted, was the motivation for this study. 
The Problem 
 The problem was few adult believers equipped and motivated to participate in 
intentional spiritual formation.  
Spiritual Formation and Today’s Church 
 Transformation into the image of Christ is the calling of every believer. 
Unfortunately, George Barna’s studies indicate that spiritual growth has become the 
exception rather than the rule (55). Significant, intentional spiritual formation has become 
the domain of the elite. Churches must do all they can to reverse this sad fact. 
Understanding spiritual formation, surveying our shortcomings, then suggesting a path 
forward may help reverse the trend. 
 The power in spiritual formation is the Holy Spirit. “To have received the Spirit 
of God (1 Cor. 2:12) is to have the mind of Christ (v. 16)” (Fee, Paul 31-32). The Spirit 
so transforms Christians that they reflect God’s glory in their lives (100).  
 Focus on the divine in formation must never be lost. Neither must Christians 
assume that believers are passive in the process. William H. Willimon observes that even 
following the dramatic outpouring of the Spirit at Pentecost “the first post-Pentecostal 
episode is for the church to devote ‘themselves to the apostle’s teaching’ (Acts 2:42)” 
(204). The work is the Spirit’s, but Christians must learn to walk in the Spirit and by his 
power actively obey all he calls them to be and do (Guder et al. 147; Fee, Paul 114, 133, 
137). “Spiritual progress occurs through the synergy of God’s initiative and our trusting 
response” (Demarest, Satisfy Your Soul 287). 
 Christ intends members of his body to help each other learn cooperation with the 
Spirit’s formational work. Dietterich insists that people cannot discover the practices that 
facilitate spiritual formation on their own but need mentors and partners to support and 
encourage them along the way (Guder et al. 155). As believers join in the practices of the 
church, the patterns of the world should be deconstructed and a new way of being 
emerges (Willimon 215). 
 Given the central role played by the church, congregations must be deliberate 
about helping believers mature. Indeed, Barna reports that most churches have some kind 
of program to assist people in spiritual formation. Sadly, “stunningly few churches have a 
church of disciples” (20). He goes on to suggest this under-development may be the 
result of discipleship—spiritual formation—lacking importance for leaders and believers 
(20). 
 Barna’s judgments may appear harsh. Unfortunately, other voices corroborate his 
position, and Barna bases his statements on research. The Grande Prairie Church of 
Christ, I feared, joined many congregations in failing both Christians and, consequently, a 
lost world in its attempts to participate in God’s mission as a people fashioned after his 
Son. 
Failing the Saints 
 This failure is not lost on followers of Jesus. Christians who have assumed that 
spiritual formation will abound automatically with regular exposure to church life are 
disappointed when they find themselves powerless to deal with the temptations and 
struggles of life. Many church members, Bruce Demarest warns readers, wonder if 
Christianity can really satisfy their souls (Satisfy Your Soul 23). Reggie McNeal uses 
stronger language suggesting that many churchgoers, having followed standard church 
advice—participated in church, read the Bible, and gave money—without experiencing 
much life change, feel cheated and are experiencing a crisis of belief (72-73). He goes on 
to warn that people are now reporting that they are leaving the church in order to preserve 
their faith. “They contend that the church no longer contributes to their spiritual 
development. In fact, they say, quite the opposite is true” (4). 
 The warnings issued by Demarest and McNeal are not based only on people’s 
feelings. Barna reports that after studying 131 indicators, his group concluded that non-
Christians have difficulty understanding the faith since so few Christians live a life of 
biblical faith (75). Barna’s comment reveals the effect failure in intentional spiritual 
formation is having on the lost. 
Failing the Lost 
 Canadians are more open to spiritual investigation at the turn of the millennium 
than they have been for several decades. If they were to find religious groups with which 
they could meaningfully interact, 55 percent of the adult population and 39 percent of 
teens are open to more involvement. These numbers are significant given that only 21 
percent of adults and 22 percent of teens are weekly church attendees (Bibby 50-52). 
 Seizing this opportunity requires spiritually well-formed Christians. Today’s 
population is not satisfied with canned, memorized responses to questions and life’s 
circumstances. Believers must be equipped and prepared to respond out of their own 
spiritual maturity. Christians will be equipped to respond to people’s issues when the 
church is intentional and successful in assisting members with spiritual formation (Mead 
49-50). 
 Canadian Christians appear unable to take advantage of the opportunity presented 
by the openness of Canadians to spiritual realities. “All is well on the demand side. It’s 
the supply side that poses the problem” (Bibby 225). Reginald W. Bibby’s 
disillusionment with the Canadian church’s ability to reach the lost causes him to express 
surprise so many unchurched Canadians suspect a God who cares for them exists (147). 
The church’s failure, however, is not without consequences. He goes on to suggest that 
partially because of the church’s shortcomings, “growing numbers of people are putting 
the questions aside for lack of adequate answers” (137). 
 Healthy spiritual formation will not overcome all the barriers to reaching 
Canadians for Christ, but it is certainly part of the solution. “Anyone who has 
experienced significant growth in a congregation knows that assimilation and discipleship 
are integral to growth, and in many ways, impossible to separate from that dynamic” 
(McManus 67). 
An Inadequate Approach 
 I believed something was amiss in the spiritual formation process at the Grande 
Prairie Church of Christ and many other fellowships. McNeal’s study of North American 
churches finds little evidence that much of the church activity presently undertaken 
produces well-formed disciples (8). Several practices and assumptions diminish the 
church’s effectiveness in facilitating people’s spiritual formation.  
 One key wrong assumption is that the Christian life is all about church attendance 
and if people will simply come to worship often enough they will grow (McNeal 8, 80). 
Kenneth Boa articulates the fallacy of this belief: 
What is evident to us in the physical plane is often obscure to us on the 
spiritual level. It is absurd to think that we could excel at any sport such as 
golf or tennis without investing the needed time, training and practice. But 
when it comes to living the Christian life, we suppose that we are doing 
well if we attend church and open the Bible once or twice a week. (78) 
 
Spiritual formation requires more intentionality than the haphazard church attendance 
many believers practice.  
While participation in the church’s worship services provides some assistance in 
spiritual growth, it does not offer sufficient training for complete spiritual formation. 
Even when Christians add those activities practiced by core church members insufficient 
transformation takes place: 
In many Protestant churches prayer and Bible study are held up as the 
[original emphasis] activities that will make us spiritually rich. But very 
few people actually succeed in attaining spiritual richness through them 
and often find them to be intolerably burdensome. The “open secret” of 
many “Bible believing” churches is that a vanishingly small percentage of 
those talking about prayer and Bible reading are actually doing what they 
are talking about. They have not been shown how to change their life as a 
whole, permeating it with appropriate disciplines, so that prayer and Bible 
reading will be spiritually successful. (Willard, Spirit 186) 
 
Effectiveness requires congregations to help congregants approach their whole life with 
spiritual formation in mind. 
 The modern Church has focused much of its attention on developing the cognitive 
understanding of Christianity. While Christians often begin their journey with Jesus using 
language of the heart, they quickly shift their emphasis to the intellect (McNeal 70-71). 
Christians often reduce following Jesus to believing the right things about him and 
agreeing with his stated position on issues (Guder et al. 130). Changing one’s thinking is 
an important aspect of spiritual growth. Focusing on the mind alone, however, is 
insufficient for developing “Christlikeness” within people. More than accepting 
intellectual propositions, Christlikeness involves taking on Jesus’ very character. As 
Gordon D. Fee points out, believers must experience the realities of the Spirit not simply 
study them (Paul 22). An approach to spiritual formation overweighted in intellectual 
pursuit is inadequate. 
 The overdependence on cognitive processes for spiritual development feeds the 
danger of intentional spiritual formation being the concern of the elite. Christians often 
understand acting like Jesus as a secondary matter to believing in him. They suppose 
changed behavior naturally follows right belief (Guder et al. 130). This understanding of 
staged development leads one to believe that transformation occurs if one follows Jesus 
long enough and takes the right classes. At least two problems arise with this theory. As 
McNeal (8) and Barna (55) observe, little evidence validates this common assumption. 
Second, reducing spiritual training to providing intellectual content over time is a rather 
mechanical understanding of spiritual formation whereby the Spirit builds believers one 
block at a time. Spiritual growth is much more organic in nature (McManus 210-11).  
Purpose 
 The purpose of this study was to examine the extent and methodology of 
intentional spiritual formation existent among the congregants of the Grande Prairie 
Church of Christ and determine if, over an eight-month period, encouraging participation 
in Alpha, a Beta Group, Life Group, and Willow Creek Association’s An Ordinary Day 
with Jesus seminar increased the number of adults in the Grande Prairie Church of Christ 
intentionally pursuing their spiritual formation. 
 Too often, people think spiritual formation is the responsibility of the spiritually 
elite. This misconception must be defeated if the Church is to be all God intends. Further, 
God calls every individual Christian to mature into the image of Christ in the context of 
community.  
 Christians do not drift into maturity. Minimal participation in congregational life 
has not resulted in either Christlikeness or satisfaction on the part of believers. Christians 
and churches as they presently exist do not attract spiritually searching Canadians to 
Christ. Many Christians must be more intentional about their spiritual formation. 
Churches must facilitate the process. 
 All of life forms people into who they are. Spiritual formation begins in childhood 
and churches noted for excellence in formation take deliberate steps early in congregants’ 
lives to ensure a healthy start (Barna 115). This study, however, concerned itself with 
believers who had the capacity to be intentional about their own development. The 
population was adults, defined as those aged 16 and older and, therefore, eligible to 
participate in guiding the church. 
Research Questions 
 Two questions guided this project. 
Research Question #1 
 To what extent and in what ways are congregants of the Grande Prairie Church of 
Christ intentionally spiritually formed? 
Research Question #2 
 What, if any, is the correlation between exposure to any or all of the four 
interventions suggested by this work and pursuing intentional spiritual formation 
resulting in the four suggested characteristics of a spiritually formed Christian? 
 Definitions 
 From at least the time of Tertullian, the Church has known that “Christians are not 
born, they are made” (Guder et al. 152). Fee observes that while the Spirit’s presence is 
the crucial element, his presence does not guarantee vibrant spiritual growth. Believers 
must play an intentional role in their formation (Paul 124). 
 The goal was to facilitate intentional spiritual formation among adult believers in 
the Grande Prairie Church of Christ. I hoped encouraging participation in the seven 
guidelines defined below would encourage intentionality and formation. 
Intentionality 
 Christians involved in the formational journey cooperate with the Spirit as he 
transforms them into the likeness of Christ. Being intentional means deliberately 
participating in spiritual formation. Intentionality entails determining to follow through 
with those practices and attitudes that place believers in the Spirit’s hands as he shapes 
their hearts and actions. While some hope to drift toward Christlikeness, people involved 
in intentional formation live with the purpose of spiritual transformation. Intentionality is 
consciously, deliberately, and purposefully availing oneself to the Spirit and responding 
appropriately to his leading and formational work.  
Spiritual Formation 
Spiritual formation is the work of God’s Spirit in Christians that brings about 
conformity in heart, thought, word, and deed to Jesus Christ. McNeal declares that 
spiritual formation is “unpacking life” with all its emotions, biases, responses, hopes, 
dreams, and disappointments (86). Spiritual formation is the process of a believer’s 
transformation into Christlikeness allowing all a Christian is and does to reflect God’s 
beauty (McManus 181). 
Characteristics of Persons Involved in Intentional Spiritual Formation 
 The ultimate expression of a spiritually formed Christian is a person who 
completely bears the image of Christ. While perfection will occur only after believers 
complete their earthly walk (Phil. 1:6), during life on earth, Christians grow toward 
Christlikeness through cooperation with the Spirit. One can examine both the journey of 
spiritual formation and Christlikeness in many ways. This study focused on four scales 
related to formation and Christlikeness:  
• a journey mind-set  
• relational devotion  
• participation in Christian community, and  
• missional spirituality.  
Have a Spirit-Led Journey Mind-Set  
The journey mind-set scale consists of four subsets. Christians intentionally 
involved in their spiritual formation understand their goal as becoming like Jesus in 
character, purpose, and relationships. One key for healthy growth into the image of Christ 
is beginning the Christian journey well. These believers understand that becoming like 
Christ is a journey rather than an instantaneous makeover. Finally, a successful journey 
requires believers to follow the leading of the Holy Spirit throughout the journey.  
Practice Relational Devotion  
As Christ is devoted to the Father, so are those who are conformed to Jesus’ 
image. Christian devotion is a relational affair expressed and developed in uniquely 
personal ways. The four gospels portray Jesus expressing his relationship with the Father 
by practicing at least four disciplines: creating time and space for intimacy, praying, 
interacting with Scripture, and praising God both alone and in community. Spiritual 
formation invites people to express and develop their relationship with the Father through 
the same four general disciplines. The Spirit, however, may lead each person to practice a 
particular expression of praying, studying, praising, and making space for God in a way 
uniquely suited to them. 
Participate in Christian Community  
While Christianity is personal, it is also communal. Christ unites individual 
believers to form the church. Christians live out the faith together, individually and 
corporately expressing the fruit of the Spirit as they join Jesus in his mission of 
reconciliation. 
Execute Missional Spirituality  
The Spirit does not transform people into Christ’s image only for their benefit but 
also for the sake of all creation. Christ did not come to be served but to serve others 
(Mark 10:45). Jesus came to earth to fulfill the mission of reconciliation assigned by the 
Father. A person bearing the image of Christ and being conformed to Jesus’ image must, 
by definition, serve. The fourth characteristic of a spiritually formed Christian is 
missional spirituality expressed in active service. Missional spirituality involves 
expressing one’s particular style of ministry in the context of Christian community. As 
each member contributes Spirit-empowered efforts according to gifting, personality, and 
passion, the Church functions as it should. 
 
Description of the Project 
 This project introduced four interventions designed to implement seven guidelines 
conducive to creating a healthy environment for spiritual formation. The intended 
measurable result was congregants progressing along the journey mind-set, relational 
devotion, Christian community, and missional spirituality scales. Positive movement 
along these scales indicates a more vibrant and intentional participation in spiritual 
formation. The interventions included experiential components (see Figure 1.1). 
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Figure1.1. Project flow chart. 
 
Beta Groups 
 Beta groups followed a four lesson, researcher-designed curriculum taught over a 
six-week period. This course addresses the guidelines surrounding maintaining a journey 
mind-set, identifying Christlikeness as the goal of spiritual formation, considering one’s 
unique spiritual style and introduced community. By the conclusion of the course 
participants were familiar with and equipped to pursue the characteristics of pursuing 
spiritual formation as a journey toward Christlikeness and growing in relational devotion. 
A good deal of the course involved small group work introducing Christian community. I 
offered this course twice during the eight months of this study. All congregants over the 
age of 14 were eligible to participate in the course one time. The course is entitled “Beta 
Groups” signifying that people are encouraged to take the course shortly after conversion, 
allowing them to start their journey well.   
 Lesson 1 cooperating with the Spirit. The lesson dealing with cooperating with 
the Spirit established the biblical basis for the cooperative relationship between the 
believer and the Holy Spirit in spiritual formation. The material emphasized the primacy 
of the Spirit’s supernatural work in forming Christlike lives. Participants also considered 
the believer’s responsibility to seek and yield to the Spirit’s transforming work. By the 
lesson’s end, students also understood Christlikeness as the goal of Spirit/human 
cooperation in spiritual formation. 
Lesson 2 the adventurous journey. In the Adventurous Journey class students 
explored their faith as a life-long journey toward maturity. Participants had the 
opportunity to learn about the Spirit’s spontaneous work and more regular daily shaping 
of lives. By the conclusion of the lesson, students recognized the uniqueness of their own 
journey yet had a sense of the general pattern of spiritual maturing. 
Lesson 3 spiritual temperament. Recognizing one’s unique spiritual type and 
path to growth was the aim of the lesson dealing with spiritual temperaments. Students 
learned a variety of ways to describe their spiritual temperament. The teacher explained 
three methods of classification, and the students underwent testing to help determine their 
own spiritual style. The three methods of describing spiritual temperament are the 
extension of Myers-Briggs personality types, Thomas’ Spiritual pathways and the schema 
patterned on Holmes’ phenomenology of prayer. This lesson took place over two classes. 
Lesson 4 the way of discipline. The fourth lesson, The Way of Discipline, built 
on the discovery of one’s spiritual temperament over a two-class period. Students 
explored a variety of classical spiritual disciplines through lecture, reading, and practice. 
Participants were encouraged to identify and continue practicing those disciplines that 
they found most comfortable and others that stretched them spiritually as they developed 
their relationship of devotion with the Father.  
An Ordinary Day with Jesus 
 The Willow Creek Association resource An Ordinary Day with Jesus, written by 
John Ortberg and Ruth Haley Barton, helped congregants learn to walk with the Spirit 
throughout everyday life. The course also enabled participants to discover their preferred 
style for growth in devotion and exposed them to Christian community. Adult 
congregants were encouraged to participate in one of the two weekend seminars or an 
eight-week Sunday school class offering this material. This training aimed at three 
measurable characteristics. Primarily participants were equipped in following the Spirit in 
all of life. This skill allowed congregants to recognize life as a spiritual journey. The 
course also trained believers in expressing and growing in relational devotion through 
appropriate disciplines and making time and space for God. 
 This resource detailed six topics in eight lessons. The course examined 
relationships, work, the Spirit’s leadings, solitude, spiritual pathways, and pace of life all 
from the perspective of the Spirit’s work in all of one’s life. 
Life Groups 
Life groups were ongoing small groups of eight to twelve people and provided the 
opportunity for congregants to experience Christian community and practice missional 
spirituality. Groups were free to gather around any curriculum or ministry they wished. 
The intention, however, was not only for believers to study together but to engage life as 
a community. Each group was also encouraged to participate in some form of serving 
ministry.           
Alpha 
 Some congregants took advantage of the three opportunities to participate in the 
commercially available Alpha course designed by Nicky Gumbel and the people at Holy 
Trinity Brompton. Classes followed the prescribed “recipe” of supper, talks, and small 
group discussion.  
 The course involved eleven weekly classes and a weekend retreat. Weekly classes 
presented the following topics: Christianity: Boring, Untrue, and Irrelevant? Who is 
Jesus? Why did Jesus Die? How Can I Be Sure of My Faith? Why and How Should I 
Read the Bible? Why and How Do I Pray? How Does God Guide Us? How Can I Resist 
Evil? Why and How Should We Tell Others? Does God Heal Today? What about the 
Church? 
 The off-campus retreats focused on the Holy Spirit. Students participated in four 
sessions: Who Is the Holy Spirit, What Does the Holy Spirit Do? How Can I Be Filled 
with the Spirit? How Can I Make the Most of the Rest of My Life? 
Our congregation intended Alpha to help people start their Christian journey well, 
understand the goal of Christlikeness, begin walking with the Spirit, and experience 
Christian community. 
Methodology and Instrumentation 
 This study consisted of three steps. It explored appropriate literature to define 
practices potentially helpful to intentional spiritual formation. This research revealed the 
following seven guidelines as important when creating an environment conducive to 
intentional spiritual formation: helping people start the faith walk well, identifying the 
goal of spiritual growth, encouraging a journey mind-set, considering individual 
personalities and growth patterns, participating in true Christian community, learning to 
walk in the Spirit in daily life, and practicing missional spirituality. 
The second component was the implementation of a model for congregational 
spiritual formation emphasizing the noted seven guidelines. Beta groups, Ordinary Day 
with Jesus seminars, Life groups, and the Alpha course were the components of the 
model.  
The third step was evaluation. I evaluated intentional spiritual formation by 
surveying congregants with two instruments. The first instrument was a researcher-
designed questionnaire. I contracted a professional consultant to assist with the design 
and interpretation of this instrument. I issued fundamentally the same questionnaire as a 
pretest and then as a posttest over the course of the study. The posttest questionnaire had 
two additional questions. The first new question provided the opportunity to record 
participation in Alpha. Participants noted any reasons they had for not participating in the 
interventions when they answered the second additional question. The questionnaire took 
the form of a Likert scale measuring Spirit-led journey approach to spiritual formation, 
relational devotion, participation in Christian community, and missional spirituality. The 
pre- and post-surveys are found in Appendix A. 
The second evaluation instrument was a semi-structured interview protocol of 
researcher-selected congregants age 16 and older who had participated in one or more of 
the interventions. The interviews were twenty-five to forty minutes long and began with 
three grand tour questions. The interviews’ purpose was to add some depth to the 
statistical data recovered from the surveys.  
The first question asked the subjects to choose a typical day from the last four 
weeks and walk me through it step by step. The goal of this question was to determine the 
important details of the subject’s life. I hoped attitudes and activities related to spiritual 
formation would arise during this discussion.  
The second grand tour question asked subjects to think of the last time they 
experienced God outside of a worship service and to describe the experience to me. This 
question sought to determine the subjects’ devotion and awareness of the Spirit’s work 
throughout all life. 
The final grand tour question required the subject to think of a close friend or 
relative and tell me what they would wish for their friend in life. The intention was to 
explore how significant the concept of journeying toward the goal of Christlikeness was 
to the subject.  
Appendix B records the question outline for the semi-structured interviews. In 
addition to the grand tour questions, I also list the questions I used to discover greater 
detail. 
 
Population and Sample 
 The subjects of this study were those in the Grande Prairie Church of Christ age 
16 and older who had been active participants for at least six months. I invited everybody 
participating in the Sunday morning worship services on the weeks I distributed the 
survey to complete the document. The sample of this population examined in this study 
was those age 16 years and older completed the post-survey. A subset of the sample was 
the congregants who completed both the pre- and post-survey. Measuring this subset 
enabled a comparison between answers before and after the interventions leading to the 
identification of any correlation between intervention participation and movement toward 
intentional spiritual formation. A second subset of the population was the ten congregants 
I interviewed who had participated in at least one intervention. The anonymity of survey 
participants does not allow me to know if interviewees are a subset of post-survey 
participants.  
 Table 1.1 records the number of people who participated in the four interventions. 
As noted in Table 4.19 (see page 110), at least fifty two people participated in more than 
one intervention. 
  
Table 1.1. Participation in Interventions 
 
 Alpha Beta Ordinary Day Life Groups 
n 100 49 15 158 
 
 
Variables 
 Congregants of at least six months tenure, aged at least 16 years, and of both 
genders were the sample of this study. The independent variables were Life Groups, Beta 
Groups, the An Ordinary Day with Jesus seminar, and the Alpha course that constituted 
the model for spiritual formation introduced for the purpose of the study. 
 The measure of changes in spiritual practices of congregants intentionally 
engaged in their own spiritual formation constituted the dependent variable. I expected 
the measurement to increase after the implementation of the model. I also anticipated 
improvement in the quality of intentionality. 
Data Collection 
 The study surveyed the congregation twice during the course of this study. The 
first survey, issued 26 September 2004, functioned as a pretest and took place prior to the 
implementation of the model under investigation. Participants took the posttest 12 June 
2005.  
The semi-structured interviews took place 16 through 19 August 2005 after the 
completion of the interventions. I recorded the individual interviews on cassette tape and 
took written notes. I later transcribed relevant portions of the interviews. 
Delimitation and Generalizability 
 This study focused on the Grande Prairie Church of Christ. The congregation’s 
leadership had been emphasizing spiritual formation for three years prior to the study’s 
implementation. The Director of Spiritual Formation’s work had prepared the 
congregation for the implementation of the model. An emphasis on small groups 
preexisted within the fellowship though the formal training of group leaders was not 
taking place. 
 The model and practices for congregants’ intentional involvement in spiritual 
formation are not exhaustive. The four characteristics of a spiritually formed believer 
measured in the survey are also only representative of people intentionally pursuing 
spiritual formation. The study sought to suggest one effective way of implementing seven 
key guidelines for spiritual formation in congregational life.  
Overview of the Dissertation 
 Chapter 2 of this dissertation explores the biblical foundation of spiritual 
formation and surveys literature related to the seven themes outlined in Chapter 1. The 
research design outlined in Chapter 3 yielded the results reported in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 
contains summaries and interpretations of the research findings. 
CHAPTER 2 
PRECEDENTS IN THE LITERATURE 
Biblical Foundations 
 God’s desire is to transform Christians into people who reflect Jesus’ character. 
The apparent failure of so many congregations to facilitate vibrant spiritual formation 
would be less upsetting if Christians cooperating with the Spirit in his transforming work 
were not one of God’s central desires. 
Christians have the wonderful obligation to cooperate with the Spirit in his 
forming them into the image of Christ. A careful reading of Galatians 5:13-6:10 reveals 
this interplay between the Spirit’s work and a believers participation in and response to 
his transforming efforts.  
Background to Galatians 
Gaining an appreciation of Paul’s instructions related to people’s cooperation with 
the Spirit begins with surveying the historical, textual, and theological backdrop of the 
Galatian letter. 
Historical background. The broad parameters of the historical crisis in Galatia 
are fairly clear. The Galatian believers had begun their faith walk with the Spirit (Gal. 
3:2-5). Some Jewish-Christian “agitators” (Gal. 5:12, NIV) had come into their midst as 
missionaries and taught the Galatians the need to follow the Torah and in particular, 
submit to circumcision (Dunn 9-11). As John M. G. Barclay points out, this issue strikes 
at the very heart of what defines living as a Christian: 
The issues at stake in the Galatian crisis were the identity [original 
emphasis] of these Galatian Christians and their appropriate patterns of 
behaviour [original emphasis]: Should they regularize and confirm their 
place among God’s people by getting circumcised and becoming 
proselytes? And should they adopt the ritual and ethical norms of the 
Jewish people? (73)   
 
Paul is concerned the Galatians will begin to define their identity in the practices 
advocated by the agitators rather than life in the Spirit. 
The specific circumstances making the Galatians susceptible to the agitators’ 
teaching are less clear. Some have argued that within the Galatian church a party of 
believers existed identified as “libertines.” These people understood freedom in Christ to 
allow a lifestyle of lawlessness that many within the church, as well as the agitators and 
Paul, found unacceptable. In an attempt to counteract this libertine understanding, as 
suggested by the Jewish missionaries, some Galatians were open to the proposed 
necessity of living by the Torah. Paul, some scholars suggest, was compelled to fight on 
two fronts: against the legalists and a party of radical libertines (Lightfoot 208; Ropes1 3).  
Most scholars do not accept the existence of a defined second group of opponents 
to Paul (Dunn 11). The apostle would certainly be aware of the potential 
misunderstanding of freedom as libertinism without the existence of a particular party 
(Barrett 59). Further, Paul would have been more direct in his opposition to libertines if 
such a distinct group existed (Dunn 286). 
A better suggestion than two distinct parties proposes that some individuals 
within the church understood freedom as license. Other Galatian believers took this 
problem seriously and the agitators persuaded them that the libertine lifestyle was a result 
of living outside of the Torah. The logical answer was circumcision, living by the Torah 
and allowing the Law to govern behavior (Betz 106-07; Dunn 286). 
                                                 
1Building on the work of Wilhelm Lutgert, Ropes’ entire monograph is dedicated to this 
proposition. Ropes contends that believing Paul was addressing the single issue of legalism has been taken 
entirely too much for granted. 
While the existence of distinct parties within the Galatian church is improbable, 
tensions between believers were severe enough that unity was seriously threatened2 
(Chrysostom 83; Barclay 168). A clue to this problem appears in Paul’s warning that the 
strife may result in their destroying each other (Gal. 5:15).  
Equally significant clues are the communal implications of the vice and virtue 
lists recorded in 5:19-21 and 5:22-23. The vices are destructive to community while the 
“fruit of the Spirit” fosters it (Bruce, Epistle 255; Dockery 317). Fee makes so much of 
the communal implications, that he suggests community is the apostle’s emphasis: 
Beginning with this virtue (joy), we tend to read this list as though it were 
first of all a description of personal piety. Thus we often use it as a kind of 
checklist to see “how we are doing.” I would not hereby argue against this 
reading; my concern is that in context Paul probably intended these 
primarily as virtues that should characterize the life of the Christian 
community [original emphasis] as it lives out its corporate life with one 
another in the world. (God’s Empowering 447-48) 
 
Christians must not overlook the often forgotten communal consideration of the fruit of 
the Spirit. 
Fee recognizes that his communal emphasis of the virtue list is a minority position 
(God’s Empowering 425). Nevertheless, he is so convinced of the communal focus that a 
corporate perspective governs his understanding of the entire passage under 
consideration. 
 The church in Galatia was in crisis. In the midst of relational strife, Jewish-
Christian agitators had convinced some people of the need to locate themselves within 
the people of the circumcision and allow the Torah to govern their behavior. James D. G. 
Dunn summarizes Paul’s challenge well: 
                                                 
2Dunn dismisses the reality of severe division within the church and suggests that given the 
rhetorical character of these verse readers need not assume the Galatians were already “devouring each 
other” (5:15) (293). 
This was precisely the challenge with which Paul was faced: having made 
so much of his appeal to the Galatians [to] depend on their experience of 
the Spirit (iii.2-5), it was now incumbent on him to explain how the Spirit 
functions to provide a viable pattern of living. A theology of freedom, 
particularly freedom from the law, which did not explain how that 
theology translated into daily living would have been a theology of 
irresponsibility. (285) 
 
The book of Galatians largely concerns itself with demonstrating the adequacy of the 
Spirit for Christian and growth. 
 The question of the epistle’s unity. With this historical background in mind, 
mention must be made of the epistle’s cohesiveness. Commentators hold a range of 
opinions concerning the relationship of 5:13-6:10 with the rest of the letter. The question 
arises largely due to what some scholars consider a change of concern from legalism in 
the first four chapters, to antinomian libertinism in this text. Barclay divides interpreters 
of Galatians into two broad groups: those who feel this material is wholly or largely 
unrelated to the preceding chapters and those who integrate 5:13-6:10 into the letter as a 
whole (9).3 Rather than offering generic exhortations or addressing some imagined 
second party and issue, Paul is continuing his discussion of the Spirit’s sufficiency for 
guiding a believer’s exercise of freedom over against the need for the Torah. Indeed, 
Paul’s arguments against following the Law and the pursuits of the flesh may well come 
to a head in the passage under examination. The integrity of Paul’s argument guides 
readers’ understanding of his instructions in the fifth and sixth chapter. Exploring some 
of the theological background to 5:13-6:10, paying specific attention to the 
interrelationship between Torah, flesh, and God’s Spirit allows readers to follow Paul’s 
                                                 
3A detailed examination of this question lies beyond the scope of this paper. I am concerned here 
only as far as the issue relates to understanding of 5:13-6:10 and specifically a Christian’s participation and 
the Spirit’s role in a believer’s life. For those interested in more detailed analysis Barclay provides a helpful 
survey of the various positions and their supporting arguments (9-26).  
thoughts. When considering the relationship between the Spirit’s work and human 
cooperation in 5:13 ff, “[o]nly a clear understanding of ‘the flesh’ and ‘the Spirit’ and 
how they relate to the human agent can clarify the sense of these striking indicative-
imperative combinations” (Barclay 182). Hans Dieter Betz comments that the concept of 
flesh dominates this entire portion of Scripture (272). 
 The meaning of sarx. Paul’s use of the term sarx, flesh, is notoriously difficult 
for Bible translators and commentators (R. Longenecker 239). The apostle uses the word 
in at least six different ways in his body of writing: physical matter, the human body, 
human persons or race, morally neutral sphere of relations based on birth, morally 
negative sphere, and rebellious human nature (Erickson 303-04). Paul uses sarx 
previously in Galatians to refer to that which is “merely human” or “purely physical” 
(1:16; 2:16, 20; 4:13-14, 23, 29; Betz 272; R. Longenecker 239). In 5:13-6:10, Paul uses 
sarx in the sphere of ethics. Many scholars believe sarx takes on a different meaning in 
this context. I do not think Paul intends a meaning other than the human and physical 
nature of a person prior to conversion. A survey of scholars is, however, in order before 
making the case for a consistent definition of sarx. 
 F. F. Bruce provides a stark definition of sarx while commenting on 5:13: 
The flesh is used here not simply of weak human nature nor yet life under 
bondage to the stoicheia as opposed to life in the Spirit; it denotes (as in 
vv 16f., 19, 24; 6:8) that self-regarding element in human nature which 
has been corrupted at the source, with its appetites and propensities, and 
which if unchecked produces the “works of flesh” listed in vv 19f. (Epistle 
240) 
Arguing that sarx refers to a corrupted humankind is not is not a new concept established 
by Bruce. John Calvin offers a similar definition:  
But when the word “flesh” is used in opposition to the Spirit, it does not 
refer to man as he was created by God in his first state. It is showing him 
to be corrupted … without any capacity for good judgment. (525) 
 
I find defining sarx as corrupted people without the ability to do good to be too severe for 
the Galatian context. 
Richard N. Longenecker appears to step one pace back from Calvin and Bruce 
suggesting, “Paul speaks of ‘the flesh’ not as itself the culprit, but as a captive of sin. 
Nevertheless, ‘flesh’ … also acts in behalf of its captor, and so produces desires and 
passions … that are against the Spirit” (239-40).4 He suggests the best interpretive 
translations add adjectives such as “corrupt” or “sinful” to the noun “nature” (239-40). 
Donald Guthrie appears to hold a similar position, understanding “sarx as the seat of an 
activity which resulted in sin, even encouraging its production” (173).  
 Dunn, further removed from Bruce, objects to inserting the adjectives “corrupt” or 
“sinful” because they suggest an innate sinfulness in humans rather than the weakness in 
the face of sin, which results in “a propensity toward what is sinful.” Sarx, according to 
Dunn, is the inescapable human condition of weakness before sin for which Paul fears the 
Galatians will settle (287).  
 No matter where on this continuum one places flesh, for believers it obviously 
spells conflict. For the Christian, Guthrie observes, sarx is no longer the fundamental 
nature. Christ has redeemed believers, yet they are not completely free from the effects of 
sarx. One aspect of the Spirit’s ministry is “to break shackles which have been carried 
over from pre-conversion days” (174-75, 557). 
 The flesh/spirit battle. In light of the conflict between sarx and Spirit, Betz 
comments on the human body as a battlefield where the opposing forces of Spirit, the 
                                                 
4Thomas C. Oden writes in a similar vein that sarx refers “to the whole person under the power of 
sin who compulsively pursues works of the flesh” (4). 
“divine agent for good” and flesh, the human “agent of evil” wage war against each 
other. This battle, Betz claims, is described in 5:17: “For the flesh sets its desire against 
the Spirit, and the Spirit against the flesh; for these are in opposition to one another, so 
that you may not do the things that you please” (NASB). “[T]he human will is disabled 
from carrying out its intentions” (272, 279-81; Calvin 530-31). 
 Fee counters, “There is not a hint in any of this that ‘warfare’ is going on in the 
human breast, which in effect leaves the believer in a state of helplessness” (God’s 
Empowering 435). Fee argues that Paul is addressing a concern much broader than a 
Christian’s personal struggle with sin: “At issue … is not some internal tension in the 
present life of the individual believer” (429). Fee arrives at this starkly different position 
from Betz and others through exposing the weakness of the majority position and 
offering a more cohesive possibility. 
 Fee summarizes the majority position’s weakness with two points: 
It should be pointed out here that those who take this view all fail to show 
how it fits into the overall argument of the letter, which to this point has 
had to do singularly with Gentiles’ not needing to come under (now passé) 
Torah observance. How, one wonders, does this sudden shift to Christian 
existence as primarily one of (basically unsuccessful) conflict fit into this 
argument at all?… Not only so, but in terms of “reader response 
criticism,” which understands the letter to be an attempt to persuade 
[original emphasis], one wonders what could possibly be the point of such 
persuasion that in effect contravenes the very thing he is trying to persuade 
them of in v.16. (God’s Empowering 429) 
 
Fee’s argument is convincing given the epistle’s unity and Paul’s desire to demonstrate 
the Spirit’s sufficiency for Christian life. 
The epistle is a unified letter and the issue in 5:13-6:10 continues to be “the 
sufficiency of the Spirit for life without Torah—a sufficiency that enables them to live so 
as not to revert to their former [original emphasis] life as pagans” (Fee, God’s 
Empowering 429).5 Paul is arguing that believers have new lives in the age of the Spirit. 
The old era has passed (Barclay 103). 
A spirit-flesh dualism is at play in these verses, but in Galatians the conflict must 
be understood “within an apocalyptic framework [original emphasis]” (Barclay 204-05). 
The flesh is the way of the old age before Christ. Believers live in the new age and 
operate by the Spirit (B. Longenecker 70; Fee, God’s Empowering 422, 430-31). In light 
of these eschatological realities, Barclay suggests that sarx be understood as “what is 
merely human” as opposed to the divine activity of the Spirit.6 This definition of flesh is 
in line with the earlier chapters. Flesh has a negative connotation here because it belongs, 
for the believer, to the old aeon (205-06, 209). This old age has come to an end in Christ: 
The most striking example of the latter phenomenon is Gal. 5:24 where 
the reference to the crucifixion [original emphasis] of the flesh also 
betrays the reason for this unique view.… [T]he cross is used repeatedly in 
Galatians as the symbol of the end of the old era (cf. 2:19,20; 5:11; 6:14-
15)…. Paul, in light of the cross and the eschatological gift of the Spirit, 
can already announce the death of “the flesh” or “the world.” (Barclay 
205-06) 
 
Christians have left the age of sarx behind and now live in the age of the Spirit. 
 
Understanding flesh and Spirit as tokens of the old and new age moves the 
discussion to the social rather than exclusively private sphere. Paul is not addressing 
warfare within the human breast. He is contrasting two spheres of influence and life. 
Accepting this eschatological and social definition of sarx for this passage 
requires addressing three issues. Christian experience demands an explanation of the 
                                                 
5 Betz (274) and R. Longenecker (241) both comment that Paul’s return to dealing with the Law in 
5:13-6:10 is “surprising.” If, as Fee and others are suggesting 5:13-6:10 simply continues the theme and 
message Paul has been promoting throughout the letter, dealing with the Torah in these verses is to be 
expected. 
6Barclay notes, “A term with such a wide semantic field is potentially ambiguous…. [B]ut for a 
skilful writer like Paul such a term also provides opportunities to link disparate entities by word-association 
and develop his polemic in this basis” (204). 
implications of the old age’s passing on existential experience. If, as Fee contends, the 
majority position does not satisfactorily explain 5:17, discovering a superior 
understanding of this passage incorporating this verse becomes important. Finally, 
Christians must know the place of Torah in their life.  
The sphere of the flesh still exists and is in conflict with the sphere of the Spirit. 
The conflict plays out in this passage within the context of morality. Spirit-people can fall 
prey to the way of the flesh and resulting “works.” Paul contends, however, that the Spirit 
comes to empower God’s people against the old way of the flesh. He is so confident in 
the Spirit’s powerful presence that he promises the Galatians that if they “walk by the 
Spirit they will not carry out the desires of the flesh” (5:16). Paul’s position is neither 
ethical perfectionism nor false triumphalism. “Life in the Spirit is ethical realism, life 
lived in the already/not yet power of the Spirit” (Fee, Paul 107). The point is the Spirit-
Flesh dualism exists but the battle does not rage within the heart of a helpless Christian. 
The Spirit empowers believers so they are no longer subject to the bidding of sarx (God’s 
Empowering 422-23, 435; B. Longenecker 70). Christians should not passively wait, 
however, for life in the “already” to work out. The imperative for believers is that they 
choose to walk by/in the Spirit (Fee, Paul 133). 
“For the flesh sets its desire against the Spirit, and the Spirit against the flesh; for 
these are in opposition to one another, so that you may not do the things that you please” 
(5:17) captures the essence of this conflict. Betz observes that freedom by definition 
means the Christians have a choice as to defining life by the fruit of the Spirit or the 
works of the flesh (273). The Galatians were at least concerned, and the agitators 
convinced, that a lack of Torah would result in antinomian, self-indulgent sin. Paul 
argues that freedom for Christians is not absolute. They may not do whatever they wish 
because they are Spirit-people: 
Warfare excludes some options and necessitates others. If they walk in the 
Spirit they are caught up into the conflict, which means that they are not 
free to do whatever they want … (5:17). Such conflict ensures that their 
freedom is not absolute for their walk in the Spirit will set them against the 
flesh and thus defines [emphasis mine] the moral choices they must make. 
(Barclay 112) 
 
Having aligned themselves with the Spirit Christians are bound to live by the Spirit in a 
way that pleases the Spirit. 
Christians are not only empowered by the Spirit to resist participating in the 
works of the flesh, they are obliged to walk in his ways allowing him to develop the 
character of Christ, illustrated by the fruit of the Spirit, within them. The privilege of 
choosing to do what some no longer under the law may choose to do is no longer theirs 
(Fee, God’s Empowering 436; B. Longenecker 70). 
Spirit, sarx, and Torah. In this argument the apostle continues addressing the 
concern that occasioned the letter: the Spirit’s sufficiency for Christian life without 
Torah. In 5:17, Paul again asserts the Spirit’s sufficiency and goes on in the very next 
verse to once again draw the contrast between Spirit and Torah living. “But if you are led 
by the Spirit, you are not under the law” (TNIV). 
Determining how this verse fits the context initially appears difficult. “This is an 
especially difficult question for those who take the common view that vv. 16-17 refer to 
the individual believer’s helplessness in the midst of struggle between flesh and Spirit,” 
notes Fee (God’s Empowering 437). Remembering that Paul was arguing for the Spirit’s 
sufficiency in preventing people free from the Law engaging in works of the flesh makes 
sense of the flow. “[I]n a sentence that looks like a non sequitur, Paul in fact ties up all 
the loose ends that concern him most” (437). 
Fee notes that this understanding of the text goes back to Chrysostom (God’s 
Empowering 436). Commenting on 5:18, Chrysostom explains the logic of Paul’s 
argument: 
If it be asked in what way this consequence follows, I answer, it is a close 
and plain one; for he that hath the Spirit as he ought, quenches thereby 
every evil desire, and he who is released from these needs no help from 
the Law, but is exalted far above its precepts. What need hath he who is 
never angry to hear the command, Thou shalt not kill?… Formerly we 
were rightly subject to the Law … the Spirit not having yet been 
manifested; but now that grace is given, which not only commands us to 
abstain from them, but also mortifies them, and leads us to a higher rule of 
life, what more need is there of the Law? (87) 
 
Christians living in the age of the Spirit no longer require the law to guide their lives. The 
Spirit provides both the guidance and the power necessary for walking the way of Christ. 
Torah and sarx exist on the same side of the Spirit-flesh equation. Torah 
observance is the human attempt to avoid the personally and communally destructive 
vices itemized in 5:19-21. Maintaining the definition of flesh found earlier in the epistle, 
sarx as “that which is merely human,” allows people to see that both flesh and Law 
belong to the old aeon. Paul is placing the Torah in the same category as the list of vices. 
The apostle is implying that rather than helping avoid the works of the flesh, keeping the 
Torah further embeds people in the realm of sarx (Barclay 209-10; Bruce, Epistle 240; 
Dunn, 301; Fee, God’s Empowering 422). 
Life in the Spirit means Christians are no longer under the Law because the age of 
flesh and Law is over. Readers must not understand Paul’s placing the Law and sarx in 
the same category meant the apostle believed the Torah was evil. Rather, Paul believed 
that Christ fulfilled the Torah. 
Throughout the letter, Torah and Christ appear at odds with each other. In 5:14 
Paul brings them together insisting that the entire law is fulfilled in the command to love. 
The apostle is not calling for a replacement or abandonment of the Law as something 
destructive. Rather, the Law is fulfilled or “brought to full expression” in the practice of 
loving one’s neighbor. For the agitators, keeping the Law means the complete package of 
Judaism including circumcision. For Paul, fulfilling the Torah means keeping “the law of 
Christ,” love (6:2) (Dunn 289-91; B. Longenecker 85). The obligation to love is a 
dominant theme throughout this passage. Paul began by reminding the Galatians that 
freedom from the Law meant becoming slaves to each other in love (5:13). 
The Spirit plays a key role in fulfilling the Law by keeping the command to love. 
The command to love anticipates the role of the Spirit. Love is the first noted result of the 
Spirit’s presence in Christians’ lives when Paul lists the “fruit of the Spirit” in verses 22-
23 (Calvin 554; Fee, God’s Empowering 423, 426). Barclay goes further, observing that 
the fruit “entirely matches up to the values of the law” (143). Walking in the Spirit, as 
Paul has insisted all along, makes the moral safeguards and directives of the Law 
superfluous (143). Law keeping in the way demanded by the agitators belongs to a 
bygone age. 
Conclusions regarding the epistle’s unity. Paul is concerned with one 
overarching theme and group of opponents throughout the entirety of this epistle. He is 
anxious to demonstrate that the Law is unnecessary for the governance of Christian life. 
The Spirit, he insisted, is more than adequate. Within Paul’s apocalyptic framework, for 
Christians, sarx—the “merely human”—and Torah belong to a past age. Believers 
crucified their flesh and Christ fulfilled the Torah. Christians have decided their 
allegiance in the moral and spiritual battle and are, therefore, obliged to follow the way of 
the Spirit. This apocalyptic reality forms the backdrop to exploring what Paul means by 
living in the age of the Spirit.  
Spiritual Formation in the Age of the Spirit 
Paul illustrates the Spirit’s central role in a Christian community and individual 
life in 5:13-6:10. Christians are urged to “walk in the Spirit” (5:16), be “led by the Spirit” 
(5:18), “keep in step with the Spirit” (5:25), and to “sow to the Spirit” (6:8). Several 
preliminary comments will set the background for each of these verbs.  
Foundational truths. This Spirit life and ethics are for all believers. Christians 
must reject the all too common expectation that a few “spiritual” Christians live by the 
Spirit with his fruit evident in their lives. These exhortations and promises are for all who 
name Jesus as Lord. The Spirit is the effective key to Christian ethics and the apostle 
expects to see every believer exhibit changed behaviors (Fee, Paul 106-07; Willard, 
Renovation 79). 
Readers find in these verses the common Pauline indicative/imperative balance. 
Christians have the Spirit who empowers and leads them. The Spirit’s presence does not, 
however, suggest passivity on the part of believers. To experience the fruit of the Spirit, 
Christians must “sow to,” “walk in,” “be led by,” and “conform” themselves to the Spirit 
(Barclay 181-82; Fee, God’s Empowering 433). Commenting on applying the fruit of the 
Spirit in 6:7-8, Oden writes clearly of the Christian’s responsibility: 
The sinner is understood as the author of his own character, reaping the 
fruit of his own choices. Character molds destiny. That human freedom is 
divinely aided does not diminish its quality as freedom for all self-
determining beings are given grace adequate for salvation if they 
cooperate with it. It is the ultimate directionality of the character that 
makes the judgment irreversible. (440) 
Rather than an excuse for inactivity, the Spirit’s empowerment is an invitation for 
believers to cooperate with the Spirit in his work. 
Finally, Paul continues to consider these themes in the context of Christian 
community. Relationships within the Galatian church had broken down with Christians 
“devouring one another” (5:15), using their freedom to endanger the community (Fee, 
Paul 115). Paul’s instructions, along with vice and virtue lists, have a communal focus. 
Christian communities, however, consist of Spirit-filled and directed individuals. As 
individuals walk in the Spirit, the community is identifiable as a people set apart from the 
age and works of the flesh. Even in light of the communal emphasis, Christians must not 
ignore the individual responsibility to cooperate with the Spirit. 
Living by the Spirit. Paul begins his instructions on Spirit living with his 
fundamental and defining imperative for Christian life, “walk by the Spirit” (Betz 277; 
Fee, God’s Empowering 422, 429). The concept of one’s “walk” is an important idea in 
the ancient understanding of ethics. The word essentially captures “a way of life.” More 
than simply an outward lifestyle, a person’s “walk” includes underlying guidance and 
empowerment for approaching all of life. Paul often uses “walk” as a metaphor for 
Christian life in this way (Betz 277; Fee, God’s Empowering 429-30; Guthrie 558-59). 
The apostle’s precise meaning in 5:16 is difficult to pin down. The complication 
comes in Paul’s use of the dative pneumati. He may intend it in the instrumental sense of 
“walk by means of” the Spirit or the locative of sphere, “walk in the sphere or way of the 
Spirit.” Paul probably intends some blend of the two. Believers live in continual7 
reference to the Spirit as a resource for ethical life while choosing to live a quality of life 
                                                 
7The imperative “walk” appears in the present tense indicating both a continuation of what the 
Galatians have been doing, since they began in the Spirit, and must continue to do as they live their lives 
moment by moment (Fee, God’s Empowering 430; R. Longenecker 245). 
that reflects the Spirit’s desires. With this blend the active emphasis of the verb “walk” is 
not overlooked (Betz 277-78; Dunn 295; Fee, God’s Empowering 420, 430; R. 
Longenecker 244-45). 
Dunn notes the importance of remembering the active sense of 5:16 when Paul 
balances it with the passive “being led” by the Spirit in 5:18. Those who “walk in the 
Spirit” must be “led by the Spirit” (300). The implication is that Christians are to submit 
their own wills to the compulsion of the Spirit who directs their hearts (Bruce, Spirit 45; 
Dunn 300; R. Longenecker 246). Fee notes that Paul’s concern here is not with “direct 
guidance” by the Spirit. Rather, Paul is complementing the imperative to “walk by the 
Spirit” and describes following the Spirit as he leads in the pattern of Christ’s life (God’s 
Empowering 438). 
Verse twenty-five is a wonderful example of the combination of indicative and 
imperative. Christians live by the Spirit (indicative), so with the Spirit let’s keep in step 
(imperative). Written in chiastic order to underscore the centrality of the Spirit, the verse 
reminds believers they live in the Holy Spirit. Consequently, as participants in the divine 
life, they have an obligation to live with the Spirit as the empowerment and standard for 
life (Barclay 155; Betz 293; Bruce, Spirit 257; Ladd 518; R. Longenecker 265). 
Christians must “conform” their lives to the way of Christ described in the virtue list and 
identified as “the fruit of the Spirit” (5:22, 23). Betz insists Paul deliberately uses an 
unusual word here translated “keep in step” or “walk” (NASB) (293). By using the 
military word stoicheo, the apostle indicates he is not simply supplying a synonym for the 
words found in 5:16. Paul wants to retain some of the basic meaning of “stand or march 
in line” following the Spirit’s leading (Betz 293-94; Dunn 317-18). The sense of the 
Spirit’s authority in life is essential as “[t]he process of being conformed to the image of 
Christ takes place primarily at the points of our unlikeness to Christ’s image” 
(Mulholland 37). The Spirit’s work inevitably results in a painful confrontation and the 
Spirit marching Christians to places they do not wish to go. 
Calvin makes the point of Paul’s specific use of stoicheo and indicates how such 
conformity fits the church’s missional spirituality: 
The word that Paul uses here means more than this [conduct in life]; it 
means marching to order, and yielding in conformity to the will of God 
and the Holy Spirit. There ought to be an authority controlling our lives, 
so that people can see that God rules there and that the Lord Jesus has 
reserved us as members of his own body and that he truly dwells within us 
by his Holy Spirit. (561) 
 
The Spirit rules Christians who are responsible to follow the Spirit’s leading as he leads 
believers into Christ’s mission. 
In 5:16-23 Paul has outlined a life empowered, formed and led by the Spirit. 
Beginning with the heading of “keeping in step with the Spirit” he works out the details 
of Spirit life, with special attention to social living,8 in 5:25-6:10 (Barclay 149, 156; 
Dunn 316). Many of the specifics provided in the text are the practical outworking of the 
“fruit” produced by the Spirit in the Christian’s life and community (Barclay 155-67; 
Dunn 318; Fee, God’s Empowering 454). R. Longenecker notes that Paul’s combination 
of the Spirit’s work and human expression is not unusual: 
That he exhorts believers to do what it is the work of the Spirit to produce 
(cf. vv 22-23) is typical of Paul’s understanding of Christian ethics, for 
Paul never views the ethical activity of the believer apart from the Spirit’s 
work nor the Spirit’s ethical direction and enablement apart from the 
believer’s active expression of his or her faith. (266) 
 
The Spirit does his part. It is up to Christians to ensure their cooperation. 
                                                 
8 Given that the Galatians were embroiled in discord this emphasis is to be expected but does not 
limit what walking in step with the Spirit means. 
 Paul continues to urge the Galatians to live according to the Spirit and not the 
flesh in 6:8 when he commands them to “sow” to the Spirit and not sarx. Once more Paul 
reminds the Christians of Galatia that Spirit life is not automatic. In a phrase that 
effectively sums up the prior imperatives, Paul told them they must do their part and 
intentionally do those things that the Spirit wills (Dunn 331; Fee, God’s Empowering 
467). 
 The fruit of the Spirit. I have noted the “fruit of the Spirit” several times in the 
context of human responsibility to live them out. Before drawing some final conclusions, 
a closer examination of this virtue list is in order. Two issues about this list concern the 
contention that believers are obligated to cooperate with the Spirit in his forming Christ’s 
image within them. One further point relates to Paul’s argument for the sufficiency of the 
Spirit for Christian living. 
 The fruit of the Spirit, though not an exhaustive description, is no less than a 
character sketch of Jesus Christ manifested in the lives of Christians and the Christian 
community as a whole.9 Indeed, more than only providing moral direction, people may 
understand Christlike character as the principal result and aim of the Spirit’s presence and 
Christians’ cooperation (Bruce, Spirit 47; Calvin 557; Dunn 308, 310; B. Longenecker 
83). Lewis feels so strongly about the goal of Christlikeness that he writes, “Every 
Christian is to become a little Christ. The whole purpose of becoming a Christian is 
                                                 
9Fee insists that Paul’s concern is not so much the Christian’s interior life as the corporate life of 
the community. He notes the fruit listed concern themselves with community life. He concedes, however, 
that individuals must love, practice kindness, and manifest the other fruit if the community is to bear 
Christ’s image (God’s Empowering 445-46). Furthermore, as C. S. Lewis observes, “[T]he church exists 
for nothing else but to draw men into Christ, to make them into little Christs” (135). The point that Paul’s 
primary focus is corporate should not be “over done.” Bruce W. Longenecker sums up the communal 
aspect of the Spirit’s fruit well: “Paul’s case throughout Galatians is, then, primarily a charter and blueprint 
for social relationships within the eschatological community in which the sovereign Creator is transforming 
people in conformity with the character of the loving and self-giving Son” (72). 
simply nothing else” (138).10
 A second note is the cooperation of people with the Spirit resulting in their being 
formed into the image of Christ. The fruit are the “practical effect of the Spirit’s presence 
in the believer” (Bruce, Spirit 46). Betz comments that they should “be taken as ‘benefits’ 
which were given as or together with the Spirit” (286). Unquestionably, the Spirit shapes 
Christians into the image of Christ. Spiritual formation is the Spirit’s business.  
 Once again, however, Paul is not indicating passivity on the part of Christians as 
though the Spirit provides some spontaneous power resulting in Christlikeness. Given the 
context of ethical exhortation, especially in 5:25-6:10, passivity cannot be what Paul 
means. Believers are not passive receivers of Christ’s character. Christians and 
congregations must enact the Spirit’s fruit by practicing love, patience, and gentleness.11 
As they walk in the Spirit, allowing his fruit to be evident in their lives and relationships, 
the faithful are conformed to the likeness of Christ. This journey is not optional for 
Christians (Barclay 214-15; Betz 286-87; Fee, Paul 112; God’s Empowering 444; Ladd 
518; R. Longenecker 259-60). Writing of the fruit of the Spirit, Barth notes the essential 
nature of manifesting the fruit in life: 
A man is no Christian if he is not willing, ready, modest and courageous 
enough … to move forward, not according to the impulses of his own 
heart or the fancies of his own mind, but according to the impulses and 
direction of the Holy Spirit, constantly marching into a land (a small 
portion of the land) “that I will shew thee” (Gen. 12:1). Viewed thus, his 
life is indeed a daily penitence, a constant stretching after the new 
                                                 
10 Karl Barth remarks that “[n]o matter how rich and ripe the fruits of the Spirit may prove to 
benefit, it is not yet the perfect life which it is properly and finally destined to be” (40). He goes on to 
comment that the Spirit “is only the first fruits and pledge” (40) of the perfection Christians will know 
when Christ returns. “Having this final, true and eternal goal before his eyes, so long as he lives here and 
now he has before him goals which are penultimate … yet illuminating in their own way as pointers to it” 
(40). 
11Barclay details the application of the fruit in 6:1-10 noting such things as the believers’ 
responsibility to “restore gently” (6:1), carry burdens fulfilling love, the “law of Christ” (6:2), and not to 
weary in goodness (6:9-10) (156-66). 
possibilities which are offered him, a never resting striding in the light of 
the divine invitation and command which constantly encounter him afresh. 
(39) 
 
Followers of Jesus are compelled to follow the Spirit and not their own agenda. 
 Finally, Paul had not forgotten his overarching concern of the Spirit’s sufficiency 
over against the Law. After listing the fruit the apostle wrote, “Against such things there 
is no law” (TNIV). Paul’s precise meaning is difficult to ascertain. He may intend a 
combination of meanings. The apostle insists that Christians not understand these fruit as 
a new legal code. Paul may also be taking a “dig” at those who desire to live by the law: 
“there is no law against this kind of behavior” (Barclay 124; Barrett 77; Calvin 547; 
Dunn 313; Fee, God’s Empowering 115; R. Longenecker 263-64). 
Biblical Themes and Conclusions 
The Galatians were embroiled in conflict. Some of their number had taken their 
freedom from the Law as an opportunity to indulge in the works of flesh—specifically 
divisive and socially destructive practices. A group of Jewish-Christian missionaries had 
convinced some in the church that the unacceptable behavior of some was the result of 
not living by the Torah. Their solution was to complete the faith by undergoing 
circumcision and following the Law.  
Paul writes with great vigor to persuade them that the age of the Torah belongs to 
the time and way of sarx. The Spirit, with whom they began and who grants life, is more 
than sufficient for Christian ethics and communal life. Indeed, given Paul’s apocalyptic 
framework, far from following the Torah they were obligated to live in the age of the 
Spirit. They had already chosen sides, and in a series of imperatives he reminds them of 
their obligation to continue with the commitment they had already made to walk in the 
Spirit.  
As Galatian Christians walked, were led by and kept in step with the Spirit, 
sowing to life in him, the fruit of his presence would be seen in them. The Spirit would 
form them into the image of Christ. The fruit, however, was not for self-satisfaction; 
rather, the fruit was for the sake of others. They were obligated in the Spirit’s strength to 
apply the fruit in real life and relationships. 
Instead of keeping the Torah to manage behavior, the Galatians were obligated to 
cooperate with the Spirit as he formed them into the image of Christ. Christians today 
have the same wonderful opportunity and obligation. Believers can find in this passage 
several guidelines concerning spiritual formation. 
Intentional spiritual formation is not optional for Christ’s followers. Christians 
have passed from the age of flesh to the age of the Spirit. Consequently, they are obliged 
to live and mature as Spirit-people. God expects every Christian to participate in his goal 
of forming them into the image of Jesus. In his grace God does not leave his children to 
their own devices for spiritual formation. The Holy Spirit is the principal power and actor 
in the transformational process. Believers, however, must fulfill their role in the 
indicative/imperative pattern Paul outlines and cooperate with the Spirit. Christians as 
Spirit-people must walk in the Spirit in every aspect of their lives. 
Paul uses the language of a journey when describing human/Spirit cooperation. 
Journeying with the Spirit is not always an easy task. Christians must confront those 
character flaws, attitudes, and actions that make them unlike Jesus. While walking in the 
Spirit may conjure up images of pleasant traveling, the military word stoicheo reminds 
people that the journey to Christlikeness is sometimes more like a military campaign. 
Thankfully Christians do not undertake this sometimes difficult journey alone. 
Spiritual formation is a communal experience. God intends the Church as a community to 
reflect Christ’s nature. The Church becomes the visible body of Christ as the individuals 
who make it up relate to each other in Christlike ways. That the fruit of the Spirit are, for 
the most part, relational is no accident. 
Finally, the purpose of the Spirit’s fruit is not personal satisfaction for Christians. 
The Church and believers who are conformed to the image of Christ exist for the sake of 
God’s mission. God matures believers for the sake of others. People see the results of 
God’s rule and are attracted to him. 
As one reviews these conclusions several themes emerge: 
• The Spirit is sufficient for Christian life and central to spiritual formation, 
• All Christians are obligated to cooperate with the Spirit as he forms them, 
• Spiritual formation is a journey toward Christ’s likeness, 
• Christianity is a communal experience, and 
• Spiritual formation is, at least in part, for the sake of others and is thereby 
missional in nature. 
Post-Biblical Contributions 
 Churches must both mature as a community and assist individuals in maturing 
into the image of Christ for the sake of his mission. Maturity occurs through numerous 
specific methods and events. Seven broad themes, however, may help guide a 
congregation’s efforts: starting people’s faith walk well, identifying the goal of spiritual 
growth, encouraging a journey mind-set, considering individual personalities and growth 
patterns, participating in true Christian community, learning to walk in the Spirit in daily 
life, and practicing missional spirituality. 
Starting the Faith Walk Well 
 The twenty-first century is no longer the age of Christendom when churches could 
take for granted that the community at large had enough contact with biblical Christianity 
to gain basic knowledge. Consequently, the church must be increasingly diligent in 
training people who are coming to faith in Christ (Mead 50-51; Willimon 71). Forming 
converts into the image of Christ requires they begin their faith journey well. George 
Barna discovered that only 20 percent of believers asked to name the most important 
thing they hope to accomplish with their life mentioned spiritual outcomes (34). Many 
churches do not adequately start people moving in the right direction by helping them 
understand life’s purpose and goal. “For the last several decades the churches of the 
Western world have not made discipleship a condition of being a Christian” (Willard, 
Spirit 258). 
 Decisions and disciples. Part of the difficulty is much of the modern Church 
understands conversion as people making a one-time decision that Jesus is Savior, 
thereby qualifying them for heaven. An unbiblical separation appears to have developed 
between justification and sanctification (Hauerwas 185). The biblical view of conversion 
is the process of discipleship whereby the Spirit restores the image of Christ in Christians 
(Demarest, Satisfy Your Soul 24; Fee, Paul 75; Webber 11). “True spirituality does not 
make us angels but fully human—like Jesus” (Stevens, Down to Earth (13). 
Robert E. Webber points to the ancient Church as a model for how Christians 
should encounter the post-Christian world. The emphasis is on the early Church’s process 
of conversion. People too often confess Christ, suggests Webber, before they truly 
understand to what and whom they are committing themselves.  
Erwin Raphael McManus writes that the minimum standards set for believers 
shape the culture of the church. If believers are to bear the image of Christ as God 
desires, churches must set what McManus calls a radical minimum standard (202-03). 
Boa notes that few churches rise to the challenge McManus articulates: 
The bulk of Christian churches and denominations pitch their message so 
low that even if their members practiced the spiritual regimens they 
propose, it is unlikely that they would be distinguishably different from 
their neighbors.… The radical and counter-cultural biblical message of 
personal transformation by following Christ has often been reduced to a 
culture-bound spiritual veneer. (Boa 77) 
 
If congregations are faithful to their task they must communicate the importance of 
transformation and Christlikeness to their members. 
Easy believism guaranteeing a ticket to heaven will not result in Christians 
formed into the image of Christ. Converts must learn how to organize and live their total 
life as Christ lived his (Willard, Spirit 9). The good news, McManus assures readers, is 
that those just coming into fellowship with God “instinctively drink deeply of God” 
(224). Church leadership must seize the opportunity and begin those coming into the faith 
well. In part, granting converts a good start means early exposure to expectations and 
spiritual disciplines that have sustained and matured God’s followers for centuries. Boa 
observes, “Spirituality is not instantaneous or haphazard; it is developed and refined.… 
The spiritual life is progressively cultivated in the disciplines of the faith” (76). 
 Spiritual disciplines. The work of spiritual formation is that of the Holy Spirit. 
People must not fall prey to thinking if they do the right things and practice the right 
techniques they can transform themselves (Mulholland 30). Rejecting dependence on 
their own efforts and recognizing the Spirit’s role, however, does not mean Christians 
play no part in their formation. Healthy spiritual formation requires a balance of the 
Spirit’s work and human participation. Robert Mulholland offers the following comments 
on “work out your own salvation.… God is at work in you” (Phil. 2:12-13): 
You see both sides of the equation are essential for balanced spiritual 
disciplines. If we destroy the paradox by opting for working out our own 
salvation, the disciplines become our prisons. If we destroy the paradox by 
opting for God to do everything, the absence of disciplines becomes a 
barrier that precludes God’s opportunity to effect any consistent 
transformation in our lives. Holistic spiritual disciplines are acts of loving 
obedience that we offer to God steadily and consistently, to be used for 
whatever work God purposes to do in and through our lives. (103) 
 
Once again readers are exposed to Paul’s expectations of cooperation between Christians 
and the Spirit. 
The importance of remembering this balance is difficult to overstate. Christians 
must resist the temptation to understand the disciplines as something people do to change 
themselves. The Spirit changes people. In a cooperative relationship, people offer 
themselves to the Spirit through corporate and personal disciplines that he may work in 
them whatever way, over whatever time period he chooses (Mulholland 131, 134).  
After cataloguing difficult life situations some Christians face, Demarest offers a 
potential source of many problems. “We’ve come to this point, it seems, because we have 
neglected a basic truth about soul care: spiritual growth does not happen automatically 
[original emphasis]” (Soulguide 25). A Christian’s privilege is to avail themself and 
respond with cooperation to the Spirit’s shaping work (Mulholland 26). “Faith is a 
gracious conspiracy between God and the seeking person, a hounding on both sides and a 
symphony of wills” (Stevens, Down to Earth 19). Starting the faith walk well involves 
converts learning those corporate and individual practices that nurture spiritual formation.  
These practices, or spiritual disciplines, are numerous and varied. Evangelical 
churches, certainly the Grande Prairie Church of Christ, all too often attempt to mold 
people only through the mind by expounding right doctrine. Understanding faith as a set 
of propositions processed by the mind is deadly to the soul (Demarest, Satisfy Your Soul 
51-52). Churches restrict formation to intellectual pursuit at the expense of the 
imagination and emotions. God intended people to exercise these faculties in spiritual 
growth. “The gospel does not just affect the way we think; it changes the way we 
experience the world” (McGrath 15). While renewing the intellect is an essential 
component of spiritual formation, it must not be the only avenue of pursuit. A sampling 
of the myriad of spiritual disciplines is in order to flesh out this thought. 
Worship is central to Christian life. In one sense, every aspect of a believer’s life 
should be an offering of worship toward God. Christians are “living sacrifices” (Rom. 
12:1). Christians also engage in individual and corporate activities where their focused 
intention is to offer praise to the Lord. Leaders should explain each of these aspects of 
worship and promote their practice by new Christians. At the heart of this discipline is a 
life oriented toward God who stands in the center of all believers are and do. 
Corporate worship is an especially important opportunity for spiritual formation. 
Willimon believes worship services to be the primary setting for formation because it is a 
time when leaders have access to the faithful and interested. While 38 percent of North 
Americans attend corporate worship, less than 22 percent participate in other 
opportunities for Christian education (213). Intentional care should be taken to ensure 
those practices that encourage spiritual formation are modeled and taught when the 
congregation gathers. Corporate worship, adequately modeled, moves and enables 
believers to make worship the style of their entire life (S. Johnson 63). 
The Bible plays a central role in Christian spiritual formation. George G. Hunter, 
III indicates that Scripture is the primary source for the Christian mind. Wise 
congregations “take a redundant approach to rooting believers and seekers in Scripture” 
(29). 
Scripture, however, does not only help form a believer’s mind. Moving beyond 
the critical function of forming the mind requires people’s approach to Scripture not be 
restricted to intellectual study. Bernard of Clairvaux taught that meditation moves the 
Word from the mind to the heart (Demarest, Satisfy Your Soul 135). The classical 
exercise of engaging scripture for spiritual formation is known as lectio divina. 
Historically lectio divina has involved four movements. Practitioners read the text in the 
first movement, lectio. Next, the words are meditated upon—meditatio. Transformation 
requires a response on the part of the reader. In lectio divina response takes the form of 
oratio in which believers enter into a personal dialogue with God. Contemplatio allows 
believers to wait upon God to do in and through them whatever he wills. Mulholland 
suggests Christians add a pre- and postlude to this discipline. The prelude is silencio 
whereby believers prepare themselves to read Scripture. The intention is to move away 
from the culturally determined tendency to control the text and have the text control the 
reader. He calls the postlude incarnation. Here the believer encounters the world as a 
changed person (112-14). 
A third common discipline practiced by believers is prayer. Harvard theologian 
Margaret R. Miles’ survey of historical devotional manuals led her to conclude that 
“[a]ccording to Christian authors, prayer is the most central practice for the definition of 
a religious self” (126). North America’s often intellectual approach to faith combined 
with a penchant for activity can result in narrowing the practice of prayer. Contemplative 
prayer and the affective prayer of the heart are often neglected (Demarest, Satisfy Your 
Soul 167). Rather than informing God of a practitioner’s love for him or forming ideas 
about the Lord, contemplation aims at resting in God’s God’s Empowering. There, 
Christians can gaze on his majesty and have their inner beings shaped by the King (169). 
Miles considers contemplation a gift expressed as prayer so intense one is “absorbed in 
ecstasy” (138). Prayer is, in part, believers offering themselves to God and asking him to 
shape their lives in the midst of relationship with him (Mulholland 140). 
Silence and solitude are perhaps two of the most neglected disciplines in 
evangelical culture (Demarest, Satisfy Your Soul 128). Abandoning these two disciplines 
is unfortunate since the discipline of silence is a long-practiced road to spiritual 
formation. Thomas à Kempis writes, “Jesus will stay with you as long as you are humble 
and quiet in your spirit” (93). This fifteenth-century saint points to an important aspect of 
silence. The discipline does not simply disdain verbal interaction; the more difficult 
“silence of the heart” is the aim. When the heart is silent; people relinquish control of life 
and formation to God. Without silence of the heart; believers may attempt to control God 
and follow their own agenda for spiritual growth. When the heart is not silent, times of 
devotion and surrender may become works of righteousness—the antithesis of what must 
take place in spiritual formation (Mulholland 136-37). 
Just as silence is deeper than the absence of words, solitude means more than 
withdrawing from human contact. Once again Christians must deal with the need to 
control: 
In the classical Christian spiritual tradition, however, solitude is, in the 
silence of release, beginning to face the deep inner dynamics of our being 
that make us that grasping, controlling, manipulative person; beginning to 
face our brokenness, our distortion, our darkness; and beginning to offer 
ourselves to God at those points.… [I]t is being who we are with God and 
acknowledging who we are to ourselves and to God. (Mulholland 138) 
 
Solitude is an important step in a Christian giving up control of their life and 
environment. 
Spiritual companions balance the practice of solitude and offer tremendous 
opportunities for spiritual formation. These relationships can take many forms. Demarest 
refers to spiritual friendship, guidance, mentoring and direction as increasingly intensive 
practices offered by spiritual companions (Satisfy Your Soul 191). Barna notes that most 
of the congregations he discovered to be highly effective in spiritual formation integrate 
some form of spiritual mentoring in their process (123-24).  
One great advantage of a mentoring or directing process is the personalized 
attention given growing believers. Processing one’s spiritual formation with a spiritual 
companion takes into account personal history, temperament, and God’s unique 
interaction with individuals (Demarest, Satisfy Your Soul 197). 
The North American church underutilizes spiritual mentoring and directing in 
spite of these disciplines’ effectiveness. Barna identifies two challenges to the discipline 
of spiritual mentoring or direction. In spite of nine out of ten people having positive 
mentoring experiences, they are reluctant to repeat the experience in the spiritual arena. 
Only one in seven believers indicated they were very interested in entering such a 
relationship (49-50). The second difficulty lies on the other side of the equation. 
Churches have difficulty in both finding qualified mentors and matching them with 
appropriate protégés (93). 
Practitioners of the disciplines must remember they are not techniques used to 
focus only on one’s interior life or self-improvement. “Spiritual disciplines are ways to 
get us out of ourselves, not into ourselves! Through their practice we are drawn out of 
self-absorption and into following Christ” (55-56). Susanne Johnson suggests that if 
spiritual disciplines do not nurture compassion and sensitivity to others believers are 
likely practicing “bogus spirituality” (69). Works of mercy such as caring for those 
marginalized by society, feeding the hungry, visiting the imprisoned, serve as disciplines 
that point away from self-centeredness. These essential disciplines are not only means of 
participating in God’s reconciling mission but are critical avenues of God’s grace to the 
believers he is forming (58).  
Starting one’s journey well is important to the process of spiritual formation. The 
church must expose people investigating Christianity and deciding for Jesus to more than 
the outline of the grand narrative. Spiritual explorers must be set on the path of 
discipleship—spiritual formation. Congregations should, at the least, help converts 
understand faith is for earth and not only heaven and provide tools to help them on their 
way. Spiritual disciplines, represented but not exhausted by those surveyed here, should 
be part of the tool kit. Converts should also have a sense of the journey’s end. 
Identifying the Goal of Spiritual Growth 
 For many believers the sole goal of faith is to spend eternity with God. Church 
leadership sometimes adds the expectation of producing Christians who will proclaim 
their faith to others. Willard notes the error of this situation: 
A fundamental mistake of the conservative side of the American church 
today, and much of the Western church, is that it takes as its basic 
[original emphasis] goal to get as many people as possible ready to die and 
go to heaven. It aims to get people into heaven rather than get heaven into 
people. (Renovation 238-39) 
 
Preparing people for the day they die falls far short of God’s desire for his children. The 
modern Church may have lost sight of one of its God given goals. 
The early Church included the emphasis on heaven but understood it to be but one 
expression of a greater vision—a life growing into the image of Christ (Demarest, Satisfy 
Your Soul 24). The evidence is clear in the New Testament. The word “disciple” appears 
269 times while the writers used “Christian” three times. As Willard observes, “the point 
is not merely verbal” (Spirit 258).  
Remembering the goal of a person’s transformation into Christ’s likeness also 
guards against the danger of understanding spiritual formation as simply being 
“spiritual.” Christian spiritual formation has everything to do with the formation of 
Christian character (S. Johnson 20-21). Church leaders must not allow people to mistake 
a virtuous lifestyle apart from Jesus as Christian spiritual formation (Hauerwas 182).   
 Setting the vision. People will grow and share their faith when they have a vision 
for what God intends Christians to become (Hunter 54). Corinne Ware reminds readers, 
“[W]e can do only what we can first imagine” (24). The vision must go beyond 
understanding doctrine or conforming to a lifestyle ordered by religious rules (32-33). In 
fact, religious rules, Galatians 5:13-6:10 demonstrates, may well be the antithesis of 
spiritual formation.  
 Willard suggests that God’s ideal is the transformation of a human being’s inner 
world to the degree that it becomes like the inner being of Christ. This transformation 
results in external manifestations of Christlikeness. He warns, however, that the external 
expressions of Christ’s character are essential but must not become the main emphasis. 
To do so inevitably results in legalism and emphasis on matters such as dress and certain 
prescribed behaviors. The goal should be Christlikeness in all aspects of human life 
(Renovation 22-23).  
 God’s concern is not limited to individuals. Christians must have a vision for 
God’s kingdom if they are to be adequately motivated to yield their hearts to God. 
Willard underscores this point through Jesus’ example: 
If we are concerned about our own spiritual formation or that of others, 
this vision of the kingdom is the place we must start. Remember, it is the 
place where Jesus started. It was the gospel he preached. He came 
announcing, manifesting, and teaching the availability and nature of the 
kingdom of the heavens. “For I was sent for this purpose,” he said (Luke 
4:43). That is simply a fact, and if we are faithful to it, do justice to it in 
full devotion, we will find our feet firmly planted on the path of spiritual 
formation. (Renovation 86) 
 
Christians need to resist the temptation to limit spiritual formation to self-improvement. 
The kingdom mission is central to Christian spiritual formation. 
 Only when people have a sense of the end goal can they take deliberate steps to 
participate with the Spirit in their transformation. Barna discovered that only four out of 
ten Christians had any goals for their spiritual development. He comments further that 
even this number is inflated as many of those who did have goals articulated ones that 
were not measurable, not spiritual, or not progressive (36). Clearly, many North 
American congregations are failing to help believers determine what spiritual growth and 
formation is all about. Too many churches understand their purpose as one of spiritual 
maintenance rather than assisting people to grow (35). 
 Helping Christians with spiritual formation requires supplying them with a vision 
of who they are to become in God’s kingdom. Once believers have a vision of the goal 
set before them, they can form the intention to become, by God’s grace, the kingdom 
person God created them to be. Assistance in developing a personalized plan of action 
can take place when the vision and intention are in place. The plan will outline means or 
instruments that will lead to the goal. Willard insists that this pattern (vision—intention—
means) is the way of personal transformation (Renovation 77-91). Without this pattern, 
he claims, spiritual formation will not occur: 
If we are to be spiritually formed in Christ, we must have and must 
implement the appropriate vision, intention, and means. Not just any path 
will do. If this VIM pattern is not put in place properly and held there, 
Christ simply will not be formed in us. (85) 
 
Effective leadership means pastors and others must resist the temptation to encourage 
disciples to engage in various means of formation before they understand God’s goal of 
forming them into Christ’s image. 
When considering the goal set before Christians they must remember that as long 
as they walk the earth they will never fully arrive. The Spirit’s transformational work in 
Christians ends when their walk on earth is done and Christ completes his work in them 
(Barth 40; Boa 20). Undergirding the intention and means must be a sense that the 
Christian life is a relational journey with Christ toward maturity (Boa 19). 
Encouraging a Journey Mind-Set 
One does not move from initially turning to Jesus to thinking, feeling and acting 
like him in one short step. Spiritual formation takes place over a lifetime with each 
person traveling a unique road to maturity. 
Spiritual formation as a journey. The concept of spiritual formation as a 
lifelong pursuit is not prevalent in the North American church today. People often 
consider formation to be an exercise of short duration. A course, suggests Demarest, 
something akin to army boot camp (Satisfy Your Soul 190). “Our culture lives with a 
fantasy of instantaneous transformation and change without cost” and spiritual formation 
has fallen prey to the fantasy (Willimon 229). Mulholland observes that understanding 
spiritual life as static leads to “the acquisition of information and techniques that enable 
us to gain possession of the desired state of spirituality” feeding the illusion that people 
alone are in control of their spiritual life (12). One of the most difficult lessons to learn in 
spiritual formation is that God seems to operate on a time scale that takes no account of 
our personal agendas and deadlines. God is in control. The journey takes time and Christ 
followers must learn patience (McGrath 80). 
The modern perspective is very different from the early Christians who 
understood forming believers to be a continuous process whereby the Spirit renews every 
aspect of life conforming it to the image of Jesus (Demarest, Satisfy Your Soul 24; 
Mulholland 23). Conversion was for them a lifelong process of day-to-day battle with the 
powers of evil in which believers responded to Jesus’ invitation to follow him (Webber 
66, 139). Taking seriously all the early Church included in “becoming Christian”—skills, 
scriptural knowledge, participation in mission and a reshaped ethic among other 
changes—would “hold revolutionary significance for the spiritual renewal of the 
contemporary Protestant church!” (S. Johnson 27-28). 
“Spiritual growth,” observes Doug Banister, “is hard work. We are to ‘press on 
toward the goal’ and ‘run the race with endurance.…’ Spiritual progress is made when 
we make those hard daily choices to be filled with the Spirit and to say no to the flesh” 
(173). As Alister McGrath observes, the journey metaphor is not only about reaching the 
final destination. The process of daily choices “catalyzes our development as people and 
as believers” (8). Continually making these choices requires a commitment to the 
journey. “Shun spirituality that does not require commitment.… Evangelical counsel 
places the Lord’s commands—believe, follow, endure—at the core of all spirituality. A 
lifelong faith commitment to God as revealed in Jesus Christ is essential to any true 
spirituality” (Peterson, “Spirit Quest” 38). 
Limitations of the journey metaphor. One should not have the impression that 
the journey is a smooth and orderly transition through well-defined, detailed stages. 
Willimon notes, expecting spiritual formation to follow a predetermined manageable 
route does not “do justice to the jolts, bumps, fits, wallops and starts that metanoia 
inevitably entails” (231). Spiritual formation is not mathematics. S. Johnson suggests 
spiritual formation is rather like an unfolding drama with all the included twists and turns 
of a good plot (105). 
Nevertheless, four stages describing both growth in specific areas and the journey 
as a whole classically characterize the journey to Christlikeness (Mulholland 79). The 
first stage is awakening. Here one encounters God and self as they truly are. The 
awakening leads to purgation, bringing behavior, attitudes, and desires into line with the 
understanding of what life in Christ entails. As the Spirit moves, he confronts deeper 
issues in a Christian’s life. The third stage is illumination. Here believers grant God 
control of their relationship with him. The awareness of God’s indwelling becomes acute. 
Prayer becomes the natural flow of life and concern for others pours from transformed 
hearts. Union is the final of the four stages. This sense of oneness with God results in joy, 
adoration, and peace that rise above circumstances (Mulholland 80-100). Details differ, 
but the general contours of spiritual formation are discernable.  
A journey of experience. One strength of the journey metaphor is its ability to 
illustrate that spiritual formation is not simply an activity of the intellect. “Discipleship 
begins as the hearer experiences [emphasis mine] and reflects on the community of truth 
(the church), the proclamation and celebration of truth (worship) and the source of truth 
(the Scripture)” (Webber 105). As a believer matures, God leads them into greater areas 
of service, which in turn call for and facilitate greater maturity (Clinton 157). During this 
process Christians learn what they need to grow and then learn how to get what they need 
(McGrath 11). 
Experience followed by reflection is the method of spiritual formation modeled 
by Jesus who taught the disciples as they lived together. First, Jesus demonstrated living 
in the reign of God himself and then taught about its meaning (Guder et al. 186). He then 
sent the disciples into ministry and after their experience spent time debriefing. 
Formation took place through experience and instruction. 
 Measuring progress. Just as few congregations assist people identify the goal of 
Christian maturity, not many help congregants measure their spiritual growth during their 
journey. Only one in five Christians Barna surveyed indicated their church provided 
some means of helping people evaluate their spiritual maturity (47). 
 In sharp contrast to most congregations, churches Barna identified as successfully 
assisting members in their spiritual formation provide some measuring instrument. These 
congregations do not claim the instruments to be entirely accurate. Rather, “they view 
their tools as flawed but objective—relatively consistent instruments that aided in 
determining whether progress was being made from year to year” (111). 
 Measuring instruments should include a balance between measuring a growing 
mind and heart resulting in changed action. Measurement will keep believers from what 
Demarest describes as “the deadly trap of self deception in which we believe [original 
emphasis], but do not grow in Christ [original emphasis]” (Satisfy Your Soul 29). 
 Remembering and anticipating. Looking both ahead and behind sustains 
Christians on their journey. Believers remember what God has done in their lives and 
throughout history. The memory of deliverance from captivity to sin and its 
consequences spur Christians on toward God, increasing the distance between the old age 
and the new. Believers also look ahead to what God promises lies in the future. 
Anticipation of an ever-closer relationship with the King deepens their resolve to 
continue the journey (McGrath 24-26). 
Considering Individual Personalities and Growth Patterns 
 Thankfully, God created people as particular individuals. God intends each person 
to reflect his character in a unique way. Spiritual formation, far from producing generic 
believers, develops the distinctive potential and personality God has seeded in each 
individual. The Church’s efforts in facilitating discipleship should reflect people’s 
uniqueness (McManus 180-81). John Ackerman, a spiritual director, suggests that much 
of the training directors receive leads to assumptions that one style, often described as 
contemplative or mystical, fits all. Consequently, spiritual directors attempting to serve 
entire congregations usually fail. The exceptions are directors who are able to recognize 
and encourage other avenues of paying attention to God (55). Miles warns that some 
misguided souls have considered contemplation “the highest or normative activity of a 
Christian.” The result is an elitism that considers believers whose faith moves them to 
explore spirituality in more active and socially engaged ways to have chosen “lesser 
goods” (139, 147).   
Jesus’ spiritual guidance of people is a model for considering personal spiritual 
uniqueness. “Jesus honored each person’s uniqueness as image of God. He didn’t 
prescribe one rule for everybody. He ministered uniquely to this person, in this situation, 
with this need, and at this time in her life” (Demarest, Soulguide 174). The church has 
long recognized the importance of facilitating people’s unique journey of growth. 
Thomas à Kempis addressed this issue centuries ago: “Tailor-make your devotions; some 
exercises suit certain persons better than others” (43). Former Harvard University 
chaplain Samuel H. Miller expresses the importance of considering one’s individuality 
poetically: 
[L]et your soul speak for itself. Some souls hold conversation with God in 
music, and some in the sowing of seed, and others in the smell of sawed 
wood, and still others in the affectionate understanding of their friends. All 
souls are not alike. Utter your own prayer, in the language of your joy. 
(21) 
 
Miller’s poetic expression of believers’ personal spiritual style captures the importance of 
recognizing the unique relationship each person has with God. 
 Leaders follow a variety of methods to exploit the interplay between personality 
and spiritual formation. When considering spiritual types, Christians must avoid 
restricting oneself to a sealed definition. Rather, remember one’s spirituality is 
represented by several types with strong tendencies in one direction or another (Ware 29). 
Some authors, Reginald Johnson and Mulholland for example, offer helpful work in this 
area based on the Myers-Briggs Personality Type Theory. Gary Thomas suggests that 
while Briggs’ “types” help discover preferences in how individuals relate to God, they do 
not tell the whole story. He suggests people have spiritual temperaments that are different 
than personality temperaments. Thomas combines Briggs’ work with a study of biblical 
and historical characters along with historical movements to discern nine spiritual 
temperaments and accompanying pathways to God. 
 Naturalists encounter God best in the midst of his creation. Sensates love all 
things liturgical and majestic that stimulate the senses. Traditionalists value ritual and 
symbol while Ascetics seek simplicity and solitude. Confronting the world’s evils for the 
sake of Christ energizes Activists. Social action also renews Caregivers but often takes 
the form of personally serving those marginalized by society. Enthusiasts thrive when 
excitement and worship move their hearts. On the other end of the spectrum, 
Contemplatives focus on God as their “lover” and pursue a powerful yet quiet intimacy 
with him. Finally, suggests Thomas, Intellectuals grow by challenging their minds with 
grand doctrines. Learning about God draws them closer to him. 
 Ackerman and Ware build on Urban T. Holmes, III’s phenomenology of prayer 
and offer a simpler schema for spiritual typology illustrated by a circle divided into four 
quadrants (see Figure 2.1). The quadrants are created by the intersection of two axes. The 
vertical axis is a continuum between Speculative/Intellectual faith and Affective/Heartfelt 
spirituality. The circle, representing spiritual wholeness, divides horizontally with a 
continuum of Apophatic/Mystery and Kataphatic/Imaging preferences. People have 
dominant preferences that place them in one of the four quadrants. Ackerman uses the 
simplest language for the quadrants, labeling them Thinking, Feeling, Being, and Doing 
(46). These three authors encourage a celebration of each spiritual type but warn of 
excesses if believers do not maintain a balancing tension between one’s preferred style 
and the other three expressions of spirituality. Thinkers may become dogmatic 
rationalists with an intellectualized faith. Those in the feeling quadrant may be tempted 
toward emotional pietism. A quietist, detached reclusivity is a potential danger for those 
focused on being while doers may reduce spirituality to moralism (Ackerman 46; Holmes 
4, Ware 8). 
Speculative/Intellectual 
Affective/Heartfelt 
Kataphatic/Imaging Apophatic/Mystery 
ThinkingDoing
FeelingBeing
Rationalism
Emotional
pietism
Reclusivity
Moralism
 
Figure 2.1. Four types of spirituality. 
 
 God-given personalities will make some patterns of spirituality attractive to an 
individual and others less so. People should pursue those expressions and growth 
pathways that attract them. “Giving the same spiritual prescription to every struggling 
Christian is no less irresponsible than a doctor prescribing penicillin to every client,” 
warns Thomas (17). Helping each person discover and follow those practices that most 
easily connect them with God is important. Thomas calls the variety of ways people 
relate to God “sacred pathways” (21). Affirming a person’s predisposition to certain 
pathways helps avoid the intimidating and discouraging thought that one is less 
“spiritual” because another’s preferred path is not always appealing (Boa 479). 
Christians must remember, however, that abandoning less comfortable paths is 
destructive to their spiritual wholeness. Undeveloped, less dominant aspects of one’s 
personhood often manifest themselves in unhealthy patterns (Mulholland 46, 58). 
Mulholland explains by way of example: “[O]ne of the special temptations for intuitive-
type persons is primitive sensuality. Why? Because if their sensing side is not nurtured 
spiritually, it may fulfill its needs through sensual activities that are destructive” (58). It is 
imperative that believers have some focus on pathways that may be uncomfortable, but 
are spiritually stretching.  
 People yielding themselves to God through pathways that are not their natural 
choice, developing their weaker side, are often surprised with growth. Thinkers should 
occasionally practice those disciplines focused on feeling. Intuitive people practicing in 
sensing disciplines may experience unexpected growth. This reality may be especially 
apparent in the second half of one’s life. Church leadership must consider the variety of 
personality types and preferences when facilitating opportunities for spiritual formation 
(Boa 480; R. Johnson 40-41, 148, 162). Balancing those pathways and practices that 
come most easily with less comfortable disciplines ensures maturing in heart, soul, mind 
and strength (Thomas 30-31; Ware 37).  
In sum, though people more easily cooperate with the Spirit through disciplines 
and experiences well suited to their temperament, Demarest suggests the greatest 
potential for growth lies in the less preferred functions (Satisfy Your Soul 234). Thomas 
warns against feeding one’s soul only what it wants as the result will be spiritual 
shrinkage. At the same time, “few of us want to experiment with a new exotic meal every 
night” (219). A plan that discovers and follows one’s most comfortable pathways to God 
and consistently explores those disciplines found more challenging appears to lead to 
healthy spiritual growth. Such a plan allows Christians to celebrate their own spirituality, 
grow by moving toward their weaker expressions of spirituality, and appreciate the 
formation patterns of other believers (Ware 45). 
 The Spirit and individuals. Churches tend to communicate that if Christians 
have their “quiet time,” participate in corporate worship, and share their faith they will 
become mature. This generic approach does not take into account the complexities of life 
or the uniqueness of personality and God’s call on each individual (Demarest, Satisfy 
Your Soul 190). J. Robert Clinton argues that God tailors each person’s curriculum to suit 
the work he is doing in their life (30).  
People and custom-made development plans. Barna reports that nine out of ten 
believers said that if their church helped them establish growth goals they would follow 
at least part of the advice. The catch is that guidance must be individualized and not 
general, congregation-wide appeals (47). Emerging disciples desire to set the agenda 
determining what they need to learn, when they will learn it, and how they will 
participate in the learning (McNeal 84-85). Congregations must balance this desire with 
the reality that God determines a Christian’s growth edge and path. Giving up control of 
one’s relationship with God is foundational to spiritual formation. Steve Harper points to 
the required balance: “Spiritual formation cannot be programmed, but it can be directed” 
(11). Churches must teach disciples sensitivity to God’s Spirit and encourage them to 
learn what and how the Spirit determines.  
 Effectiveness of individual growth plans. Although few churches guide 
believers through customized plans to cooperate with the Spirit’s work in their lives, 
considering such things as personality, temperament, and life experience is the most 
effective road for spiritual formation (Barna 91-92). 
 Focus on one’s unique spiritual journey does not eliminate the need for the 
church. Being a Christian means being an active participant in Christian community. 
Harper reminds readers, “[T]here is no authentic spirituality apart from the church” (35). 
Participating in True Christian Community 
 Christianity, at its core, is communal: 
There is no other means to catch Christianity than to be caught by the church. 
Faith for us is not some universal human attribute, but rather it is a matter of 
having one’s life bent toward Jesus Christ through the ministrations of the church. 
(Willimon 210)  
 
The communal nature of Christianity has been evident since the days of the New 
Testament. It was one of the characteristics of the Church that impressed pagan Romans, 
marking the Church as countercultural (102).  
 Sadly, Miles notes that believers have not always upheld the value of Christian 
community. One “fundamental and pervasive assumption” in the devotional manuals is 
the idea that serious disciples must relieve themselves of loyalties to other people and 
societies (176). Readers find a good deal of this isolationist attitude in writers who use 
the pilgrim as a metaphor for the Christian life. The idealization of the sole pilgrims who 
step away from others in pursuit of spiritual formation is not helpful or biblical. 
As noted in the study of Galatians 5:13 ff., even expressions of the faith often 
considered to be internal, such as the fruit of the Spirit, are learned and expressed in a 
communal context (Guder et al. 156). People cannot understand or pursue biblical 
spiritual formation without the context of Christian community, which embodies the faith 
(S. Johnson 19; Hauerwas 210). Learning to live the faith in all of life happens best in 
community. “The congregation is essential for … forming people who will worship God 
through preaching, examining a balance sheet, preparing a family meal, praying with or 
pruning the rose bushes of a friend, and equipping the saints” (Stevens, Other Six Days 
246). Mulholland claims, “There is no holistic spirituality for the individual outside of the 
community of faith” (50). 
Not only is Christian community essential for growth; without it believers are in 
danger of losing direction in their Christian life. Christ followers are to engage a world 
estranged from God but “even experienced ambassadors for God’s reign need the regular 
teaching of the church in order to keep their focus on the message they have been sent to 
convey” (Guder et al. 141). 
Inagrace Dietterich outlines some of the distinctive qualities that contrast the 
Christian community from the world in general: 
Christian community indicates a new collaborative order of 
interdependence, shared responsibility, mutual instruction, and 
commonality (koinos). Within this new company of believers studying, 
sharing, eating, and praying together, the promised fulfillment of creation 
is visible, tangible, and experienced, even though not yet perfected. While 
the Spirit is “the unseen Lord,” the movement of the Holy Spirit has real 
and visible effects. (Guder et al. 146)  
  
Without Christian community the world will not see the Lord’s visible effects and the 
Church and Christians are in danger of falling captive to culture. “Corporate spirituality is 
the only hope for genuine social spirituality” (Mulholland 166). 
Barna may be understating when noting that research indicates that “[w]ithout the 
support a body of like-minded followers, we will not reach our potential as servants of 
God” (31). Individual believers depend upon a healthy, developing, Christian community 
for spiritual formation. In baptism people become members of the family of God which, 
as family, constitutes the primary environment for spiritual formation. S. Johnson 
describes the church as an ecology of spiritual care and formation (121). An accurate 
understanding of Christianity is dependent upon experiencing an authentic church (73, 
80). Mulholland suggests two reasons for people’s need for the Church. The body of 
Christ maintains faithfulness in both corporate and personal spiritual disciplines. When 
individual Christians do not feel like worshipping, praying, or reading Scripture, the body 
carries them along as they continue in those disciplines. Second, God’s transforming 
work in the core of people’s being is often a painful experience. The faith community 
offers support during such times (146). Willard describes the importance of community 
with devastating frankness: 
The natural condition of life for human beings is one of reciprocal 
rootedness in others. As firmness of footing is a condition of walking and 
secure movement, so assurance of others being for [original emphasis] us 
is the condition of stable, healthy living. There are many ways this can be 
present in individual cases, but it must be there [original emphasis]. If it is 
not, we are but walking wounded, our life more or less a shambles until 
we die. (Renovation 179) 
 
Participation in Christian community is quite simply essential for healthy spiritual 
formation and Christian living. 
In spite of the obvious importance of community for spiritual formation, many 
twenty-first century North American Christians appear decidedly reluctant to engage true 
community. Bibby records that five out of ten Canadian church attendees prefer to keep 
their spirituality to themselves while three out of ten will share with those outside their 
religious group. Remarkably, only one in ten Canadian church participants indicated they 
can relate their spiritual life to others within their own religious group. Conservative 
Protestants record a greater willingness to journey together with 25 percent indicating a 
willingness to relate spiritually with others within their group. Less than 10 percent of 
mainline Protestants, however, feel comfortable sharing their spirituality with others in 
their church (200). Barna suggests this discomfort may root itself in a reluctance to trust 
others (49). This attitude of individualism and fear of intimacy creates the danger of faith 
becoming a narcissistic journey into religious consumerism (Demarest, Satisfy Your Soul 
54; McNeal 83).   
Further, individualized spirituality heightens believers’ vulnerability to the 
temptation of controlling their relationship with God. When people live in community 
others become avenues of grace and provide insights into areas of strengths and 
weaknesses. God uses people to confront areas of life people try to control or avoid 
(Mulholland 154-55).  
 Seven purposes for Christian community, suggests Boa, emerge from the pages of 
the New Testament: identity and purpose, nurture and service, discernment, forgiveness 
and reconciliation, authority and submission, and worship and prayer. Each of these 
purposes strikes at the heart of the destructive individualism marking much of North 
American life. Unfortunately, for many people going to church is not the same 
experience as living in community. Most people, suggests Boa, experience church more 
as an organization with programs and budgets than as a faith community (429-37). 
Ackerman hints at the difficulty of creating true community noting that people know how 
to live as individuals and as fused groups of people but healthy interdependence is hard to 
achieve (25). 
Perhaps one of the most promising strategies for combating destructive spiritual 
individualism and lack of community within congregations is the use of small groups. 
Small group evolution. Sociologist and small group expert Robert Wuthnow 
notes that small groups have been part of the spiritual landscape for many years. Ancient 
Israel lived their faith in the context of family and tribe. The sixteenth century 
Reformation germinated in small gatherings meeting in homes. As religion rooted itself 
in America during the nineteenth century, denominations emphasizing small groups, 
notably the Methodists and Baptists, were the most effective. In the first half of the 
twentieth century, religion grew in part through Sunday schools and specialized small 
groups such as missionary societies and youth groups (40-43). 
By the 1960s and 1970s a new kind of small group began to emerge. Clergy and 
lay leaders were convinced that traditional church programming was not effectively 
meeting church members’ needs. While traditional programs focused on instruction, 
small groups aimed at developing and supplying community. Given the communal focus, 
small groups drew on social group dynamics theory to improve effectiveness. Small 
groups allowed churches to deal more effectively with the growing diversity of North 
American society (Wuthnow 43). 
 The potential of small groups. Based on years of observing Christians grow in 
their faith, Dale Galloway suggests that people involved in small groups grow in the 
order of eight times faster than believers who only attend worship services (Galloway and 
Mills 69). Barna reports that congregations experiencing above-average success in 
spiritual formation “consider these small, home-based, church-directed aggregations to be 
cornerstones of their developmental process” (121). 
 Wuthnow’s study confirms the spiritually positive influence of small groups upon 
participants. “Specifically, 61 percent of all group members say their ‘faith or spirituality’ 
has been influenced by being involved in their group. And more than half … (57 percent) 
say their faith has been ‘deepened a lot’ by their involvement” (55). 
 Challenges for small groups. Simply establishing small groups, however, does 
not guarantee positive spiritual formation. In fact, Barna’s research indicates that while 
most small groups do well with fellowship they are often weak in facilitating spiritual 
transformation (54-55). 
 Close monitoring of several issues is required if small groups are to fulfill their 
potential in spiritual formation. Perhaps most important is the capability of the leaders 
and teachers. Leaders must have the ability to facilitate meaningful relational connection 
between group members (Barna 121).  
 Groups must also carefully choose the material covered in small group settings. 
The substance of meetings must not be superficial and misapplied (Barna 94). At the 
same time, a text-driven, curriculum-centered experience will fail to change people. 
Effective groups allow people to express the challenges and help they need in life. These 
groups then help apply biblical truth to the growth edges (McNeal 86). John Wesley’s 
small groups demonstrate the importance and effectiveness of communities moving 
participants beyond intellectual knowledge. While the “society” focused on instruction, 
class meetings of ten to twelve people concentrated on behavioral change. Group 
members helped each other implement biblical truths. Members held each other 
accountable for living lives coherent with Scripture (Henderson 43-44, 96). 
 Without adequate planning, small groups will fail to provide a positive 
formational experience. They may, in fact, be counterproductive. Wuthnow notes that 
sometimes “spirituality is domesticated at the same time it is reinforced” (255). 
Domestication includes everything from reducing answers to prayers from miraculous 
intervention to the little circumstances of life the group decides is significant to 
understanding God as a buddy who does a Christian’s bidding while offering advice and 
comfort (255). Group members sometimes understand God only in terms of the group’s 
characteristics including the possibility of letting people down (231). Without adequate 
care, small groups may communicate the wrong relationship between faith and God’s 
visible action in life. If God makes a “practical difference to one’s finances and 
relationships then he exists. If God does not intervene in these areas, his existence or non-
existence is seen as irrelevant” (238-39). 
 Historical community. Support from the Christian community is not limited to 
believers of a Christian’s own time. God has been walking with people for generations, 
and Christians can learn a great deal from people who previously made the journey of 
faith. McGrath uses the image of the hitchhiker to communicate traveling with saints of 
days gone by: 
To hitchhike is to get a free ride and travel in company. By the end of our 
ride, we are farther along the road than when we started, and we have 
enjoyed company along the way. To hitch a ride is to learn more about 
people and life as well as move along the road to our destination. It is to 
learn from the wisdom of others, who accompany us for a while along the 
road before dropping us off. We can then rest and reflect by the side of the 
road before hitching another ride with someone else. (30-31) 
 
Christians have the opportunity, through books and other media, to hitchhike with some 
of the great saints of the past. 
 McGrath goes on to describe learning to pray by reading the prayers of Augustine 
and how Rembrandt’s paintings deeply moved him (31). The helpful community of faith 
stretches back millennia. Christians are able to reach back and learn from those believers 
who have gone before them. 
 Christian community is also essential to the missional nature of the church. 
Richard J. Foster observes that the church is the primary social structure God uses to 
change the world. Christians living and growing in community become “[l]ittle pockets 
of life and light so stunning that a watching world will declare, ‘See how they love one 
another!’” (13, 174).  
Learning to Walk in the Spirit in Daily Life 
 Christians express and participate in spiritual formation not only through activities 
located in the midst of religious life but in all circumstances and at all times. Demarest 
indicates this concept is essential to wholesome discipleship: 
A plumber facing a difficult plumbing job must know how to integrate it 
into the kingdom of God as much as someone attempting to win another to 
Christ or preparing a lesson for a congregation. Until we are clear on this, 
we will automatically exclude most of our everyday lives from the domain 
of faith and discipleship. (Satisfy Your Soul 14)     
 
People must understand that much of their spiritual formation takes place outside the 
church walls (McNeal 87). The nature of the Bible provides a clue to this reality. 
Scripture is not a technical manual with principles for spirituality. God reveals these 
truths through stories of people living everyday life with him. Contemporary believers 
learn to walk with God by reading of biblical characters as they marry, rear children, 
engage in commerce and die. Christians today learn to pray by reading the prayers of 
people who experienced the joys and trials of personal and national life in ages past. 
Spiritual formation takes place through and in everyday life (Stevens, Down to Earth 13-
14, 182).  
 Mulholland reminds readers that everybody’s psychological state is always in 
modulation. Life’s circumstances affect people. “The process of being conformed to the 
image of Christ for others is always uniquely related … to where we are in these two 
continuities: our personality preference pattern and our psychological state” (73). Not 
considering everyday experiences and their influence on one’s psyche as spiritually 
forming results in dualism. “Spiritual life” is placed on one side and the rest of life on the 
other. Genuine spirituality, he insists, “is interwoven with the dynamics of our being and 
doing” (73). Prayerfully encountering all aspects of life “makes the ordinary a receptacle 
of the divine” (Boa 216).  
 Eugene Peterson describes the interconnection of formation and everyday life by 
noting some of life’s details: 
The way we are—the way we spend our money, eat our meals, read a 
book, treat a stranger—affects our capacity to see the beauty of holiness, 
hear the word of absolution, feel the touch of love, enter into a life of 
prayer. (“Jeremiah” 82) 
 
Boa explains, “How we act affects how we think, and how we think affects our 
relationship with God” (270). Christians must resist the temptation to believe that certain 
aspects of their lives fall outside the boundaries of activities with spiritual power. 
 Jesus, claims Foster, learned his spirituality in the carpenter’s shop and his 
parents’ home. Foster does not deny that religious institutions played a large role. Jesus 
went to the synagogue and fully engaged in the religious practices of a Jewish man: 
But as good and essential as these things were (and are), we must 
recognize that the majority of Jesus’ life—and ours—is found in our 
families and homes, in our work and play, among our neighbors and in our 
everyday surroundings. This tangible world is the place we most fully 
express the meaning of incarnational living. This is where we experience 
the outflow of love, joy, peace and all the fruit of the Spirit. Here and 
nowhere else. It was true for Jesus; it is true for us. (20-21) 
 
Healthy spiritual formation requires believers understand all of life contributes to their 
journey toward Christlikeness. 
Foster calls understanding every aspect of life as formative the Incarnational 
Tradition and describes it as living the sacramental life. The main function of matter is to 
mediate “an infinite God to finite minds” (264). “In this way God can come to us and we, 
in turn, can come to God. Divine realities are thus mediated to us through the finite 
realities of our personal histories, our social experiences, our physical bodies” (260-61). 
Foster founds his position upon the reality of Christ being present with people in all of 
life—family, work, society—ready to teach people through every circumstance (264-65). 
Unfortunately, R. Paul Stevens notes, congregations rarely promote understanding 
the integration of everyday life and spiritual formation. Protestant Christianity, he argues, 
has focused almost exclusively on “mystical experiences” or the lives of extraordinary 
Christian leaders when considering spiritual formation. The focus needs to shift to 
walking in the Spirit in the totality of life (Other Six Days 47-48, 122-23). Wuthnow 
suggests that the inability to know how to exercise one’s faith in everyday life has led 
people to compartmentalize their faith. Studies demonstrating little difference between 
religious people and others in such things as political choices and finances record the 
tragic result of compartmentalization (225).  
 Understanding everyday life as the primary curriculum for spiritual formation is 
increasingly important in a postmodern world. Thankfully the church is not bereft of 
examples that used this approach to discipleship. “Jesus facilitated spiritual formation in 
his disciples by introducing them to life situations and then helping them debrief their 
experiences” (McNeal 85). The early Church continued this pattern whereby disciples 
experienced life as a believer and brought their questions for explanation (Webber 110-
11). 
 Foster suggests three important components to incarnational spirituality and 
learning to walk in the Spirit in daily life. The first is to invite God to participate in all of 
life. As Christians ask God to help them with decisions and relationships, his grace 
begins to be noticed wherever they look (269). Next is rediscovering the theology of 
vocation. “If ours is God’s world, any true work for the improvement of human life is a 
sacred undertaking” (270). Foster’s third action is recovery of family life. “Family life 
should be expressed in its fullness in the home, because this is the place where the 
specifically religious dimension and everyday life meet” (271). Meals together are sacred 
occasions. Families work, love, and play together in fellowship with Christ who forms 
people in the midst of these activities. “Through time and experience we discover that 
everywhere we go is ‘holy ground’ and everything we do is ‘sanctified action’” (272). 
 If congregations are to be successful in facilitating spiritual formation, they must 
assist believers in discerning the wind of the Spirit in everyday life. 
Practicing Missional Spirituality 
 Finally, if spiritual formation is to be Christian, it must, to use McNeal’s term, be 
missional spirituality (27). Ultimately, the aim of spiritual formation is believers 
conformed to the image of Christ in all they are and do. Christians are to be like the One 
who came to serve (Matt. 20:28). They are to follow Jesus who came to fulfill the 
Father’s will and seek and save the lost (Luke 19:10). “We may never be more God like 
than when we’re serving from a purely selfless motivation” (McManus 176). Mulholland 
proposes that “the ultimate test of our spirituality lies in the nature of our life in the world 
with others” (142). S. Johnson insists that the book of Ephesians defines spirituality as 
the Church’s participation in God’s mission. All creation knows the wisdom of God 
through the church (Eph. 3:9-10) (22, 72). 
 Spiritual formation “is not inward, turned in on itself, focused on the spirituality 
of the committed” (Guder et al. 212). The truly spiritually formed person is compelled to 
join Christ’s mission, “for the spiritually renewed life is anything but self-absorbed” 
(Demarest, Satisfy Your Soul 294). Mulholland demands that the focus on others be 
included in the definition of Christian spiritual formation. Forgetting that spiritual 
formation is for the sake of others results in “some kind of pathological formation that is 
very privatized and individualized, a spiritualized form of self-actualization” (41). The 
missional focus involves others within the church and the lost world: 
Our growth toward wholeness in Christ is for the sake of others within the 
body of Christ, that we might nurture one another into the wholeness of 
Christ. Our growth toward wholeness is also for the sake of others beyond 
the body of Christ, that the redeeming, healing, transforming love of God 
may be known in a broken and hurting world. (141) 
 
Mulholland serves the Church well with the missional emphasis of his comments. The 
temptation to turn spiritual formation into personal self-actualization is all too alluring. 
 The “essence and aim of spirituality is not to correct social and political 
injustices.” Christians must not subsume spirituality under another agenda. Nevertheless, 
the effect of spiritual formation will be a church engaged in society bringing about its 
transformation (Willard, Spirit 67). Without balancing personal spiritual growth and 
corporate spirituality with reaching into the world, spirituality dies on the vine 
(Mulholland 166).  
 God demonstrates his grace to Christians, however, in missional spirituality. Even 
as believers focus on others, God uses mission as a context for spiritual formation 
(Henderson 46, 50).   
 Participating in God’s mission in the world does not mean that every believer 
quits their present occupation and trains for pastoral leadership. Stevens warns against 
misunderstanding the nature of missional spirituality: 
We serve God and God’s purposes (this is the real meaning of ministry) in 
the home, on the move, in the workplace, in a pagan world.…Tragically, 
people think that ministry is what “ministers” do—delivering the Word of 
God and the sacraments, edifying the saints and leading worship services. 
All of these, of course, are good things to do. But … ministry takes place 
in the thickness of time and ordinary places. It is an every-person ministry 
in the whole of life for all of one’s life—touching God on behalf of people 
and places, and touching people and places on behalf of God. (Down to 
Earth 183) 
 
The incarnational spirituality Stevens describes is a grand expression of missional 
spirituality in action. 
 In addition to equipping Christians to further Christ’s mission in all of their lives, 
churches should enable members to join Christ’s mission through the Church. God 
intends the Church to be an eschatological, missional community. Community does not 
mean the coziness of like-minded camaraderie. The Church must actively seek out those 
estranged from God’s family and invite them to join a community that points to the 
fullness of God’s kingdom.  
The Church, in fact, is a community that joins God in his mission to reconcile all 
creation to himself (S. Johnson 44, 47). This mission for Christians includes earth-
keeping and redeeming social structures. One of Miles’ themes is that focusing on life 
after this earth has often led to ignoring life here and now. Missional spirituality includes 
more than getting souls to heaven. 
Ackerman notes the role of church structure in encouraging member participation 
in mission. He warns against a hierarchical structure that often limits church members’ 
sense of ownership and responsibility to hear God and move into mission. Business, he 
argues, is already moving away from hierarchy toward a circular structure that 
encourages everybody’s initiative and leadership. Church structure should place the 
authority and initiative for mission in the hands of all believers. The elimination of the 
bottleneck created by hierarchical leadership is a priority for missional spirituality (3, 8).  
Conclusion 
 Much of the North American church falls short in the responsibility to assist in 
individual believers’ spiritual formation. Further, the church is to be a communal image 
of Christlike character. Again, it often falls short. God’s expectations are clear: believers 
are to cooperate with the Spirit as he transforms them individually and corporately into 
the image of Christ. The Spirit blows where he will and his transformational work is 
tailor-made for every believer. Nevertheless, congregations are not at a loss concerning 
some of the ways they can cooperate with the Spirit as he works. Churches may 
encourage broad-based participation in intentional spiritual formation by starting people’s 
faith walk well, identifying the goal of spiritual growth, encouraging a journey mind-set, 
allowing for individual personalities and growth patterns, inviting participation in true 
Christian community, training people how to walk in the Spirit in daily life, and 
practicing missional spirituality. 
CHAPTER 3 
DESIGN OF THE STUDY 
Problem and Purpose 
 My conviction was that too few Canadian Christians are sufficiently involved in 
intentional spiritual formation. I based my position on my experience with the Grande 
Prairie Church of Christ and Bibby and Barna’s research compared to the mandate given 
believers in Scripture. Many churches fail to provide participants with the motivation and 
assistance that enables members to cooperate with the Spirit as he forms believers into 
the image of Christ. 
 The purpose of this study was to determine if, over an eight-month period, 
encouraging participation in Alpha, a Beta Group, Life Group, and An Ordinary Day with 
Jesus seminar increased the number of adults in the Grande Prairie Church of Christ 
intentionally pursuing spiritual formation. The four interventions exposed participants to 
seven guidelines conducive to spiritual formation: starting the faith walk well, identifying 
the goal of spiritual growth, encouraging a journey mind-set, considering individual 
personalities and growth patterns, participating in true Christian community, learning to 
walk in the Spirit in daily life, and practicing missional spirituality. The project evaluated 
the effectiveness of implementing these guidelines by measuring four characteristics of a 
spiritually forming and formed Christian. The first scale measured the degree to which 
participants understood their lives as a journey toward Christlikeness. Relational devotion 
expressed and pursued via personally effective avenues of devotion and spiritual 
discipline was the subject of the second scale. The third scale examined the subjects’ 
involvement in and commitment to community while the forth scale measured missional 
spirituality. 
Research Questions 
 The Grande Prairie Church of Christ desires to be a church that equips its 
participants to be intentionally engaged in their spiritual formation. Numeric participation 
in intentional spiritual formation among adult believers must increase. The quality of 
congregants’ intentionality must deepen. Participation in the church should assist all 
people move toward Christlikeness through their cooperation with the Spirit. This reality 
gives rise to two research questions. 
Research Question #1 
 To what extent and in what ways are congregants of the Grande Prairie Church of 
Christ intentionally spiritually formed? 
 God intends all believers to mature in their Christian life. The literature related to 
spiritual formation indicates disappointing rates of intentional participation in the 
maturation process. Church leadership has the opportunity to encourage every believer to 
become intentional about their own spiritual formation. The question not only explored 
the extent or number of adults intentionally pursuing spiritual formation but also 
investigates the avenues they travel.  
Research Question #2 
 What, if any, is the correlation between exposure to any or all of the four 
interventions suggested by this work and pursuing intentional spiritual formation 
resulting in the four suggested characteristics of a spiritually formed Christian? 
 This research question explores the possibility that offering specific training in 
spiritual formation increases the number in a congregation’s adult population who 
intentionally cooperate with the Spirit’s formational work. While the Spirit works with 
individuals in unique ways, this project measured the influence of seven broad guidelines 
believed to be beneficial to all. While question one examined the participation rate of 
intentional spiritual formation, this question evaluated the effectiveness of the model in 
helping participants mature along the lines of holding a journey mind-set, engaging a 
relational devotion, participating in authentic Christian community, and practicing a 
missional spirituality. 
 My hope for Alpha was that students learn the goal of Christianity, experience 
Christian community, and begin to discover what walking in the Spirit means. People 
beginning their Christian journey well by understanding and participating in God’s desire 
for their salvation and growth toward Christlikeness indicated a successful course. I also 
hoped the Holy Spirit weekend would provide the environment for participants to 
understand and respond to God’s invitation to walk with the Spirit. A new or renewed 
sense of the Spirit also indicated this intervention’s success. Alpha’s formula of dinner, 
teaching, and small group discussion over dessert provided an ideal environment for 
establishing Christian community. Consequently, I expected a growing appreciation of 
community from Alpha graduates. Established Christians were encouraged to participate 
in missional spirituality by inviting and accompanying unbelieving friends to the course. 
Participants in the Beta Groups explored the themes of maintaining a journey 
mind-set and the goal of formation as Spirit-empowered transformation into 
Christlikeness. Students had opportunity to discover their personal style of spiritual 
engagement. Beta students also participated in a limited expression of Christian 
community. The characteristics of pursuing spiritual formation as a journey toward 
Christlikeness, being equipped for missional spirituality, and growing in relational 
devotion measured the effectiveness of Beta Groups.  
The Ordinary Day with Jesus Seminar taught skills necessary for daily walking in 
the Spirit. Exploring one’s personal style and experiencing community played a role in 
the seminar. This seminar related to three measurable characteristics. Participants were 
equipped in following the Spirit in all of life allowing congregants to recognize life as a 
spiritual journey. The course also trained believers in expressing and growing in 
relational devotion through appropriate forms and making time and space for God. 
Life Groups exposed participants to Christian community and missional 
spirituality. Group leaders underwent training in building community and each group was 
encouraged to be involved in some form of ministry. I did not intend the ministry 
undertaken by a Life Group to constitute the entirety of the participants’ service; rather, 
the intention was to expose Christians to missional spirituality. 
The church offered the Alpha course three times during the duration of this study. 
Congregants had two opportunities to participate in a Beta Group but could participate 
only one time. People also had three opportunities to be involved with the Ordinary Day 
with Jesus seminar. This course was offered twice as a weekend seminar and once as a 
Sunday school class. Life Groups were ongoing experiences throughout the project’s 
course.  
Population and Sample 
 The population for this study were the adult (16 years and older) believers of the 
Grande Prairie Church of Christ. The sample was those of the population who completed 
and returned the measurement instruments along with the ten participants in the semi-
structured interviews. As the questionnaires were anonymous, I do not known if the 
interview participants were a subset of those who returned the pre- and post-surveys. 
 I chose this sample because my interest is in broad-based participation with the 
Spirit’s formational work. Selecting a smaller sample may have allowed a deeper analysis 
of the intervention’s influence on the subjects’ spiritual formation. I believe the reactive 
effect, however, may have unduly influenced the subjects’ intentionality. My particular 
interest was in those persons who would not usually describe themselves as particularly 
intentional about pursuing spiritual formation. Surveying the entire congregation allowed 
me to measure any congregation-wide movement toward intentional cooperation with the 
Spirit.   
I conducted the semi-structured interview with ten congregants who participated 
in one or more of the four interventions. The interviews’ purpose was to contribute detail 
and depth to the results uncovered by the surveys. Since I interviewed only ten 
intervention participants, the sample is too small to make firm conclusions about the 
whole church from their responses. Congregational leaders can, however, gain a sense of 
congregants’ practices and opinions that correlate and illustrate the survey data.  
When selecting interviewees I took care to ensure they represented as broad a 
crosssection of the congregation in terms of age, gender, marital status, church 
involvement and longevity in the faith as possible. The first interviewee was a female in 
her early forties. She is a mother of two who works part-time outside the home and also 
attends college. Prior to attending college at this time, she had received technical training 
in another field. The second participant is a divorced female with technical training. She 
was in her mid-twenties at the time of the interview. A remarried professional male with 
three children who was in his late forties was the third interviewee. The fourth 
interviewee was a married law enforcement officer in his early thirties. A health-care 
professional married mother of two adult children in her mid-forties was the fifth 
interviewee. While working outside of the home, she also attended college. A semi-
retired, former businessperson and homemaker was the sixth subject. This mother of five 
adult children was in her early sixties at the time of the interview. A retired government 
manager in his mid-sixties was the seventh person I interviewed. He is the father of three 
adult children. A professional mother of two in her mid-thirties who was experiencing a 
career hiatus was my eighth interviewee. A remarried independent business person in her 
early fifties was the ninth person I interviewed. The final interviewee was a single, male, 
professional health-care worker in his mid-forties. All the interviewees were Christians 
who had been walking with Christ for a period of time ranging from just over a decade to 
several decades.  
Methodology 
 This project was an experimental study that utilized a pretest and posttest design 
and semi-structured interview protocol. All participants in the Sunday worship services 
following a sermon on the topic of spiritual formation received the pretest questionnaire. 
As this study concerned itself with congregants aged sixteen and older, I eliminated 
surveys submitted by participants under age 16. The pretest served as a baseline for 
participation in intentional spiritual formation. 
 The posttest took place six months after the pretest. Congregants completed and 
returned surveys during the weekend worship services. A small number of the 
respondents completed the posttest survey in the context of the congregation’s family 
camp. As on the pre-intervention survey Sunday, the sermon topic was spiritual 
formation. 
 Seeking a response from the congregation’s entire population in order to measure 
the treatments’ breadth of influence dictated the survey’s design and implementation. 
Securing a high rate of return from those typically disengaged from intentional formation 
was particularly important as these were the believers I was most interested in 
influencing. Convenience and simplicity of participation was critical. Enabling 
immediate participation and return made the survey most convenient for the subjects. My 
twenty-two years of leading this congregation assured me of impatience on the part of 
many people not ordinarily drawn to spiritual formation. Encouraging a large number of 
people to participate in the study necessitated a brief survey. The survey’s brevity 
restricted analysis of the treatments’ effectiveness. Brevity, however, encouraged a 
greater number of congregants to participate in the survey enabling measurement of my 
central concern—encouraging broad-based intentional participation in spiritual 
formation. 
 The researcher-designed survey questionnaire utilized Likert scales measuring 
congregants’ intentional spiritual formation along four scales. I anticipated successful 
interventions to improve participants’ scores in relational devotional habits, having a 
Spirit-led journey perspective and mind-set, experience of and commitment to 
community, and involvement in missional spirituality. I included questions designed to 
explore participants’ understanding, attitude, and behavior in each of these scales. A copy 
of the pre- and post-intervention surveys constitutes Appendix A of this work. 
 The semi-structured interviews added depth to the study. The interviews helped 
alleviate the difficulties in quantifying issues as complex and personal as spiritual 
formation by the five choices of a Likert scale. The interviews provided a context within 
which to understand the survey results and allowed the exploration of spiritual nuances.  
I interviewed ten individuals, representative of the congregation, who had 
participated in at least one of the interventions. Interviewing at least four people who had 
participated in the intervention ensured a cross section of perspectives on each of the 
study’s components. I assigned each subject an alphabetical marker for the purposes of 
identification. Table 3.1 records the interviewees’ participation in the interventions. 
 
 
Table 3.1. Interviewees’ Participation in Interventions 
 
Life Group Alpha Beta Ordinary Day 
A  A A 
B  B B 
C C   
D  D  
E E   
F  F  
G G   
H H H H 
 I   
   J 
 
 
 
The individual interviews were twenty-five to forty minutes long and began with 
three grand tour questions. Participants described a typical day from the previous four 
weeks, discussed experiencing God outside corporate worship and articulated their hopes 
for a close friend or relative. In addition to the course of conversation growing out of the 
grand tour questions, I asked about marks of spiritual maturity, the role of service and 
possible benefits of the interventions. The interview outline constitutes Appendix B. I 
took notes while recording the interviews on cassette tape and analyzed the data at a later 
time. 
Instrumentation 
 I used two instruments during the course of this study. The first instrument was a 
survey I designed and used as a pretest to establish a spiritual baseline. I used the same 
survey as a posttest to measure any change in participants of any or all of the four 
interventions. The second instrument was a semi-structured interview. 
Survey Design 
 I designed the Likert scale questionnaire with the assistance of two consultants. 
The final survey was the product of seven drafts. The survey measured the participants’ 
involvement in intentional spiritual formation by scoring along four scales: journey mind-
set, relational devotion, community, and missional spirituality. The questions yielding the 
Likert scales were identical in both surveys. The post-study questionnaire differed from 
the pretest questionnaire only in inquiring about the subjects’ involvement in Alpha and 
offering an opportunity to explain nonparticipation in any of the interventions. Since the 
survey required participants to have had the opportunity to participate in the 
interventions, a complete pretest of the instrument was impossible. I conducted a pilot 
test of the questionnaire focusing on the questions yielding the Likert scales with 
volunteer members of the church board prior to issuing the survey to the entire 
congregation. 
Reliability and Validity 
 Surveying all the worship service participants age 16 and older established 
reliability for the survey results. The participation of such a large percentage of 
congregants in the surveys ensured the results were accurate reflections of the 
congregation’s understanding of, attitude toward, and practice of the four scales of 
spiritual formation utilized by this project.  
 Examining the four scales of spiritual formation—a journey mind-set, relational 
devotion, Christian community, and missional spirituality—required multiple 
measurements to ensure reliability. Asking nine randomly ordered questions related to 
each of the scales provided multiple measurements.  
The survey’s self-scoring nature presented an inherent challenge to validity. 
People, for example, may have recorded how they wish their lives were rather than 
accurately reflecting their true behavior. The ten semi-structured interviews partially 
offset this challenge by allowing deeper exploration of congregants’ understanding, 
attitude, and practices concerning spiritual formation.  
A further threat to the instrument’s validity was the possibility of congregants 
holding differing definitions of terms used within the survey and related to spiritual 
formation in general. Administering the surveys following a sermon on spiritual 
formation helped congregants apply similar definitions to the terms used within the 
survey. 
Intentional Spiritual Formation Scales 
 Four questions established the congregants’ participation in the four interventions. 
One question established the regularity of the participants’ worship service attendance. 
This measurement attempted to establish some sense of the participants’ general 
involvement in spiritual pursuits. One question in the posttest offered survey subjects the 
opportunity to explain reasons for not participating in the interventions. 
 Survey participants answered thirty-six questions measuring journey mind-set, 
relational devotion, Christian community, and missional spirituality. Each of the four 
scales included three questions focused on attitude, three regarding understanding, and 
three questions measuring behavior. Table 3.2 lists the questions and their relationship to 
the four scales along with the focus on attitude, understanding, and behavior. 
Table 3.2. Relationship of Questions with the Marks of Christian Maturity 
 Journey Mind-Set Relational Devotion Christian Community Missional 
Spirituality 
 
#8 The most important 
thing is deciding to  
become a Christian. 
What happens after 
that is less important. 
 
#7 I have a sense of 
intimacy with God. 
 
#16 The purpose of the 
church is to carry out 
Jesus’ mission for the 
glory of Father and the 
sake of world. 
 
#23 Serving others 
is a vital part of my 
own spiritual 
formation. 
#19 Understanding my 
faith as a journey 
toward Christlikeness 
motivates me to pursue 
spiritual growth. 
#12 Understanding 
my unique style of 
spirituality motivates 
me for spiritual 
formation. 
#30 The world “sees” 
Jesus Christ in the life and 
practices of this 
congregation. 
#25 I believe 
serving others is an 
essential part of the 
Christian life. 
 
Attitude 
#21 I am motivated to 
pursue spiritual 
formation. 
 
#31 Spending 
focused time with 
God each day is 
important to me. 
#32 Christian community 
is essential for spiritual 
growth. 
#33 Participating 
in Christian service 
motivates me to 
grow spiritually. 
#3 I understand what it 
means to “walk by the 
Spirit” in every aspect 
of my life. 
 
#5 I understand the 
place of both 
personal and 
corporate worship. 
#14 I understand what it 
means to live out my faith 
in the context of Christian 
community. 
#9 I understand 
what missional 
spirituality is. 
#29 I understand my 
role in the ongoing 
journey toward the 
goal of Christlikeness. 
#11 I understand 
which spiritual 
practices most easily 
connect me with 
God. 
#15 I understand the fruit 
of the Spirit as they 
pertain to my life and my 
relationships. 
#20 I understand 
that spiritual 
formation takes 
place through and 
in everyday life. 
Understanding 
#36 I understand how 
to evaluate my spiritual 
maturity. 
 
#24 I understand my 
own unique spiritual 
type/style. 
#27 I can identify several 
ways Christian 
community has helped my 
growth over the past 
month. 
#28 I understand 
the integration of 
spiritual formation 
and everyday life. 
#17 I seek the Holy 
Spirit’s guidance for all 
of my life’s decisions 
and directions. 
 
#6 I intentionally 
make time and space 
for God every day. 
#1 I have been involved in 
intentionally spiritual 
activities with other 
Christians at least three 
times in the past two 
weeks. 
#2 I use my 
spiritual gifts to 
serve God and 
people. 
#26 I pursue clear and 
measurable goals for 
my spiritual 
development. 
#18 I build into my 
daily life those 
practices which best 
stimulate my spiritual 
growth. 
#13 I am actively 
involved with a group of 
Christians who grow and 
serve together. 
#4 I can identify 
ways God’s 
mission is 
advanced through 
my life. 
Behavior 
#35 My behavior is 
more Christlike today 
than it was three years 
ago. 
#22 I spend 
significant time alone 
each week 
worshipping God. 
#34 I access 
mentors/support networks 
to encourage and support 
my Spiritual formation. 
#10 I grow 
spiritually when I 
am consciously 
serving God. 
 
 
 
 After designing the survey, I used a random sequence generator to order the 
questions.  
Semi-Structured Interviews 
I conducted the semi-structured interviews in my home, the interviewees’ homes, 
and the church office. Each interview lasted between twenty-five and forty minutes. The 
purpose of these interviews was to add depth and detail to the general survey. Where the 
interviews correspond with survey results, they add details regarding specific attitudes 
and practices. Interview results that contradict those of the survey identify areas in need 
of further study and potentially highlighted some of this study’s weaknesses.  
The interviews began with three grand tour questions. The first question asked the 
subjects to walk me through a typical day that took place within the four weeks previous 
to the interview. The goal of this question was to determine the details the interviewee 
considered important to their lives. I hoped attitudes and activities related to spiritual 
formation would arise during this discussion. 
The second grand tour question asked subjects to think of the last time they 
experienced God outside of a worship service and to describe the experience to me. This 
question sought to determine the subjects’ devotion and awareness of the Spirit’s work 
throughout all life. 
The final grand tour question required the subjects to think of a close friend or 
relative. I then asked the interviewees what they would wish for their friend in life. The 
intention was to explore how significant the concept of journeying toward the goal of 
Christlikeness was to the subjects. 
In addition to the grand tour questions, interviewees also answered questions 
related to spiritual maturation, service, church life, challenges to spiritual formation, and 
participation in the interventions. These questions filled in the picture drawn through the 
grand tour questions. Appendix B itemizes some of the specific questions asked during 
the semi-structured interviews.  
Variables 
 The spiritual formation model this study examined consisted of four experimental 
independent variables. I hoped the Alpha course would help people begin their journey 
well by outlining the goal of Christlikeness, introducing Christian community and 
exposing participants to life in the Spirit. Alpha provided Christians with an opportunity 
for missional spirituality through evangelism. Beta Groups helped Christians begin their 
faith journey well through instruction and experience in community, personal spiritual 
style, missional spirituality, embracing a journey mind-set and identifying spiritual 
formation’s goal as Christlikeness. The Ordinary Day with Jesus seminar, in the context 
of Christian community, equipped participants to walk in the Spirit in daily life and 
exercise their personal style. Missional spirituality while journeying as a community 
toward the goal of Christlikeness was encouraged and experienced in the ongoing Life 
Groups.   
 The study’s factorial design was important for examining the effect interacting 
with the experimental variables had on subjects. Though introducing four independent 
variables complicated interpretation, I could identify general trends including the 
importance of exposure to the seven practices and principles the literature suggested were 
key to spiritual formation.  
 The dependent variable of this study was adult participation in intentionally 
pursuing spiritual formation. The pre and post-questionnaires measured changes in 
intentional formation participation rates and practices. The measurements were achieved 
by using a Likert scale to measure participants’ Spirit-led journey mind-set, practice, and 
growth in relational devotion, practice of community, and missional spirituality. 
 Several confounding variables were potential threats to the project’s internal 
validity. While research indicates an unsatisfactory number of Christians intentionally 
pursue spiritual formation, the Spirit is at work maturing all followers of Christ and 
inviting their participation in his work. At any time, without Church intervention, 
believers may become more intentional about their spiritual growth due to the Spirit’s 
prompting. Consequently, one confounding variable was maturation unrelated to the 
project’s interventions. Congregation members who did not participate in any of the 
experimental variables yet completed the surveys functioned as a control group. 
 I anticipated experimental mortality due to the length of the study and the 
possibility of subjects’ absence from the worship services designated for the surveys. 
Surveying the entire adult population ensured a sufficient rate of return to defeat this 
potential problem. 
The greatest external threats to experimental validity were the reactive effects of 
participating in the project. The study’s eight-month duration mitigated reactive effects. 
While subjects may have taken deliberate spiritually forming steps for a short while due 
to awareness of the experiment, eight months is long enough for the novelty to expire. 
Further, congregants establishing an eight-month habit of intentional spiritual formation 
due to reactive effects would be a source of celebration. 
Control 
This project took place in the midst of regular congregational life over an eight-
month period. The purpose was to increase participation in intentional spiritual formation 
among the adult population of the congregation, which necessitated encouraging 
everybody to participate in the interventions. These two realities made establishing 
controls for the study difficult.  
The group of people who did not participate in any intervention served as a 
control group. The study made comparisons between intervention participants and those 
who did not participate in any of the interventions.  
The statistical contractor produced partial correlations that controlled for age, 
gender, and education for congregants who participated in interventions and completed 
both the pre- and post-intervention surveys. These correlations helped determine that 
changes within the subjects correlated to the interventions and not other variables. 
Data Collection 
 The surveys were distributed and collected during worship services. The pre-
intervention survey took place on 26 September 2004 and the post-intervention survey 
occurred 12 June 2005. 
 The study achieved participant confidentiality and anonymity for the survey by a 
coding system. A combination of respondent’s mother’s maiden name’s initials, 
participant’s age, and portions of home address protected anonymity and enabled 
accurate tracking of responses. I informed the congregants of the survey’s purpose and 
use at the time of distribution. Since participation was voluntary and difficult to trace, 
completing and returning the survey constituted permission for the survey’s inclusion in 
this study.  The surveys were distributed, completed, and collected on the same day. 
 I conducted the semi-structured interviews between 16 and 19 August 2005. Each 
interview focused on one individual. I explained to the interviewees the semi-structured 
interview’s purpose, and they granted permission to record the interview prior to 
engaging in conversation. In addition to tape recording, I also took brief written notes 
during the interview. 
Data Analysis 
 Observations made concerning descriptive data were the result of using cross 
tabulations. Chi-square analysis allowed examination of the differences between groups 
such as those who participated in interventions and those who did not. Analysis of the 
differences between the pre- and post-surveys for intervention participants and 
nonparticipants took the form of t-tests. Partial correlations controlling for age, gender, 
and education examined the significant changes between the pre- and post-survey results 
of participants in specific interventions. 
CHAPTER 4 
FINDINGS OF THE STUDY 
 Personal pastoral experience and information reflected in relevant literature 
suggests a deficiency in intentional participation in spiritual formation on the part of 
many Canadian Christians. The purpose of this research was to determine the extent and 
methodology of intentional spiritual formation existent among the congregants of the 
Grande Prairie Church of Christ. Further, the project sought to determine the 
effectiveness of four interventions in encouraging participation in intentional Christian 
spiritual formation. 
 Two research questions guided the study: To what extent and in what ways are 
congregants of the Grande Prairie Church of Christ intentionally spiritually formed? 
What, if any, is the correlation between exposure to any or all of the four interventions 
suggested by this work and pursuing intentional spiritual formation resulting in the four 
suggested characteristics of a spiritually formed Christian? The study measured four 
characteristics defining a spiritually formed Christian as detailed in Chapter 1: 
maintaining a journey mind-set, practicing relational devotion, maintaining a 
commitment to Christian community, and living out a missional spirituality. I researched 
each of these characteristics through three lenses. Subjects reported their understanding 
of, attitude toward and behavior related to each of the four characteristics. 
Profile of Subjects 
 Congregants age 16 and older completed pre- and post-intervention surveys. I 
received 242 pre tests, and 173 people completed the posttest. Survey returns represent 
the congregation well as only 294 were eligible to participate in the pre test and 231 
qualified to complete the posttest. Of those submitting surveys, ninety-one completed 
both the pre- and post-intervention surveys. Of those completing the post-intervention 
survey, 105 participated in at least one intervention (see Table 4.1). 
Post-Intervention Survey Participants  
The 173 congregants, who completed the post-survey on 12 June 2005, provided a 
snapshot of the Grande Prairie Church of Christ. This group of people was 57.2 percent 
female and 39.9 percent male. This congregation is a fairly young church with the largest 
group of participants being between ages 31 to 45 (see Table 4.1).  
 
 
Table 4.1. Age in Years of Participants Completing the Post-Survey (N=173) 
 
Age n % 
Valid 0* 4 2.3
16-18 17 9.8
19-22 18 10.4
23-30 31 17.9
31-45 52 30.1
46-55 25 14.5
56-65 15 8.7
66+ 11 6.4
Total 173 100.0
   
*A validity of zero in these tables indicates corrupted data. 
 
 
 
The relative youthfulness of this congregation is a significant finding as it may 
point to some of the reasons behind the busyness cited as a major barrier to intentional 
spiritual formation. These young families are raising children, buying homes, and 
establishing themselves in careers.  
Post-survey results indicate that 96 percent of participants identified themselves 
as followers of Christ. Immersed (baptized) Christians, constituting 84 percent of the 
sample, recorded a mean of 16.54 years as an immersed believer. Most adult congregants 
had been following Christ for a significant length of time.  
The length of time the subjects had spent with this congregation varied with most 
belonging to the church for over six years (see Table 4.2). The length of time congregants 
had been walking with Christ and the church may help explain the relatively high 
maturity scale scores recorded by both intervention participants and nonparticipants. 
 
 
Table 4.2. Length of Attendance of Those Completing the Post-Survey (N=173) 
 
 n % 
Valid 0 5 2.9 
0 1 .6 
1 1 .6 
1 1 .6 
Months 20 11.6 
1-5 Years 44 25.4 
6-9 Years 35 20.2 
10 + Years 66 38.2 
Total 173 100.0
 
 
 
 Respondents recorded a high commitment to participating in one of the two 
weekly worship services (see Table 4.3) . Communal worship constitutes a significant 
portion of their intentional formation. 
 
 
Table 4.3. Frequency of Worship Service Participation of those Completing the  
Post-Survey (N=173) 
 
 n % 
Valid 0 2 1.2 
Weekly 149 86.1 
Twice/Monthly 14 8.1 
Once/Month 4 2.3 
Sporadically 4 2.3 
Total 173 100.0
 
 
 
 The sample represented a reasonably well-educated and wealthy group of people 
(see Tables 4.4 and 4.5). 
Table 4.4. Education Level of those Completing the Post-Survey (N=173) 
 
  n % 
Valid 0 6 3.5
Part high school 24 13.9
High school grad 33 19.1
Coll/Uni/Tech grad 96 55.5
Grad school 8 4.6
Post graduate 6 3.5
 
Total 173 100.0
 
Table 4.5. Household Income of Those Completing the Post-Survey (N=173) 
 
 n % 
Valid 0 16 9.2 
< $35,000 38 22.0 
$35,000 – 50,000 28 16.2 
$50,000 - 70,000 34 19.7 
$71,000, 100,000 38 22.0 
$100,001 + 19 11.0 
Total 173 100.0 
 
 
 
This finding is significant as it may influence the way congregants process 
teaching regarding spiritual formation. Further, the relatively high income may be the 
result of long working hours and busy two income households, which contributes to the 
busyness barrier many survey participants reported.  
Pre- and Post-Intervention Survey Participants 
 Congregants who completed both the pre- and posttest constitute the major focus 
of the second research question. Examining their responses provided insight into the 
effectiveness of the interventions in encouraging intentional spiritual formation. The 
following data describes this subset of ninety-one people.  
Females represented 58.2 percent of those completing both tests while 41.8 
percent of respondents were male. Fully 97.8 percent of people submitting both surveys 
identified themselves as followers of Christ. Immersed believers represented 91.2 percent 
of respondents with a mean of 19.31 years between their baptism and completing the 
post-survey.  
Weekly worship attendance, recorded by 94.5 percent of respondents, was slightly 
higher among this subset than the entire sample. None of those completing the pre- and 
post-surveys reported monthly or sporadic attendance, and 5.5 percent reported attending 
twice a month on average.  
This subset reflected the youthfulness and education of the general congregation 
(see Tables 4.6 and 4.7). 
 
 
Table 4.6. Age in Years of Participants Completing Pre- and Post-Surveys (N=91) 
 
 n % 
0 1 1.1 
16-18 8 8.8 
19-22 6 6.6 
23-30 13 14.3 
31-45 35 38.5 
46-55 13 14.3 
56-65 10 11.0 
66+ 5 5.5 
Total 91 100.0 
 
Table 4.7. Education Level of Participants Completing Pre- and Post-Surveys  
(N=91) 
 
 n % 
0 2 2.2 
Part High School 11 12.1 
High School Grad 18 19.8 
Coll/Uni/Grad 53 58.2 
Grad School 6 6.6 
Post Graduate 1 1.1 
Total 91 100.0 
 
 
 
Household income indicates the middle to upper-middle-class character of the 
Grande Prairie Church of Christ (see Table 4.8). 
 
 
Table 4.8. Household Income of Participants Completing Pre- and Post-Surveys  
 (N=91) 
 
 N % 
0 11 12.1 
< $35,000 18 19.8 
$35,000 - 50,000 12 13.2 
$50,000 - 70,000 21 23.1 
$71,000, 100,000 19 20.9 
$100,001 + 10 11.0 
Total 91 100.0 
 
 
 
 
Descriptive Data 
 My first research question is, to what extent and in what ways are congregants of 
the Grande Prairie Church of Christ intentionally spiritually formed. My second research 
question examines any correlation between exposure to any or all four interventions and 
change in any or all four suggested characteristics of a spiritually formed Christian. The 
following data records my findings related to the two research questions. 
The Extent and Methodology of Intentional Spiritual Formation in the Grande 
Prairie Church of Christ 
 The surveys invited people to record their participation in intentional spiritual 
formation on four scales. Actively pursuing the journey of faith, engagement in relational 
devotion, participation in Christian community and exercising a missional spirituality all 
reflect the practices of the 173 congregants who completed the post-survey. Semi-
structured interviews provided further details regarding people’s spiritual habits. 
Actively pursuing the journey toward Christ’s likeness. The spiritually mature 
Christian bears the likeness of Jesus. Persons intentionally involved in Christian spiritual 
formation recognize this ideal and take deliberate, Spirit-guided steps along the path to 
maturity (see Table 4.9).  
Responses recorded in the post-intervention survey indicate congregants are 
aware of the potential for spiritual growth with 67 percent claiming to think about 
spiritual growth either daily or several times a day. Understanding their faith as a journey 
toward Christ’s likeness is a motivating factor in pursuing spiritual growth for 80.3 
percent of post-survey respondents. Translating thoughts and motivation into concrete 
plans and action is not always successful as the responses to the following questions 
illustrate.  
Few respondents followed a pre-designed plan for spiritual growth. Only 26.6 
percent pursue measurable spiritual formation goals.   
 
 
Table 4.9. I Pursue Clear and Measurable Goals for My Spiritual Development 
(N=173) 
 
 n % 
Valid 0 6 3.5 
Strongly disagree 6 3.5 
Disagree 75 43.4 
Neither disagree  
or agree 
40 23.1 
Agree 41 23.7 
Strongly agree 5 2.9 
Total 173 100.0 
 
 
 
 Congregants fared better with the ad hoc spiritual discipline of seeking the Spirit’s 
leading than they did with developing and following a specific plan. Fully 62.5 percent of 
post-survey respondents agreed or strongly agreed that they sought the Spirit’s guidance 
in life’s decisions and directions (see Table 4.10). 
Table 4.10. I Seek the Holy Spirit’s Guidance for All My Life’s Decisions and  
Directions (N=173) 
 
 n % 
Valid 0 5 2.9 
Strongly Disagree 4 2.3 
Disagree 35 20.2 
Neither Disagree 
or Agree 
21 12.1 
Agree 83 48.0 
Strongly Agree 25 14.5 
Total 173 100.0 
 
 
 
 Respondents recognized the gap between desire and behavior with only 45.7 
percent agreeing and 4 percent strongly agreeing with the statement that their behavior is 
more Christlike today than it was three years prior to completing the survey. 
 Practicing relational devotion. Congregants reported some success in spending 
meaningful time with God. Fully 80.9 percent indicated that spending focused time with 
God each day is important to them. Not all congregants, however, were able to apply this 
good intention. Of the 173 post-intervention survey respondents, only 51.3 percent were 
able to agree or strongly agree that they made time and space for God every day (see 
Table 4.11). 
Table 4.11. I Make Time and Space for God Every Day (N=173) 
 
 n % 
Valid 0 4 2.3 
Strongly disagree 5 2.9 
Disagree 50 28.9 
Neither disagree 
or agree 
22 12.7 
Agree 71 41.0 
Strongly agree 21 12.1 
Total 173 100.0   
 
 
 
 Even fewer people, 44.6 percent, were able to arrange their lives around helpful 
spiritual practices (see Table 4.12). 
 
 
Table 4.12. I Build into My Life Those Practices That Best Stimulate My Spiritual  
 Growth (N=173) 
 
 n % 
Valid 0 5 2.9 
Strongly disagree 5 2.9 
Disagree 56 32.4 
Neither disagree 
or agree 
30 17.3 
Agree 66 38.2 
Strongly agree 11 6.4 
Total 173 100.0 
 
 
 
 The ten semi-structured interviews provided some insight into the spiritual 
disciplines regularly practiced by congregants (see Table 4.13).  
Table 4.13. Regularly Practiced Individual Spiritual Disciplines (N=10) 
 
 Prayer Reading Scripture and/or Devotional Literature Personal Worship 
Frequency (n) 7 6 4 
Population (N) 10 10 10 
 
 
 
Prayer was not only the most commonly practiced spiritual discipline but was also 
noted by seven interviewees as a road to spiritual maturity and a way to express love for 
Christ. Statistical analysis fails to reflect the emotional and spiritual significance prayer 
had for interview participants. 
Participating in Christian community. Christian community is one of the 
emphases of the Grande Prairie Church of Christ. Congregants recognize the importance 
of community with 92.5 percent agreeing or strongly agreeing that Christian community 
is essential for spiritual growth. Participants in the semi-structured interviews reflected 
the high value placed on Christian community. Positively expressed, interviewees 
described the congregation as “extended family” and “my anchor.” One subject 
proclaimed she would be “lost without the church.” Conversely, one interviewee noted 
that a lack of “fellowship” and social interaction that “keeps Christ at the center” was the 
cause of a spiritually “lousy” year. Another interview participant stated that a barrier to 
her spiritual growth was “not experiencing the love and care of people.”   
Reported behavior, however, did not reflect understanding the importance of 
Christian community. Survey participants appear to have had difficulty translating the 
importance of community into participating in community. In contrast to the 92.5 percent 
of the 173 post-survey respondents who considered Christian community essential to 
their faith, only 53.2 percent were actively involved in a group who grew and served 
together (see Table 4.14). 
 
 
Table 4.14. I Am Actively Involved in a Group of Christians Who Grow and Serve  
Together (N=173) 
 
 n % 
Valid 0 5 2.9 
Strongly disagree 11 6.4 
Disagree 47 27.2 
Neither disagree 
or agree 
18 10.4 
Agree 56 32.4 
Strongly agree 36 20.8 
Total 173 100.0 
 
 
 
 Even for those who consider themselves actively involved in community, 
participation is somewhat limited with fewer than 50 percent involving themselves in 
community three times over a two-week time span (see Table 4.15). When one considers 
the high participation rate in weekly worship, not much appears to be happening outside 
of Sunday gatherings. 
Table 4.15. I Have Been Involved in Spiritual Activities with Other Christians at  
Least Three Times in the Past Two Weeks (N=173) 
 
 n % 
Valid 0 4 2.3 
Strongly disagree 26 15.0 
Disagree 54 31.2 
Neither disagree 
or agree 
12 6.9 
Agree 43 24.9 
Strongly agree 34 19.7 
Total 173 100.0 
 
 
 
 Intentional pursuit of mentors for one’s spiritual growth is the practice of only a 
minority of congregants (see Table 4.16).  
 
 
Table 4.16. I Access Mentors/Support Networks to Encourage and Support My  
Spiritual Formation (N=173) 
 
 n % 
Valid 0 7 4.0 
Strongly disagree 14 8.1 
Disagree 59 34.1 
Neither disagree 
or agree 
21 12.1 
Agree 57 32.9 
Strongly agree 15 8.7 
Total 173 100.0 
 
 The semi-structured interviews reflected this attitude toward mentorship. Only 
four of the ten subjects discussed mentorship as a road to Christian maturity.  
Exercising a missional spirituality. All 173 participants in the post-survey either 
agreed or strongly agreed that serving others is an essential part of the Christian life. One 
interviewee when reflecting on serving noted that if they go for a while without serving 
they felt they were “kind of starving.”  
Most congregants carried through on believing serving is essential and were 
involved in ministry. Of the 173 people who completed the post-intervention survey, 76.3 
percent claimed to be using their spiritual gifts in Christian service (see Table 4.17). 
 
 
Table 4.17. I Use My Spiritual Gifts to Serve God and People (N=173) 
 
 n % 
Valid 0 3 1.7 
Strongly disagree 1 .6 
Disagree 21 12.1 
Neither disagree 
or Agree 
16 9.2 
Agree 110 63.6 
Strongly agree 22 12.7 
Total 173 100.0 
 
 
 
 Survey responses indicate that 69.9 percent of the sample found they were 
effective in service and could identify ways God’s mission advanced through their 
ministry. Additionally, 91.4 percent recognized personal spiritual growth when they were 
involved in Christian service. Analysis of the semi-structured interviews suggests a 
healthy motivation for service. When asked for ways they expressed their love for Christ 
eight of the ten interviewees listed serving.  
Participation in and Effectiveness of the Four Interventions 
 The effectiveness and rate of participation in the four interventions varied. 
Participation in the Interventions  
Of the four interventions, Life Groups engaged the largest number of people. 
Office records indicate that 158 adults participated in Life Groups during the duration of 
this study. Not all Life Groups reported to the church office, resulting in the possibility of 
more people belonging to a Life Group than those of whom the church has record. The 
Alpha course attracted one-hunderd participants, nine of whom took the course more than 
once. Congregants had two opportunities to participate in the Beta course and forty-nine 
people took the classes. The Ordinary Day with Jesus Seminar was offered twice as a 
weekend seminar and once as a Sunday school class. Participants noted in their written 
evaluations that the course exceeded their expectations and that they would definitely 
recommend the course to others. In spite of good reviews, only fifteen people completed 
the Ordinary Day with Jesus seminar.  
Those not participating in any intervention provided a variety of reasons for 
nonparticipation (see Table 4.18). Most expressed some form of busyness as a barrier to 
participation. 
Table 4.18. Reasons for Nonparticipation in Interventions (N=113) 
 
None Given Too Busy Conflicts with 
Other 
Commitments 
Personal 
Challenges 
No Interest Total (N) 
9 43 20 29 12 113 
 
 
 
 Busyness not only influenced participation in the interventions but heavily 
affected spiritual growth on the whole. Fully nine out of ten interviewees in some way 
noted busyness as a significant challenge to their spiritual journey.  
The low number of participants in the Ordinary Day with Jesus seminar and Beta 
course along with participation in multiple interventions made definitively attributing any 
change within subjects to specific interventions impossible. 
Subjects were encouraged to participate in all the interventions. The post-survey 
revealed that 30.6 percent of respondents engaged in more than one intervention (see 
Table 4.19). 
 
 
Table 4.19. Participation in Multiple Interventions (N=170) 
 
Number of Interventions in Which Subjects Participated 0 1 2 3 4 Total 
Number of Subjects 65 53 38 13 1 170 
 
 
 
Significant Differences between Intervention Participants and Nonparticipants 
 Chi-square analysis of post-survey responses revealed statistically significant 
differences in four questions between those who participated in at least one intervention 
with those who did not.   
 Alpha, Ordinary Day with Jesus, and the Beta courses all encouraged participants 
to live life seeking the Spirit’s guidance as an expression of one’s journey mind-set. In 
spite of course content, more people who participated in a course disagreed with the 
statement, “I seek the Holy Spirit’s guidance for all my life’s decisions and directions,” 
than those who did not participate in an intervention. Only 16.1 percent of those who did 
not participate in any interventions disagreed with the statement while 27.9 percent of 
intervention participants did not claim that they sought the Spirit’s guidance in all life’s 
decisions. Agreement with the statement between nonparticipants and intervention 
participants was almost the same at 64.5 and 63.5 percent respectively. Fewer 
intervention participants, 8.7 percent, gave a neutral response to the statement than 
nonparticipants of whom 19.4 percent were neutral (X2 =5.81, df=2, p=.05, see Table 
4.20). 
 
 
Table 4.20. Post-Survey Comparison of Seeking the Spirit’s Guidance (N=173) 
 
I seek the Holy Spirit’s guidance for all my life’s 
decisions and directions. 
 Did you participate in an 
intervention? 
Total 
  No Yes  
Disagree n 10 29 39 
 % 16.1 27.9 23.5 
Neutral n 12 9 21 
 % 19.4 8.7 12.7 
Agree n 40 66 106 
 % 64.5 63.5 63.9 
Total n  62 104 166 
Total %  100 100 100 
 
 
 
 A correlation exists between participating in a seminar and a sense that one 
understands the place worship plays in Christian life. While 84.1 percent of people who 
did not participate in an intervention agreed that they understood the place of personal 
and corporate worship in Christian life, 94.3 percent of intervention participants made 
this claim (X2=5.9; df=2; p=.05; see Table 4.21). 
 
Table 4.21. Post-Survey Comparison of Understanding Relational Devotion (N=173) 
 
I understand the place of both personal and 
corporate worship. 
 Did you participate in an 
intervention? 
Total 
  No Yes  
Disagree n 6 2 8 
 % 9.5 
 
1.9 4.8 
Neutral n 4 4 8 
 % 6.6 
 
3.8 4.8 
Agree n 53 99 152 
 % 84.1 94.3 90.5 
Total n 
Total % 
 63 
100 
105 
100 
168 
100 
 
 
 
 Table 4.22 reveals something of the role community plays in displaying Christlike 
qualities. Those who participated in an intervention were much more likely to agree that 
the world “sees” Jesus through the congregation. Of congregants who were part of at 
least one intervention, 85.4 percent agreed that the world sees Christ in the life of this 
congregation. The survey revealed only 69.2 percent agreement with the statement 
among those who did not participate in an intervention. Table 4.22 may also reflect 
survey participants’ opinion of the congregation’s effectiveness in missional spirituality 
(X2=6.5; df=2; p=.04; see Table 4.22) 
 
Table 4.22. Post-Survey Comparison of Attitude toward Christian Community  
(N=173) 
 
The world “sees” Jesus Christ in the life and practices 
of this congregation. 
 Did you participate in an 
intervention? 
Total 
  No Yes  
Disagree n 3 3 6 
 % 4.6 
 
2.9 3.6 
Neutral n 17 12 29 
 % 26.2 
 
11.7 17.3 
Agree n 45 88 133 
 % 69.2 85.4 72.2 
 
Total n 
Total % 
 65 
100 
103 
100 
168 
100 
 
 
 
 Table 4.23 underscores the correlation between a high rate of missional 
involvement and participating in an intervention. Fully 83.8 percent agreed that they used 
their spiritual gifts serving people. In comparison, 66.7 percent of people who did not 
participate in an intervention noted that they used their gifts for ministry (X2=6.6; df=2; 
p=.04). 
Table 4.23. Post-Survey Comparisons of Missional Behavior (N=173) 
 
I use my spiritual gifts to serve God and 
people. 
 Did you participate in an 
intervention? 
Total 
  No Yes  
Disagree n 12 10 22 
 % 19 
 
9.5 13.1 
Neutral n 9 7 16 
 % 14.3 
 
6.7 9.5 
Agree n 42 88 130 
 % 66.7 83.8 77.4 
 
Total n 
Total % 
 63 
100 
105 
100 
168 
100 
 
 
 
Intervention Effectiveness  
To record a change as statistically significant requires there be a less than a 5 
percent (p<.05) probability that results were produced by chance. Statistically significant 
differences between pre- and post-intervention surveys emerged on all four scales of 
spiritual maturity among the ninety-one subjects who completed both surveys. Each case 
of positive movement involved those who participated in an intervention. Those who did 
not participate in any intervention recorded only negative movement. 
 Tables 4.24 through 4.27 record t-test analysis of the Likert scales used in the pre- 
and post-surveys. Determining means from ordinal data such as Likert scales requires 
caution due to the differing values people assign to statements such as “strongly agree.” 
A further danger occurs when researchers collapse questions into groups. One must not 
lump apples and oranges together. I examined the four measurements of Christian 
maturity—journey mind-set, relational devotion, participation in Christian community, 
and missional spirituality—through the lenses of attitude, understanding, and behavior. 
Three survey questions corresponded to each of these lenses.12 The consultant and I 
judged the difference between the questions in the subcategories of attitude, 
understanding, and behavior to be subtle enough that we could combine the three 
questions that analyzed each of these lenses and make analysis profitable. Responses to 
survey question eight, “The most important thing is deciding to become a Christian, what 
happens after is less important,” were reverse scored in order to match all other questions 
in which a movement toward “strongly agree” indicated growth. The statistical 
consultant’s calculations involved subtracting the post-survey scores from the pre-survey 
scores. This methodology resulted in growth being expressed in a negative number as 
subjects moved up the scale from strongly disagree toward strongly agree. 
 An analysis and comparison of intervention participants and nonparticipants 
regarding a journey mind-set revealed a significant movement only on the part of the 
behavior of intervention partictipants (t=-2.16; p=.038; N=91). While the growth is only 
moderate in magnitude, readers must consider the group began with a relatively high 
mean score of 2.96 (see Table 4.24). 
 
                                                 
12 See Table 3.2 (p. 88) for details regarding questions corresponding to attitudes, understanding, 
and behavior for each of the four scales of Christian maturity. 
Table 4.24. Journey Mind-Set Movement between the Pre- and Post-Surveys (N=91) 
 
Journey Mind-set 
 Participated in an Intervention Did Not Participate in an Intervention 
 Pre Post   Pre Post   
 N 
 
Mean 
 
SD N Mean SD T P N Mean SD N Mean SD T P 
Attitude 37 
 
3.91 .60 37 3.77 .79 1.01 NS 54 3.98 .59 54 3.91 .71 .658 NS 
Understanding 37 3.66 .65 37 3.81 .66 
 
-1.16 NS 54 3.78 .67 54 3.67 .82 1.32 NS 
Behavior 37 2.96 .76 37 3.25 .68 -2.16 .038* 54 3.15 .81 54 3.11 .92 .277 NS 
NS=Not significant *=significant 
 
 
 
 Growth in relational devotion also occurred among those who participated in an 
intervention. Participants recorded statistically significant improvement in understanding  
relational devotion (t=-2.82; p=.008; N=91). Those who completed an intervention may 
have had some success translating their newfound understanding into behavior. A change 
in behavior approached statistical significance among intervention participants (t=-1.95; 
p=.06; N=91). I did not find statistically significant change in relational spirituality 
among those who did not participate in an intervention (see Table 4.25). 
 
Table 4.25. Relational Devotion Movement between the Pre- and Post-Surveys N=91 
 
Relational Devotion 
 Participated in an Intervention Did Not Participate in an Intervention 
 Pre Post   Pre Post   
 N 
 
Mean SD N Mean SD T P N Mean SD N Mean SD T P 
Attitude 37 3.53 .90 37 3.77 .65 -
1.72 
NS 54 3.77 .60 54 3.80 .63 -
.384 
NS 
Understanding 37 3.67 .79 37 4.02 .45 -
2.82 
.008** 54 3.71 .69 54 4.19 2.54 -
1.44 
NS 
Behavior 37 3.01 .86 37 3.25 
 
.81 -
1.95 
.060* 54 3.48 2.73 54 3.10 .94 1.14 NS 
NS=Not significant **=Significant *=Approaches significance 
 
 
 
 In addition to practicing the relational spiritual disciplines, participants in the 
semi-structured interviews recognized the need for others to experience intimacy with 
God. When asked to think of one person with whom they had a close relationship and 
discuss their wish for that individual, participants spoke of intimacy with Christ. 
Interviewees used language such as being “touched by God,” the “whole experience of a 
relationship with Jesus” and “a closer walk.” 
 Both intervention participants and those who did not participate in any 
intervention recorded a negative shift in behavior related to Christian community (see 
Table 4.26). While the change in those who participated in an intervention approached 
statistical significance (t=1.83; p=.08; N=91) nonparticipants recorded a greater 
significant negative change (t=2.32; p=.024; N=91). 
Table 4.26. Christian Community Movement between Pre and Post-Surveys N=91 
 
Christian Community 
 Participated in an Intervention Did Not Participate in an Intervention 
 Pre Post   Pre Post   
 N Mean SD N Mean SD T P N Mean SD N Mean SD T P 
Attitude 37 4.21 .49 37 4.30 .51 -
.854 
NS 54 4.31 .43 54 4.33 .55 -
.252 
NS 
Understanding 37 3.77 .62 37 3.87 .66 
 
-
1.03 
NS 54 3.76 .70 54 3.65 .76 1.27 NS 
Behavior 37 3.66 .79 37 3.39 1.03 1.83 .08* 
 
54 3.41 .89 54 3.09 1.10 2.32 .024** 
NS=Not significant *=Approaches significance **=Significant 
 
 
 
 The lack of change concerning Christian community noted in Table 4.26 stands in 
contrast with interview participants who not only spoke of the importance of community 
but also participated. Nine out of ten interviewees participated in a Life Group.  
 Understanding missional spirituality improved for those who participated in at 
least one intervention (t=-2.63; p=.01; N=91; see Table 4.27).  
 
 
Table 4.27. Missional Spirituality Movement between Pre- and Post-Survey (N=91) 
 
Missional Spirituality 
 Participated in an Intervention Did Not Participate in an Intervention 
 Pre Post   Pre Post   
 N Mean SD N Mean SD T P N Mean SD N Mean SD T P 
Attitude 37 
 
4.25 .51 37 4.23 .51 .307 NS 54 4.25 .49 54 4.22 .64 .331 NS 
Understanding 37 3.65 .71 37 3.94 .51 -2.63 .01* 54 3.56 .59 54 3.60 .87 -.308 NS 
Behavior 37 3.83 .75 37 3.96 .58 -1.11 NS 54 3.98 .53 54 3.93 .66 .64 NS 
NS=Not significant *=significant 
 
 
 
 The statistical contractor suggested the lack of growth in behavior concerning 
missional spirituality may be due to the already high missional participation among this 
population. 
Summary of Substantial Findings 
Eight substantial findings related to the participation in, and hindrances to 
intentional spiritual formation and the effectiveness of the four interventions emerged 
during the course of this study.  
1. Though making space for God is important to congregants and many are 
involved in a variety of formational practices, a large group of people have difficulty 
translating understanding and positive attitudes into behavior. 
2. A high commitment to weekly participation in communal worship exists in this 
congregation. 
3. Prayer, Bible reading, and serving are significant aspects of the congregation’s 
personal spiritual expression. 
4. Congregants place a high value on Christian community but have some 
difficulty translating the value into practice. 
5. The congregation reported a high rate of congregational participation in 
Christian service motivated by love for Christ. 
6. Those who participated in at least one intervention experienced greater spiritual 
growth than those who did not. 
7. Busyness is a major barrier to spiritual formation. 
8. Well educated and reasonably wealthy, long-term Christian people populate the 
Grande Prairie Church of Christ. This demographic reality may well influence how 
leadership can equip and encourage congregants toward intentional spiritual formation. 
CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 
This study grew out of my concern that too few members of the Grande Prairie 
Church of Christ were intentionally involved in cooperating with the Spirit in their 
spiritual formation. A perception of diminished spiritual vitality within the congregation, 
difficulty in recruiting volunteers, and a plateau in numeric growth fueled my concern. 
The congregation’s first attempt at addressing the issue of spiritual formation involved 
hiring a Director of Spiritual Formation. Despite the Director’s hard and excellent work 
with individuals and small groups of people, I felt congregational response and 
involvement on the whole was lukewarm.  
  My initial reading deepened my concern. Barna’s research indicates that spiritual 
growth among believers is now the exception rather than the rule (55). Bibby concludes 
that while Canadians are interested in spirituality and are open to involvement in church, 
the Canadian church suffers from such spiritual malaise it is unable to seize the 
opportunity. A church that is not passionately pursuing spiritual formation fails a world 
estranged from God. I feared the Grande Prairie Church of Christ had joined what Barna 
and Bibby suggest represents the majority of North American congregations. 
 The problem of spiritual stagnation is, however, not only important for the sake of 
the lost. Paul’s letter to the Galatians indicates that all believers have a responsibility to 
live a life pursuing Spirit-led and empowered Christian maturity. Galatians 5:13-6:10 
notes that Christians have passed from the age of flesh to the time of the Spirit. Believers 
have an obligation to cooperate with the Spirit in ensuring Christ’s character becomes 
evident in their lives for the sake of Jesus’ mission. Intentional spiritual formation is the 
privilege and obligation of every Christian. 
 The purpose of this study was to determine the extent and methodology of 
intentional spiritual formation among the congregants of the Grande Prairie Church of 
Christ and establish the effectiveness of four interventions in encouraging broad-based 
intentional spiritual formation. I was afraid this congregation was failing themselves and 
a world estranged from God due to weakness in spiritual formation. 
 These concerns gave rise to two questions that guided this study. To what extent 
and in what ways are congregants of the Grande Prairie Church of Christ intentionally 
spiritually formed? This first question tested my perception that congregants were not 
aggressively pursuing spiritual formation. The second question was, what, if any, is the 
correlation between exposure to any or all of the four interventions suggested by this 
work and pursuing intentional spiritual formation resulting in the four suggested 
characteristics of a spiritually formed Christian? I hoped the answer to this question 
would guide our church in encouraging a broader and more effective participation in 
intentional spiritual formation.  
Major Findings 
 As a neophyte to statistical analysis, I was surprised of the exacting discipline 
required to discover anything of statistical significance. Nevertheless, the statistics 
uncovered some interesting facts and the semi-structured interviews helped fill in the 
gaps and interpret some of the findings. 
Congregational Demographics 
 I was surprised at the wealth and level of education in the Grande Prairie Church 
of Christ. Because Grande Prairie is a resource-based town filled with pickup trucks and 
eighteen wheelers, I had not been watching for or expecting the rise in educated people 
within the congregation. The Restoration Movement, of which this congregation is part, 
has, however, historically taken a more cognitive than experiential approach to faith. This 
expression of our roots may be part of the reason we attracted those with advanced 
education. 
I suspect this reality should influence the way in which we teach spiritual 
formation within our fellowship. Formal education may also influence how congregants 
process information. One wonders if higher education produces a greater propensity to 
focus on understanding rather than behavior. While education is extremely valuable, 
heart and behavior transformation must balance intellectual growth. Assisting converts 
begin their journey of faith well should include demonstrating a discipleship of the heart 
and not only the mind. The road to balance may be found through disciplines such as 
lectio divina and contemplative prayers of the heart (Demarest, Satisfy Your Soul 167). 
As believers better understand the goal of Christlikeness, I suspect they will move away 
from a faith that largely consists of accepting doctrinal propositions.  
The standard of education may be part of the reason for the high household 
income within the church. I suspect, however, that the long working hours many 
congregants put in contributes to both the wealth and busyness people experience.  
 With a mean of 16.54 years as an immersed believer, the congregation largely 
consists of people who have been Christians for a significant length of time. This may 
suggest a reason for relatively high scores on the surveys. The person I contracted to do 
the statistical analysis noted this possibility:  
I suspect that participation [in the interventions] was not found to affect 
the questions on more scores because so many people were already at the 
maximum. I wonder what effects would have been seen for the 
interventions if you had included people who do not have a very strong 
religious background, but who are believers. (Korpan) 
 
Spiritual Formation Scales 
 The ultimate goal behind this study was to facilitate congregational participation 
in intentional spiritual formation resulting in mature, well-formed, missional Christians. 
In Chapter 1, I suggested seven guidelines conducive to creating a healthy environment 
for spiritual formation. The suggested guidelines are helping people start the faith walk 
well, identifying the goal of spiritual growth, encouraging a journey mind-set, 
considering individual personalities and growth patterns, participating in true community, 
learning to walk in the Spirit in daily life, and practicing missional spirituality. The 
project’s interventions provided opportunities to follow these guidelines and move along 
the path to maturity. Each intervention included several of the guidelines. Table 5.1 
illustrates the relationship between the seven guidelines and four interventions. 
 
 
Table 5.1. Relationship between Guideline for Growth and Interventions 
 
 Starting 
Well 
Identifying 
the Goal 
Maintaining 
a Journey 
Mind-set 
Walking 
with the 
Spirit 
Participating 
in Christian 
Community 
Considering 
Personal 
Style 
Practicing 
Missional 
Spirituality 
Alpha ▲ ▲  ▲ ▲  ▲ 
Beta  ▲ ▲  ▲ ▲ ▲ 
Ordinary 
Day 
with 
Jesus 
   ▲ ▲ ▲  
Life 
Groups 
    ▲  ▲ 
 
 
 
Four scales measured maturity and growth: maintaining a journey mind-set, 
engaging in relational devotion, participating in Christian community, and participating 
in missional spirituality. Each scale reflected a congregant’s attitude toward, 
understanding of, and behavior in these marks of maturity. 
Each of the four maturity scales are a summation of one or more of the seven 
guidelines for healthy spiritual formation detailed in Chapter 1. Four spiritual formation 
guidelines combined to measure maintaining a journey mind-set: beginning the journey 
well, understanding Christianity’s goal of Christlikeness, following the Spirit’s leading, 
and holding to the journey motif in life.  
Participating in relational devotion involved the guidelines of identifying and 
engaging in one’s personal style of spiritual discipline and one’s ongoing relationship 
with the Spirit.  
Exercising one’s personal style in ministry leads to maturity in missional 
spirituality. As one does not serve God alone, participating in Christian community is 
also related to missional spirituality. 
The spiritual growth guideline of participating in community is also a measure of 
Christian maturity. Table 5.2 visualizes the relationship between the seven guidelines and 
the measures of Christian maturity. 
 
 
Table 5.2. Guidelines for Formation included in Maturity Scales 
 
Seven Guidelines for Healthy Spiritual Formation Christian 
Maturity 
Scales 
Starting 
Well 
Identifying 
the Goal 
Maintaining 
a Journey 
Mind-set 
Walking 
with the 
Spirit 
Participating 
in Christian 
Community 
Considering 
Personal 
Style 
Practicing 
Missional 
Spirituality 
Journey 
Mind-set 
▲ ▲ ▲ ▲    
Relational 
Devotion 
   ▲  ▲  
Christian 
community 
    ▲  ▲ 
Missional 
Spirituality 
    ▲ ▲ ▲ 
  Journey mind-set. The congregation appears to have a fairly good sense of 
Christlikeness as the goal of spiritual formation. When describing mature Christians, 
interviewees used words such as loving, peaceful, patient, kind, self-controlled. These 
terms are recognizable as the fruit of the Spirit found in Galatians, which form a character 
sketch of Jesus. The description provided by interviewees centered on the believers’ 
interpersonal relationships and indicated a Christlikeness in relationships.  
 People recognized achieving Christlikeness was a journey of discipleship. Willard 
notes that a fundamental error of the modern American church is having people make a 
decision for Jesus in order to get them into heaven as its basic goal. This error results in 
the dangerous situation of people making a “decision” for Jesus without committing to 
discipleship (Renovation 238-39). This error does not appear to be prevalent in the 
Grande Prairie Church of Christ. The post-survey records 83.3 percent of those taking the 
survey strongly disagree or disagree with the statement, “The most important thing is 
deciding to become a Christian, what happens after is less important” (N=173). The semi-
structured interviews yielded similar results. When asked what they would wish for a 
close friend the responses indicated a journey to Jesus. One interviewee said she would 
wish the “whole experience of a relationship with Jesus guided by the Spirit not just 
getting into heaven.” Another wished his friend, a “relationship with Christ. A daily walk 
of carrying the cross.” A third person wished a friend who was a Christian would have “a 
closer walk.” 
 In spite of understanding Christianity as a journey, few congregants had a specific 
map for the journey. Barna notes that only four in ten Christians had any goals for their 
spiritual development, and of those many did not have goals that were specific enough to 
be measurable, spiritual in nature, or sufficiently progressive to require spiritual growth 
(36). Pursuing a plan for spiritual maturity was also lacking among the participants in the 
post-survey with only 26.6 percent agreeing or strongly agreeing with the statement, “I 
pursue clear and measurable goals for my spiritual development” (N=173). The small 
number of people pursuing goals may be due to the busy lifestyle of most congregants. 
The Galatians’ picture of the journey as a difficult battle in which Christians must keep in 
step with the Spirit may point to another reason for people’s lack of a campaign plan. 
Some people may find the work of intentional spiritual formation simply too difficult. 
Chapter 2 of this project notes that the Spirit, not believers, is the director of spiritual 
formation. Some congregants may believe setting goals is taking too much control of 
their spiritual formation. This attitude may be behind the comment of one pre-
intervention survey respondent in response to the statement, “I understand how to 
evaluate my spiritual maturity.” This nineteen to twenty-two-year-old wrote, “That’s 
God’s job, not mine.” 
 A correlation exists, however, between those who participated in the Beta course 
and agreeing with the statement, “I pursue clear and measurable goals for my spiritual 
development.” When controlling for age, gender, and education, those who participated 
in the Beta course showed a significant positive change between the pre- and post-survey. 
This correlation may suggest the training and focus on developing a spiritual map 
provided in Beta equips people to plan for the journey. 
 Relational devotion. I noted in Chapter 1 that Jesus practiced at least four 
disciplines: creating time and space for God, praying, reading Scripture, and worshiping, 
as an expression of relational devotion. Participants in this study reflect a similar pattern. 
 Post-survey participants’ attitude toward spending focused time with God is very 
positive. When asked to respond to the statement, “Spending focused time with God 
every day is important to me,” 80.9 percent agreed or strongly agreed. Some attrition 
occurred between attitude and practice, still, 53.1 percent of survey respondents claim to 
make time for God each day (N=173). 
 Congregants fill this focused time with a variety of activities. Some, 39.3 percent, 
spend time alone worshiping the Creator. While the personal worship number is 
significant, 60.7 percent of this congregation does not regularly practice individual, 
personal worship. The semi-structured interviews provide some insight into other ways 
people express and explore their relationship with God when they do set time aside for 
this purpose. 
 Prayer was the most common spiritual discipline recorded by the interviewees. 
Miles’ observation regarding the historical centrality of prayer appears to describe the 
Grande Prairie Church of Christ (126). Seven out of ten interview participants noted 
prayer as one of their regular practices. For some, prayer is a regular coordinated event 
that has become “a fixture” that takes place at a set time. Others find themselves turning 
to God in prayer “in the middle of a frazzled day” or when they wake up in the night. 
Participants found prayer to be a significant opportunity to encounter God. Whether one 
was expressing “amazement, adoration or intercession” or living with the delight of 
answered prayers, participants had a real sense of God’s presence during prayer. One 
interviewee hinted at the experienced intimacy when reflecting on an answered prayer, 
“Nothing is too small for God.” Given prayer’s attractiveness, it may well be the most 
effective route to helping intellectual people move their faith to their heart. 
 Among the interviewees, a close second to prayer was the discipline of spending 
time reading the Bible and devotional material. Six out of ten people mentioned reading 
as a regular spiritual discipline. Participants described reading Scripture as a path to 
spiritual maturity and a method of expressing their love for God. 
 Relational devotion is not limited to individual time with God. Communal 
worship, with 86.1 percent of those completing the post-survey claiming weekly worship 
service attendance, appears to be the most common means of exploring relational 
devotion (N=173).  
 This data all points to a significant experience and pursuit of relational devotion. I 
was surprised, given this reality, to note that when interviewees described a mature 
Christian, comments focused on interpersonal human relationships. Of the ten 
interviewees, only three spoke of a Christian’s maturity in terms of one’s relationship 
with God. One linked intimacy with God with human relationships pointing out that 
“loving God results in loving people.” The second respondent noted that the mature 
believer “does devotions” and prays. The third interviewee noted that when a mature 
Christian encounters a difficult question they are likely to respond by saying, “I don’t 
know” but is willing to “wait and seek God.” Further, a well-formed Christ follower 
“lives with heartbreak yet sees God” and is able to “sift through the noise and hear God.”  
 Interviewees seem to understand Christlikeness in human relationships as a sign 
of maturity, but intimacy with God does not automatically come to mind. Little evidence 
of congregants experiencing some of the deep communion with God described by 
contemplatives and some classical devotional literature exists.  
 Participation in Christian community. Bibby reports that five out of ten 
Canadian church attendees prefer to keep their spirituality to themselves (200). 
Significant expressions of Christian community in the Grande Prairie Church of Christ 
are our small groups called Life Groups. Interestingly, of the 173 congregants who 
completed the post-survey 48 percent did not participate in a Life Group during the 
period of time spanned by this study. This number stands in sharp contrast with the 92.5 
percent of post-survey respondents who agree or strongly agree that Christian community 
is essential for spiritual growth. This project did not explore reasons people did not 
participate in Life Groups. The only question that leaned in the direction of answering the 
question of nonparticipation asked about reasons for noninvolvement in interventions in 
general. The majority answered in terms of time pressures. Given Bibby’s observation, 
however, one wonders if a desire for private religion figures into the mix.  
I must also remember that while Life Groups are the formal way this fellowship 
encourages Christian community, they are not the only expression of this vital aspect of 
Christian life and growth. A number of congregants experience rich Christian community 
in informal ways. 
 Those who do participate in Life Groups appear to desire significant content and 
contact. One interviewee expressed the importance of knowing people intimately and 
dealing with “the real stuff of life” in the context of community. A second interviewee 
commented on the importance of community providing support, accountability, and 
friendship. She went on, however, to express fear that in her Life Group socializing 
sometimes took precedence over spiritual pursuits:  
The actual spiritual content of the evening isn’t always there and 
sometimes it’s a struggle to get them to want to get beyond visiting and 
actually want to do study. Its very strong community but at the same time 
… it should be different than just hanging out with friends on any other 
night.  
 
Friendship is important but many Life Group participants expect more than socialization. 
A third person noted that while she enjoyed Life Group she feared groups did not 
reach their potential because the “discussion was not structured enough to gain 
spiritually.” These comments demonstrate an understanding of community’s importance 
and a desire to have Life Groups facilitate spiritual formation. Some of the comments 
also illustrate Barna’s concern that while groups excel at fellowship they are often weak 
in the area of spiritual transformation (54-55). Barna suggests that leadership training lies 
at the heart of effective small groups (121). Leadership training may well be an area of 
needed improvement in the Grande Prairie Church of Christ. In spite of these concerns, I 
must note that 40.3 percent of post-survey respondents agreed or strongly agreed with the 
statement, “I can identify several ways Christian community has helped my growth over 
the past month.” Given that 50.9 percent of post-survey respondents were involved in a 
Life Group, I suspect that a good portion of those whom the Christian community has 
helped are Life Group members (N=173). Based on the interviews and the post-survey 
results, I suggest the majority of Life Group members find the groups helpful for spiritual 
formation. 
 Christian community does not exist solely for the sake of Christians. A strong 
missional component is central to true Christian community. Congregants appear to have 
a strong sense of this truth with 96.5 percent of the 173 people who completed the post-
survey agreeing or strongly agreeing that “[t]he purpose of the Church is to carry out 
Jesus’ mission for the glory of the father and the sake of the world.” Congregants 
identified some difficulty in translating this understanding into results. Only 78.1 percent 
agreed or strongly agreed that “[t]he world ‘sees’ Jesus in the life and practices of this 
congregation.” The post-survey subset of sixty-one people who participated in a Life 
Group reported a 90.1 percent rate of agreement with the statement regarding the world 
seeing Jesus in this Christian community. The reasons behind the difference between Life 
Group participants and those who are not in a Life Group may well be worth exploring. 
One possible answer may be Life Group members project their experience of seeing 
Jesus in Life Groups onto the community at large. People involved in Life Groups may 
be more involved in missional behavior and so expect the world to see Jesus in the 
congregation’s ministry. 
 Execution of missional spirituality. Guder et al., Demarest, and Mulholland all 
insist that the spiritually formed Christian is compelled to join Christ’s mission. I have 
already noted the sense of mission related to the congregation’s understanding of the 
Church’s purpose. The 173 congregants completing the post-intervention survey also 
indicated a strong sense of the importance of individuals participating in Jesus’ mission. 
Almost every person, 99.4 percent, completing the survey agreed or strongly agreed that 
serving others is essential for the Christian life. Furthermore, 86.7 percent of those 
surveyed indicated that Christian service motivated them to grow spiritually. A good 
number of congregants are able to translate this positive understanding and attitude into 
behavior. Of those completing the post-survey, 76.3 percent reported using their spiritual 
gifts serving God and people (N=173).  
 This high rate of reported participation in Christ’s mission raises the question of 
motivation. I was concerned that guilt or some form of works theology may lie behind 
this commitment to service. The semi-structured interviews pointed to another 
motivation—love for Christ. Seven of the ten interviewees mentioned serving as a way 
they express their love for Christ. As one of the seven observed, “Service is a way to 
express love for God. The way we treat others is an expression of loving God.” 
 The interviewees also demonstrated a missional spirituality in their desires for 
their close friends. Six interviewees wished their friends would experience a relationship 
with God. Congregants also demonstrated a sense of mission by inviting fourteen non-
Christian friends to the Alpha course. 
 I was surprised to uncover this deep commitment to and participation in Christ’s 
mission. Our difficulty in recruiting volunteers is due to factors other than disinterest or 
not recognizing the importance and place of service. The level of busyness expressed by 
congregants is a possible explanation for recruitment difficulties. Busyness was certainly 
the culprit for one of the interviewees who explained that while they considered service 
important, adding college to their schedule had squeezed out regular service. A staff 
person reported that in one month she had spoken to five women about serving. One was 
not interested and the other four indicated they would help but that work schedules were 
interfering.  
Other possible causes of the difficulty in recruiting volunteers that are worth 
exploring include excessive expectations on the part of staff or over reporting on the part 
of congregants. The survey did not allow for exploring the level of ministry involvement. 
A congregant who served for five minutes per week may score the same as one who 
serves four hours per week. 
 This analysis of the Grande Prairie Church of Christ through the lens of 
maintaining a journey mind-set, practicing relational devotion, participating in 
community, and executing missional spirituality as marks of maturity reveals a rather 
mature church. Many of my concerns that fueled this study appear to have been 
unfounded. Little evidence of diminished vitality or a disinterested lack of passion 
emerged as a cause for the volunteer shortage.  
The extent and ways of congregational involvement in intentional spiritual 
formation were worthy of exploration and revealed a group of Christians fairly well 
involved in intentional spiritual formation. The second question, examining the 
effectiveness of four interventions in facilitating intentional spiritual formation, was also 
worthwhile. As Barth notes, the journey toward Christlikeness does not end until his 
return (40). No mater how mature a Christian may be, growth is always possible.  
The Extent and Ways of Congregational Involvement  
in Intentional Spiritual Formation 
 Participants in the Grande Prairie Church of Christ are significantly involved in 
intentional spiritual formation. I have noted the extent and means of their participation 
throughout Chapter 4 and the first portion of this chapter as it relates to Christian 
maturity. There is value, however, in summarizing the findings in one place in order to 
grasp the nature of this church’s participation in intentional formation. 
 The congregation as a whole is very committed to weekly participation in 
communal worship. Given work and life schedules, I am reluctant to hope for a greater 
commitment to weekly worship services than the 86.1 percent of post-survey respondents 
who give community worship priority (N=173). As Willimon notes, congregational 
worship services are prime opportunities for spiritual formation (213). 
Personal times of worship could improve among this population. In contrast with 
the broad commitment to communal worship, only 39.3 percent of post-survey 
contributors agree or strongly agree with the statement, “I spend significant time alone 
each week worshipping God.” Because 53.1 percent of respondents indicate they make 
time and space for God every day, this statistic suggests a rather narrow definition of 
worship. Further, it indicates that people must be engaged in activities other than those 
they would describe as worship when they focus on God during their daily life. 
 Prayer was the most commonly reported spiritual discipline among the ten 
interviewees, but it figures even larger in the lives of congregants than raw numbers can 
reveal. The topic of prayer permeated the interviews with an intensity written words fail 
to communicate. Most of these interviewees connect deeply with God through prayers 
that punctuate their days. This reality points to the possibility that prayer may be the 
easiest way for people to understand Christian spiritual formation as more than an 
intellectual pursuit. 
 Six interviewees noted that Bible reading was part of their daily routine, but they 
did not speak with the passion that was present when considering prayer. I came away 
from the interviews with the sense that while spending time in the Word of God occurred, 
interviewees had only moderate enthusiasm for this discipline. One wonders if the 
diminished enthusiasm is due to a lack of experience in the relational nature of reading 
the Bible. The Beta course included an exercise in lectio divina as described by 
Mulholland (112-14). In spite of it being a new approach for almost all participants, 
student response to the exercise was very positive. When asked to rate the reading on a 
scale of one through five with one being unhelpful and five being very helpful most 
respondents rated the lectio three or higher (see Table 5.3). The high rate of no scores is 
due to participants missing the class in which I taught the discipline. 
Table 5.3. Helpfulness of the Lectio Divina Exercise (N=23) 
 
 No Score 1 
Unhelpful
2 3 4 5 
Very helpful
n 7 1 1 4 4 6 
 
 
I suspect many in this church have fallen into the trap of restricting the Scriptures 
to the mind and not knowing how to open their hearts to the Spirit’s work through his 
Word. Training people in the discipline of lectio divina would serve them well. I must 
explore appropriate avenues for this training. An attempt at lectio in the midst of 
congregational worship fell well short of my hopes for the discipline. I believe the 
number of people involved was too large and the distractions too many. 
 Motivated by their love for Christ, service to God and others is a large part of this 
congregation’s participation in intentional spiritual formation. While 76.3 percent of post-
survey respondents record using their spiritual gifts to serve, 57.2 percent agree and 23.1 
percent strongly agree that service is a vital part of their own spiritual formation (N=173). 
I was especially pleased with this finding because it points to a faith of the heart as well 
as the mind oriented faith common in the western world. Love motivated service also 
stands in contrast to the dangers of a works oriented faith. 
 This study measured participation in community by recording congregant’s 
participation in Life Groups and any spiritual mentoring relationships in which they were 
involved. I am not suggesting Life Groups or formal mentoring are the only expressions 
of Christian community. Life Group and mentoring participation do, however, give a 
sense of congregants’ involvement. 
Life Groups involved 50.9 percent of those surveyed after the interventions. 
While 11 percent of respondents participated only in the fall and 9.2 percent attended 
Life Groups only in the spring, 30.6 percent were yearlong Life Group participants. With 
fourteen Life Groups meeting weekly and six meeting every second week, Life Groups 
represent a significant investment of time and energy in spiritual formation. 
 Measuring participation in mentoring was a little more difficult. In response to the 
statement, “I access mentors/support networks to encourage and support my spiritual 
formation,” 32.9 percent agree and 8.7 percent strongly agree. Unfortunately, this 
statement does not distinguish between mentorship and other expressions of support such 
as Life Groups. The semi-structured interviews provided some insight into 
congregational attitudes and practices regarding mentoring. Three of the ten interviewees 
spoke of the importance of mentoring to spiritual maturity. Only one of the three 
specifically noted that mentoring was part of their journey. When commenting on the 
North American church’s under use of mentoring, Barna records that only one in seven 
Christians were interested in entering into a mentoring relationship in the spiritual realm 
(49-50). While mentoring appears to be on people’s radar screen, average participation 
appears to be in line with other churches.  
 To what extent and in what ways are congregants of the Grande Prairie Church of 
Christ intentionally spiritually formed? Congregants are far more involved in intentional 
spiritual formation than I had imagined and the literature review suggested is common 
among North American churches. While the commitment to weekly worship surprised 
me, the number of people in daily pursuit of spiritual maturity astonished me. Worship, 
prayer, participation in Christ’s mission through service, and involvement in Christian 
community appear to be the dominant means of spiritual engagement with spending time 
in God’s Word making a good showing.   
 In my final meeting with the statistics consultant, she commented that she 
suspected the relatively small movement people reported between the post- and pre-
intervention surveys may well be due to the already high scores of most people taking the 
surveys. That is not to say the interventions had no effect. My second research question 
concerned any correlation between exposure to any or all of the four interventions 
suggested by this work and pursuing intentional spiritual formation resulting in the four 
suggested characteristics of a spiritually formed Christian. I discovered some 
encouraging correlations related to the second half of this project’s purpose. 
Correlations between Participation in Interventions  
and Intentional Spiritual Formation 
 Along with warnings concerning the dangers of establishing means with ordinal 
data, Chapter 4 details some differences between the pre- and post-intervention surveys 
correlated to participation in one or more intervention. Due to the lack of tight controls, I 
am unable to make statements of cause for these results, but the correlation between 
interventions and the status of people before and after the intervention leads me to 
suspect some measure of causal relationship. 
I noted significant positive change among intervention participants in the behavior 
related to maintaining a journey mind-set. Intervention participants also scored 
significantly higher in their understanding of relational devotion and approached 
significant improvement in their behavior on this scale. Significant growth in 
understanding missional spirituality occurred among intervention participants. 
 On the negative side, those who did not participate in an intervention experienced 
a significant decline in their behavior related to Christian community. I wonder if, 
busyness, the enemy of spiritual formation, is largely to blame for this result. 
Surprisingly, those who participated in at least one intervention approached significant 
negative movement on this same measurement. Negative movement among intervention 
participants may be due to the breakup of some Life Groups who participated in the 
Alpha and Beta courses. As one Life Group leader commented to me, “These were good 
courses, but they were not good for our Life Group.” Another possible cause for a decline 
in the experience of community is elevated expectations. Several of the interventions 
exposed participants to the value and meaning of Christian community. An improved 
understanding of Christian community may have diminished participant’s satisfaction 
with experiences that were less that the ideal.  
 Because a number of congregants participated in more than one intervention, I 
can not comment on the effect of an individual intervention on a whole scale such as 
relational spirituality. Controlling for age, gender, and education allowed me to explore 
the correlation between interventions and the change reflected in specific questions 
related to the subscales of attitude, understanding, and behavior for each of the four 
scales (see Table 5.4). 
 Once again the consultant produced the Spearman’s ratio by subtracting the post-
intervention survey scores from the pre-intervention scores. A negative ratio number, 
therefore, indicates movement toward strong agreement with the statement. The 
movement along the scales is moderate in every case. I suspect the relatively high 
beginning scores and short length of the study contributed to the limited movement.  
Table 5.4 Pre-Post Partial Correlations Controlling for Age, Gender, Education 
(N=91) 
 
 
Intervention Maturity Subscale Correlation Pair R p. 
value 
Alpha Community: behavior I have been involved in intentionally spiritual 
activities with other Christians at least three 
times in the past two weeks. 
+.272 .011 
Beta Journey mind-set: 
understanding 
I understand what it means to “walk by the 
Spirit” in every aspect of my life. 
-.249 .02 
Beta Journey mind-set: 
Understanding 
I understand my role in the ongoing journey 
toward the goal of Christlikeness. 
-.302 .005 
Beta Journey mind-set: 
Behavior 
I seek the Holy Spirit’s guidance for all my 
life’s decisions and directions. 
-.285 .007 
Beta Journey mind-set: 
Behavior 
I pursue clear and measurable goals for my 
spiritual development. 
-.289 .007 
Beta Relational devotion: 
attitude 
I have a sense of intimacy with God. -.211 .05 
Beta Missional 
spirituality: 
understanding 
I understand the integration of spiritual 
formation and everyday life. 
-.226 .035 
Ordinary Day Journey mind-set: 
behavior 
 My behavior is more Christlike today than it 
was three years ago. 
.-264 .013 
Ordinary Day Relational devotion: 
attitude 
 Understanding my unique style of spirituality 
motivates me for spiritual formation. 
-.329 .002 
Any 
intervention 
Missional 
spirituality: 
Understanding 
I understand what missional spirituality is. -.221 .04 
 
 
 
Alpha  
Participation in the Alpha course produced the only statistically significant 
movement away from growth for those who participated in an intervention. People 
moved away from spiritual activity with other believers over a two-week period. A 
possible explanation for diminished spiritual contact is the breakup of established Life 
Groups when group members took part in the Alpha ministry. Some groups may have 
discontinued after Alpha concluded.  
 While Alpha only appears in a negative light from a statistical significance 
perspective, the semi-structured interviews paint a very positive picture of this 
intervention. The congregation instituted the Alpha course to provide a doorway to 
evangelism and help people make a good start in their journey toward Christlikeness. 
Alpha helped Christians ground themselves in the faith. As one of the interviewees 
revealed, Alpha helped her be “more confident” in her faith. 
Out of the six interviewees who participated in Alpha, four spoke with great 
enthusiasm regarding learning to live in the power of the Holy Spirit. One interviewee 
spoke of going into the course very “skeptical” about teachings regarding the Holy Spirit 
but described their experience in terms of encountering and learning about the Holy Spirit 
as “awesome.” Another person said Alpha “took the fear out of the Holy Spirit” and 
granted them a new “openness to the Spirit.” One interviewee commented that Alpha 
helped them become “aware of what the Holy Spirit is saying in situations.” The growth 
regarding cooperating with the Spirit on one’s journey toward Christ and involvement in 
Jesus’ mission was widespread among Alpha participants. One longtime Christian gave 
testimony during a worship service: “I felt like my pilot light was lit but now, whoosh, 
the whole furnace is burning.” Alpha made a powerful contribution to this fellowship’s 
understanding of what “walking in the Spirit” means (Gal. 5:16). Given that cooperating 
with the Spirit is the key to positive spiritual formation, this finding is critical. 
 One interviewee noted Alpha helped them experience community and another 
appreciated the teaching on prayer specifically mentioning learning about expressing 
adoration in prayer. The teaching in Alpha, she said, caused her to pray more and 
motivated her to “pick up the Bible.”  
Only one of the six interviewees found Alpha to be of little value. She noted that, 
for her, little in the course was new learning.  
 Beta  
A strong correlation exists between participating in Beta and advancing in one’s 
behavior and understanding of living the Christian life as a journey toward 
Christlikeness. Beta participants moved toward strongly agreeing with the statement, “I 
understand what it means to ‘walk by the Spirit’ in every aspect of my life”. Beta 
participants matched this growth in understanding walking by the Spirit with changed 
behavior. Participants’ response to the statement, “I seek the Holy Spirit’s guidance for 
all my life’s decisions” indicated marginal yet statistically significant growth. This 
statistic stands in contrast to the surprising finding recorded in Table 4.20 that people 
who participated in any intervention were more likely to disagree with this statement than 
nonparticipants. Beta graduates’ higher score may be due to the time allowed to 
adequately understand and process life in the Spirit. A good deal of effort is made in Beta 
to work though what it means to “walk in the Spirit” (Gal. 5:16), be “led by the Spirit” 
(Gal. 5:18), “keep in step with the Spirit” (Gal. 5:25), and to “sow to the Spirit” (Gal. 
6:8). Some interventions may have raised the expectation that Christians are to live in the 
Spirit without adequately explaining how to live the Spirit life in one’s day to day 
activities. 
 Beta participants’ responses to understanding their role in the ongoing journey 
toward the goal of Christlikeness were a further expression of understanding Christianity 
as a journey toward Christlikeness. The movement was moderate but very significant. 
Once again, participants appeared able to translate understanding into action. 
Participants’ pursuit of clear and measurable goals for their spiritual development 
increased.  
 When considering relational devotion, a significant correlation existed between 
participating in Beta and moving toward strongly agreeing with the statement, “I have a 
sense of intimacy with God.” I found no other statistically significant correlation between 
participating in Beta and relational devotion. 
 Participants in Beta recorded a change between their pre- and post-survey scores 
in their agreement with the statement, “I understand the integration of spiritual formation 
and everyday life”. This score relates to congregants’ understanding of missional 
spirituality. I was particularly pleased with this finding as my review of literature 
revealed the dangerous tendency among too many Christians to separate spirituality from 
everyday living. 
 Six of the ten interviewees had participated in Beta. When asked to comment on 
what was most helpful in any of the interventions, four chose to comment on Beta and 
two did not mention the course. Each of the four stated that discovering and exploring 
their personal spiritual style was helpful. While not mentioning Beta in the question 
related to what they found helpful, Beta’s content did appear in a fifth interviewee’s 
comments in the context of understanding one’s personal style. When discussing any 
changes in their life as a result of interventions, the sixth interviewee noted that 
recognizing that “uniqueness was OK, no comparing to others” was now part of her life.  
Not all Beta participants appreciated the course’s focus. One participant wrote the 
following critique on his or her evaluation form:  
I think this material is marginally helpful but intrinsically narcissistic. It 
panders to a technological, consumer mentality and downplays history, 
community, “big picture” stuff (perhaps intentionally.…) It is, however, 
redeemed to a degree by being done in community … and also by 
reference to traditional spiritual practice, such as lectio divina etc.  
 
In spite of this individual’s concerns most participation appreciate Beta’s content. 
Table 5.3 records the appreciation Beta participants had for lectio. Ten 
participants indicated the lectio divina teaching was helpful or very helpful. The only 
objection I encountered to this approach to the Bible was one participant who noted that 
they did not have time for this practice with everything else they had to do in a day. Once 
again, busyness interfered with spiritual formation. For the most part, people appear 
eager to learn how to ensure God’s Word penetrates the heart. 
The evaluation form, completed at the conclusion of the last class, offered 
participants the opportunity to report any changes to their daily practice regarding 
spiritual formation. As two participants who recorded no change noted, change is difficult 
to measure in such a short time. Nevertheless, the responses to the questionnaire at least 
hint at the direction in which participants were moving as a result of Beta. An increase in 
Bible reading heads the list with six people noting a daily improvement in this discipline 
while three participants noted changes in their life of prayer. Three Beta participants 
stated they practiced more general spiritual discipline. Two participants experienced an 
increase in noticing the Spirit and two noted they were more fully engaged in their 
personal spiritual style. The indications of growth noted in Beta participants recorded in 
table 5.4 were not unexpected as the course addressed each of these topics. 
 
 
Table 5.5. How Has Beta Changed Daily Practices N=23 
 
 No 
Comment 
No 
Change 
Use 
Personal 
Style 
Bible 
Reading/Lectio 
Prayer Notice the 
Spirit 
More 
Disciplined 
n 6 6 2 6 3 2 3 
 
 
 
 My teaching style may have diminished the Beta course’s effectiveness. One 
evaluation recorded, “Not used to this type of instruction—unable to answer questions—
sorry.” In a board report the evangelism team noted, “Beta may be too advanced for new 
believers. An intermediary course may be necessary.” Eleven people noted that my 
slowing down and spreading the course over more time could improve Beta. I suspect my 
style tended toward an intellectual transfer of information which people sensed was 
inadequate for their need and desire of their heart. A more experiential approach to less 
information may well have proven more effective. 
Ordinary Day with Jesus  
Only fifteen people took advantage of the opportunity to participate in the 
Ordinary Day with Jesus seminar. Participants received the course well. All but two 
participants evaluated the course as going beyond expectations and every participant 
indicated their learning had been significant. One participant did not comment on how the 
seminar related to their expectations. A second participant evaluated the course as having 
met their expectations but wrote on the evaluation, “I had high expectations!” Several 
congregants on their own initiative reported to me that they desired to take the seminar 
but were experiencing difficulty carving out the necessary time. Busyness emerged again 
as the enemy of intentional spiritual formation. 
 As with Beta, participants appreciated understanding one’s style of spirituality. 
Both the pre-post partial correlations, recorded in Table 5.4, and the course evaluations 
reflect the importance of this subject to participants.  
 When responding to the question, “What aspects of this course were most useful 
and/or meaningful?” on their evaluation forms, more participants listed spiritual style, 
called in this seminar material “spiritual pathways,” than any other aspect. 
Table 5.6. Most Useful Aspects of Ordinary Day Seminar N=15 
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 One seminar participant noted that the spiritual pathways portion of the course 
was the least helpful. Of the three semi-structured interviewees who participated in the 
Ordinary Day with Jesus, only one mentioned spiritual style as the most helpful aspect of 
the seminar. All three interviewees, however, had also participated in Beta. The two who 
did not mention style in relationship to the Ordinary Day seminar, spoke of personal style 
when speaking of Beta.  
 A number of possible reasons for the deep appreciation of knowing one’s personal 
spiritual style exist. Beta and the Ordinary Day seminar both exposed participants to 
spiritual style teaching and testing. The appreciation and application may suggest the 
effectiveness of repetition. I suspect, however, based on the comments of appreciation 
and excitement generated within the courses that another significant factor is at work. 
Ackerman warns of the danger of assuming one style fits all (55). Miles notes the wrong 
headedness of thinking, as some people do, that contemplation is normative or the highest 
activity of a Christian (139). Willard warns, “In many Protestant churches prayer and 
Bible study are held up as the [original emphasis] activities that will make us spiritually 
rich. But very few people actually succeed in attaining spiritual richness through them 
and often find them to be intolerably burdensome” (Spirit 186). Willard goes on to 
suggest the ineffectiveness of this common approach is due to Christians not knowing 
how to arrange their whole life around other disciplines so prayer and reading the 
Scriptures will help spiritually (186). Limiting the spiritual discipline options from which 
people may choose discourages intentional spiritual formation. Making people aware of 
their personal style motivates them toward intentional formation. Awareness of personal 
style motivated the people who participated in the Ordinary Day with Jesus seminar. 
Their pre- and post-survey scores marked significant improvement when responding to 
the statement, “Understanding my unique style of spirituality motivates me for spiritual 
formation.” Helping people recognize and practice disciplines related to their personal 
style is vital for intentional spiritual formation. 
 A correlation exists between people who participated in the Ordinary Day with 
Jesus seminar and movement toward strongly agreeing with considering one’s behavior 
more Christ like today than it was three years ago (r=-.264; p=.013; N=91). This 
behavioral expression of the journey mind-set is critically important as it indicates 
movement toward the goal of Christianity. 
Life Groups  
Life Groups are a central expression of community in the Grande Prairie Church 
of Christ. The 50.9 percent participation rate among the 173 congregants who completed 
the post-survey reflects the emphasis this congregation places on this expression of 
community. I was surprised, given this emphasis and the positive attitude toward 
community the congregation reported that Life Groups did not appear in the pre- post 
partial correlations noted in Table 5.4. Life Groups’ absence may be due to the concerns 
noted earlier regarding the danger of Life Groups emphasizing friendship over formation 
and mission. Counter to this proposal is the interviewee who noted that the most helpful 
aspect of their Life Group was “interacting with people regarding God and Scripture.” 
 Eight of the ten congregants I interviewed participated in a Life Group. While two 
interviewees raised concerns regarding the spiritual depth of their groups, all spoke well 
of the place Life Groups played in their spiritual formation. On the other hand, one 
nonparticipant in Life Groups noted that a major challenge to their spiritual journey was 
that they had “not experienced the love and care of people.” Life Groups are a conduit of 
God’s love. As one interviewee commented, through being in a Life Group they had 
grown to love people with whom they would not normally spend time or like. The 
connection between Life Groups and love is an important observation in light of love 
being the fruit of the Spirit that sums up all the other fruit and fulfills the Law (Matt. 
22:39; Gal. 5:22). 
 Interviewees noted that Life Groups expressed Christian love in a variety of ways. 
One individual noted that their group helped them with “all the things important about 
character.” Another spoke of receiving comfort and support through a time of crisis. One 
Life Group participant reported that she had experienced a community that helped her get 
through a difficult time while providing positive accountability. 
 The Life Groups at the Grande Prairie Church of Christ appear to be strong in the 
area of interpersonal relationships and the spiritual fruit necessary for community. This 
study indicates the need for a more structured expression of spiritual formation. 
Implications of the Study 
 The Grande Prairie Church of Christ represents a largely spiritually mature and 
devout group of Christians. The information uncovered by this study suggests several 
important guidelines for the continuing development of these believers. 
 Busyness repeatedly appeared as a significant barrier to intentional spiritual 
formation. Pastoral care demands that this congregation vigorously attack busyness. 
Christians are obligated to walk in the Spirit taking the time to sow to the Spirit by 
intentionally involving themselves in spiritual formation. Intentional formation in the 
face of life’s demands will require military-like discipline (Gal. 5:16-6:10). Congregants 
need help organizing their lives around disciplines that facilitate spiritual growth. 
Training congregants to develop and, under the Spirit’s leadership, follow a plan to 
spiritual growth must be a congregational emphasis.  
 Making intentional spiritual formation a priority is a first step in addressing the 
barrier erected by busyness. As one interviewee commented regarding time pressures, “I 
realize this is a priority issue.” While busyness is a barrier to intentional spiritual 
formation, the barrier’s foundation is misplaced priorities.  
 This attack on busyness and the life priorities that lead people to become too busy 
will be difficult. The major findings regarding this congregation’s demographics hint at 
some of the challenges. Young families make up a large portion of the Grande Prairie 
Church of Christ. Making time and space for God in the midst of setting up and operating 
a home with young children requires a good deal of personal discipline. The church must 
discover ways to help exhausted parents build spiritual disciplines into their personal and 
family lives. Leaders must help parents realize that the best thing they can do for their 
families is to build a solid spiritual foundation. Church programming, particularly 
children’s ministry, should equip families to construct this foundation. 
The second demographic reality related to busyness is the congregants’ relative 
wealth. In a resource-based economy wealth often comes from working long hours. Long 
hours away from home and the exhaustion that accompanies extended work hours are 
barriers to focusing on spiritual formation. The city’s strong retail figures point to the 
high standard of living citizens enjoy and may hint at an unhealthy materialism.  
Some congregants respond well to a head on confrontation with the challenge 
overwork presents to health and spiritual formation. After a recent message addressing 
this issue of busyness and work a congregant’s response was encouraging. After service 
he approached me and said that he had been working “crazy hours” for the last number of 
years resulting in his being gone “all the time.” He had resolved to tell his boss he would 
only work five days a week from then on. Changed attitudes are a good first step but 
people require training in healthy spiritual formation. 
Training should focus on helping people translate great attitudes and good 
understanding into changed behavior. Teaching concerning personal worship, individual 
spiritual styles, and moving encounters with the Bible from the head to the heart should 
be at the center of this training. Course designers should consider the large representation 
of people with post-secondary education when planning this teaching. On the one hand, 
many congregants will be familiar with assimilating information delivered by lecture and 
reading. On the other, leaders must take extra care to ensure participants experience the 
content under consideration.  
Although not as immediately apparent as busyness, the tendency to intellectualize 
faith is a great enemy of spiritual formation for this congregation. An intellectual faith 
privatizes Christianity as opposed to the communal and service emphasis portrayed in 
Galatians. Furthermore, a solely intellectual approach may lead to the mistake of thinking 
that spiritual formation is all about mastering techniques and knowledge. As Mulholland 
warns, mastering techniques leads to Christians believing they are in control of their 
spiritual journey and results in a spiritual standstill (12, 30). Every effort should be made 
to ensure a believer’s faith involves the head and the heart resulting in changed behavior. 
In addition to Beta, Life Groups may be a suitable avenue for experiential growth. 
Wesley’s class meetings were profoundly successful in helping people translate 
knowledge into behavior. With proper training Life Group leaders may be able to assist 
group members apply their knowledge and intentions.  
This congregation must take full advantage of the commitment to weekly 
participation in communal worship. With the decline of adult Sunday school, training in 
intentional spiritual formation must be woven into the worship services. Issues such as 
large numbers and disparity of maturity create challenges in maximizing Sunday 
mornings. Nevertheless, ample opportunities for training in such things as moving the 
Word from the mind to the heart, the relational nature of the Lord’s table and others exist. 
Sunday morning worship was largely the vehicle for communicating the emphasis on 
community and service. The survey results reflect how deeply embedded these values 
have become in the congregation. Repeated focus on spiritual disciplines may well help 
move the congregation toward greater success in intentional spiritual formation.  
Sunday worship may also be a prime opportunity to help people experience 
intimacy with God. The semi-structured interviews revealed that when congregants think 
of mature Christians they think largely of how believers treat others. Appreciation for 
maturity including, if not primarily marked by, intimacy with God should increase among 
this population. On the other hand, the interviews did reflect a deep love for Jesus largely 
expressed in missional living. 
A major implication for leaders attempting to recruit volunteers is recognizing 
that simple unwillingness or spiritual lethargy is not a common reason for people not 
signing up to serve. Perhaps the best recruitment tool at our disposal is helping people 
order their lives with the goal of eliminating what the Ordinary Day with Jesus seminar 
labels “hurry sickness” and congregants describe as busyness.  
Limitations and Weaknesses 
 This study contained a number of weaknesses. The first weakness I noticed was a 
possible threat to the study’s validity. Congregants completed the pre- and post-
intervention surveys immediately following sermons on spiritual formation. This protocol 
raised the possibility that congregants were responding in the surveys to the sermons 
rather than accurately recording their experience and response to the four interventions. 
 The survey design had some weaknesses. Surveys by nature are artificial, forcing 
people to categorize their lives and feelings into simple statements ranging, in this case, 
from “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree.” People’s spiritual formation is more 
complicated than such categories record. The semi-structured interviews partially offset 
this threat to validity by allowing fuller exploration of people’s attitudes, understanding, 
and behaviors. 
The ordinal nature of the survey restricted precision and conclusions drawn from 
t-tests. An ordinal study allowing for more nuanced selections than the five possibilities 
offered in a Likert scale would have gone some distance in alleviating this weakness.  
In spite of going through seven drafts and several consultations, some questions 
were less helpful than they could have been. I should have included a question dealing 
specifically with mentoring. The reverse scoring of one question relative to the other 
questions necessitated an adjustment at the analysis stage. 
Due to the self-reporting nature of the study, people reported what they thought 
about themselves not necessarily objective reality. This difficulty presents a challenge to 
the study’s validity. The self-reporting nature of the project may partially explain the 
discrepancy between positive understanding and attitude and reported behavior. For 
example, one may think they value community, but their practice betrays their true 
feelings. Further, congregants may have reflected their feelings on a particularly 
discouraging or encouraging day. A group of people keep a daily log for a period of time 
may have ensured greater accuracy.  
 The project took place over several months. Spiritual formation takes time as does 
integrating new information into one’s life. A follow-up survey a year or so after the 
interventions may produce a more accurate picture of the intervention’s long-term 
effectiveness.  
 I built the interventions into normal congregational life resulting in congregants 
participating in several interventions. Restricting congregants to a particular intervention 
may have given greater insight into the effectiveness of individual interventions. 
 Using people who did not participate in any interventions proved to be an 
insufficient control for establishing a causal relationship between participating in an 
intervention and change in a congregant between the pre- and post-intervention surveys. 
Once again, tighter controls on intervention participation and other life factors would 
have allowed more detailed analysis. 
Contributions to Existing Body of Knowledge and Research Methodology 
 Much of the contemporary literature reviewed in Chapter 2 warned of the dire 
state of spiritual formation among evangelical congregations. Bibby links the weakness 
of the Canadian church to an inability to take advantage of the spiritual hunger evident in 
the general population. This project describes a congregation significantly involved in 
intentional spiritual formation and eager to share their spiritual journey with each other. 
In this sense the project may serve as something of a corrective to a view of Canadian 
churches mired down in spiritual lethargy. On the other hand, the Grande Prairie Church 
of Christ has not been very successful in recent years at reaching the non-Christian 
community with Christ’s message of hope. 
 Volunteerism is a major focus of study in Canadian society. This project describes 
a group of people who are highly motivated and involved in volunteer service. I think the 
insights regarding love for Christ as people’s motivation for volunteering are particularly 
helpful in understanding volunteerism.  
 Some of the study’s weaknesses underscore the need for strong research 
methodology. Of particular note are the threats to validity and difficulty in uncovering 
general truths noted above. Researchers should ensure they combine ordinal, self-
reporting surveys with field research and detailed interviews. While eight months is a 
reasonable amount of time over which to conduct an introductory study, this project 
hinted at the importance of longitudinal studies.  
Suggestions for Further Study 
 This project uncovered a number of questions worth investigating. A detailed 
study of the meaning and causes of busyness among the congregation would be very 
helpful. Busyness emerged as the major block to intentional spiritual formation. 
Defeating this perceived enemy of spiritual health will require great understanding and 
strategic ministry. 
 A good deal of work remains surrounding the issue of moving Christianity from 
the head to the heart and into behavior. What is the relationship between formal 
education and intellectualizing ones faith? How do teaching methods influence students’ 
ability to apply faith truths? 
The Grande Prairie Church of Christ is a largely white, educated, middle class 
congregation filled with people who had been Christians for some time. During the 
project the city was experiencing an economic boom. Repeating the study with a church 
of a different demographic may yield different results. 
 The diminished presence of reference to intimacy with God when describing a 
mature Christian bears further investigation. Is the lack of intimate language the result of 
reluctance on the part of believers to express such sacred feelings? Is an insipid works 
theology is at play? Has the Restoration Movement’s emphasis on cognitive faith 
diminished congregants’ heart connection with God? 
 A study on the discrepancy between the number of people who believe Christian 
community to be essential to spiritual formation and those who belong to a Life Group 
would be worth pursuing. Is busyness the reason people do not participate in a Life 
Group? Have people become disillusioned with groups that do not offer enough spiritual 
substance? What is the relationship between participating in one of the interventions and 
the decrease in community involvement? What are the other significant expressions of 
community in which congregants are involved? 
Personal Reflections 
 One cannot commit such a large amount of time and energy to this project without 
reflecting on one’s own life and leadership. The study uncovered some unexpected truths 
and pointed to some areas of personal development. 
Unexpected Observations 
The depth of involvement in formation displayed by this congregation pleasantly 
surprised me. The passion and spiritual desires of the congregants I interviewed was 
especially moving. I began this project with the perception that few people pursued 
intentional spiritual formation. I was wrong. I serve a group of people who are deeply 
committed to Jesus Christ with a desire to know him and involve themselves in his 
mission. The greatest roadblocks appear to be busyness and an inability to put spiritual 
desires and understanding into practice. 
I was surprised at the high level of education in the congregation. In my mind I 
was leading the same blue collar congregation I came to twenty-two years ago. I was 
wrong. The face of the congregation has changed. I suspect the shift is largely due to the 
changing nature of our city. I must not, however, dismiss the part played by our 
congregational spiritual style. In many ways this discovery points to a positive statement 
of our identity as a church. We attract people who need and desire to interact with issues 
of faith on an intellectual level. We must continue to capitalize on those practices that 
spiritually nourish those with advanced education. 
On the other hand, I need to consider questions regarding teaching and training 
methods and the possibility of having accidentally driven out our old demographic. We 
potentially have the opportunity of reaching an entirely different demographic by 
changing things such as teaching methods and encouraging expression of the heart. I 
must be sure, however, that by demolishing any barriers to a less educated demographic 
we do not erect barriers to our newer constituents. I am not convinced we can reach both 
demographics in the same room at the same time. It would be healthy to explore methods 
of offering divergent pathways to spiritual formation while still maintaining the essential 
cross-fertilization Christian community should offer.  
 My sense is that the interventions that had fewer class participants were 
experientially superior to the same course offered with more students in the room. 
People, for example, who attended the Beta course with fewer students, were more 
involved in and excited about the material than those who participated in larger classes. 
My desire is to broaden the congregational participation in intentional spiritual formation. 
I suspect, however, the nature of formation demands more intimate interaction than large 
groups afford. The goal is still to have more people better equipped for intentional 
formation, but I think the goal will be better achieved in small groups. Placing an 
attendance limit on the interventions may ensure a higher quality experience. 
Personal Development 
Due to my compulsion to lecture, I failed in my determination to make the 
courses more experiential than cognitive. I need more practice in saying less. 
Participants’ comments on my speed of delivery and the need to take more time in the 
courses all point to this weakness in my teaching style. The increased level of education 
in our congregation may relate to this issue. I do not know if my style has drawn more 
educated people or if my style has changed to accommodate people, but I need to provide 
more than information. Some personal training in adult education may improve my 
effectiveness while still capitalizing on my strengths.  
I was surprised to have Beta described as advanced. Perhaps my surprise and the 
course content is indicative of distance between me and the congregation. I have 
immersed myself in church life and have more religious education than most other 
congregants. The response to Beta suggests that I sometimes forget to account for my 
education and experience and suffer diminished effectiveness as a result. 
I was completely wrong in my assumptions as to why the church had reached a 
numeric plateau and the level of people’s involvement in intentional spiritual formation. 
Recognition of how wrong I was about people’s formational involvement causes me to 
question how well I know my people and the realism of my expectations. When 
completing a unit of clinical pastoral education, the supervisor warned me that my 
expectations were too high. I responded that these expectations were for me and that I did 
not place them on others. The supervisor told me that I bleed high expectations and that 
they may prove oppressive for those whom I serve. I denied it. This study causes me to 
question my denial. I serve a congregation to be proud of, and still I expect more. I was 
relating this revelation regarding expectations to a group of friends, and one of them 
wryly proclaimed, “Oh, I’ve never experienced that.” I place my hand over mouth (Job 
40:4). 
On a final note, this project reminded me of how much I dislike details. I prefer a 
machete over a scalpel, and wrestling over details, exactitudes, and turns of a phrase was 
incredibly frustrating. On the other hand, I suspect my broad stroke approach that led me 
to some wrong assumptions. 
Conclusions 
The purpose of this study was to examine the extent and methodology of 
intentional spiritual formation existent among the congregants of the Grande Prairie 
Church of Christ and determine if, over an eight-month period, encouraging participation 
in Alpha, a Beta Group, Life Group, and Willow Creek Association’s An Ordinary Day 
with Jesus seminar increased the number of adults in the Grande Prairie Church of Christ 
intentionally pursuing their spiritual formation. The study fulfilled the purpose by 
answering two research questions. 
To what extent and in what ways are congregants of the Grande Prairie Church 
of Christ intentionally spiritually formed? I must answer the congregants are really quite 
well formed scoring well on the four scales of Christian maturity. They are surprisingly 
deeply involved in a variety of formational disciplines. Busyness and an inability to 
translate understanding and desire into action seem to be the major roadblocks to even 
greater growth. 
The second question explored the second portion of the study’s purpose related to 
increasing the number of adults involved in intentional spiritual formation. What, if any, 
is the correlation between exposure to any or all of the four interventions suggested by 
this work and pursuing intentional spiritual formation resulting in the four suggested 
characteristics of a spiritually formed Christian? A generally positive correlation between 
participation in interventions and the characteristics of a spiritually formed Christian 
became evident through this study. The possible exception is the practice of Christian 
community. More people who participated in interventions are involved in some of the 
seven guidelines for healthy spiritual formation that those who did not participate. 
Seminar participants are more likely to follow a spiritual plan on their journey to 
Christlikeness. More people who participated in an intervention are aware of and follow 
the Spirit’s guidance than nonparticipants. More people are intentional about pursuing 
their spiritual style having participated in an intervention. 
This study began, in part, because I suspected a perceived diminishing spiritual 
vitality was the result of little participation in intentional spiritual formation on the part of 
the congregation. I thought the lack of intentional formation led to consequences such as 
plateaued attendance, difficulty in recruiting volunteers, and lower numbers at prayer 
meetings. This study has led me to conclude I must look in a direction other than 
disinterest in spiritual formation on the part of these congregants for the causes of the 
challenges we face. 
 Summing up this entire project, I was wrong about the congregation but the 
interventions were worthwhile. 
APPENDIX A 
Pre- and Post-Intervention Surveys 
PART 1 
Last two numbers of home address   _____ 
 
       1st Name Maiden name 
Initials of mother’s first and maiden name  ___  ____ 
 
       Female Male 
Sex          
 
Age 16-18 19-22  23-30  31-45  46-55  
     
 
       Yes  U
Are you a follower of Jesus Christ?    
 
How long ago were you immersed  
(baptized) into Christ?       
 
Please identify your institutional educational involvement 
Partial High School High School Graduate   College/Uni Graduat
 
   
 
Please indicate your annual household income 
Less than $35,000 35-50,000 50-70,000 71-100,000 1
 
PART 2 Check one 
               Months   1-5 yrs 
1. How long have you been attending    
this congregation? (check one) 
 
               Did not Oct/Nov
2. In which Beta Group did you   
participate? 
 
               Did not   Nov  M
3. When did you complete the 
Ordinary Day with Jesus seminar? 
 
 
   
56-65    66+ 
nsure  No 
   ______ yrs. 
e School     Po
00,001+ 
 6-9 yrs    10+ y
  Feb/Mar   Ap
arch  M st-Grad 
 
rs r/May ay  
    
                Did not Oct-Dec Jan-May All yr. 
4. When did you participate in a 
Life Group? (Check all appropriate) 
 
 
     Weekly  Twice/month  Once/month Sporadically 
5. On average, how often do you   
attend a worship service? 
 
6. Excluding worship services,  Several  Daily Weekly Sporadically 
how often do you think about  times a day   
your spiritual growth?    
 
 
PART 3 Circle the most accurate number.  
 
1. I have been involved in intentionally spiritual activities with other Christians at least 
three times in the past two weeks. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
2. I use my spiritual gifts to serve God and people. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
3. I understand what it means to “walk by the Spirit” in every aspect of my life. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
4. I can identify ways God’s mission is advanced through my life. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
5. I understand the place of both personal and corporate worship. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
6. I intentionally make time and space for God every day. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
7. I have a sense of intimacy with God. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
8. The most important thing is deciding to becoming a Christian. What happens after that 
is less important. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
9. I understand what missional spirituality is. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
10. I grow spiritually when I am consciously serving God. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
11. I understand which spiritual practices most easily connect me with God. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
12. Understanding my unique style of spirituality motivates me for spiritual formation. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
13. I am actively involved with a group of Christians who grow and serve together. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
14. I understand what it means to live out my faith in the context of Christian community. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
15. I understand the fruit of the Spirit as they pertain to my life and my relationships. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
16. The purpose of the church is to carry out Jesus’ mission for the glory of Father and 
the sake of world. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
17. I seek the Holy Spirit’s guidance for all of my life’s decisions and directions. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
18. I build into my daily life those practices which best stimulate my spiritual growth.  
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
19. Understanding my faith as a journey toward Christlikeness motivates me to pursue 
spiritual growth. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
20. I understand that spiritual formation takes place through and in everyday life. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
21. I am motivated to pursue spiritual formation. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
22. I spend significant time alone each week worshipping God.   
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
23. Serving others is a vital part of my own spiritual formation. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
24. I understand my own unique spiritual type/style. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
25. I believe serving others is an essential part of the Christian life. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
26. I pursue clear and measurable goals for my spiritual development. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
27. I can identify several ways Christian community has helped my growth over the past 
month. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
28. I understand the integration of spiritual formation and everyday life. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
29. I understand my role in the ongoing journey toward the goal of Christlikeness. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
30. The world “sees” Jesus Christ in the life and practices of this congregation. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
31. Spending focused time with God each day is important to me. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
32. Christian community is essential for spiritual growth. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
33. Participating in Christian service motivates me to grow spiritually. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
34. I access mentors/support networks to encourage and support my spiritual formation. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
35. My behavior is more Christlike today than it was three years ago. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
36. I understand how to evaluate my spiritual maturity. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
Thank you for participating in this survey. 
Alan. 
POSTTEST PART 1 
Last two numbers of home address last October       _____ 
 
       1st Name Maiden name 
Initials of mother’s first and maiden name  ___  ____ 
 
       Female Male 
Sex            
 
Age 16-18 19-22  23-30  31-45  46-55  56-65    66+ 
       
 
       Yes  Unsure  No 
Are you a follower of Jesus Christ?        
 
How long ago were you immersed  
(baptized) into Christ?       ______ yrs. 
 
Please identify your institutional educational involvement 
Partial High School High School Graduate   College/Uni Graduate School     Post-Grad 
  
     
 
Please indicate your annual household income 
Less than $35,000 35-50,000 50-70,000 71-100,000 100,001+ 
 
 
PART 2 Check one 
               Months   1-5 yrs  6-9 yrs    10+ yrs 
1. How long have you been attending    
this congregation? (check one) 
 
2. In which Alpha group did you             Did not Fall Spring  Summer 
participate 
 
               Did not Fall    Spring         
3. In which Beta Group did you   
participate? 
 
               Did not   Jan  April    Sundays 
4. When did you complete the 
Ordinary Day with Jesus seminar? 
 
                Did not Oct-Dec Jan-May All yr. 
5. When did you participate in a 
Life Group? (Check all appropriate) 
     Weekly  Twice/month  Once/month Sporadically 
6. On average, how often do you   
attend a worship service? 
 
7. Excluding worship services,  Several  Daily Weekly Sporadically 
how often do you think about  times a day   
your spiritual growth?    
 
 
If you did not participate in Alpha, Beta or Ordinary Jesus seminar, please briefly 
describe why. 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
PART 3 Circle the most accurate number.  
 
1. I have been involved in intentionally spiritual activities with other Christians at least 
three times in the past two weeks. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
2. I use my spiritual gifts to serve God and people. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
3. I understand what it means to “walk by the Spirit” in every aspect of my life. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
4. I can identify ways God’s mission is advanced through my life. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
5. I understand the place of both personal and corporate worship. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
 
 
 
6. I intentionally make time and space for God every day. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
7. I have a sense of intimacy with God. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
8. The most important thing is deciding to becoming a Christian. What happens after that 
is less important. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
9. I understand what missional spirituality is. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
10. I grow spiritually when I am consciously serving God. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
11. I understand which spiritual practices most easily connect me with God. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
12. Understanding my unique style of spirituality motivates me for spiritual formation. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
13. I am actively involved with a group of Christians who grow and serve together. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
14. I understand what it means to live out my faith in the context of Christian community. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
15. I understand the fruit of the Spirit as they pertain to my life and my relationships. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
16. The purpose of the church is to carry out Jesus’ mission for the glory of Father and 
the sake of world. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
17. I seek the Holy Spirit’s guidance for all of my life’s decisions and directions. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
18. I build into my daily life those practices which best stimulate my spiritual growth.  
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
19. Understanding my faith as a journey toward Christlikeness motivates me to pursue 
spiritual growth. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
20. I understand that spiritual formation takes place through and in everyday life. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
21. I am motivated to pursue spiritual formation. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
22. I spend significant time alone each week worshipping God.   
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
23. Serving others is a vital part of my own spiritual formation. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
24. I understand my own unique spiritual type/style. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
25. I believe serving others is an essential part of the Christian life. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
26. I pursue clear and measurable goals for my spiritual development. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
27. I can identify several ways Christian community has helped my growth over the past 
month. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
28. I understand the integration of spiritual formation and everyday life. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
29. I understand my role in the ongoing journey toward the goal of Christlikeness. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
30. The world “sees” Jesus Christ in the life and practices of this congregation. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
31. Spending focused time with God each day is important to me. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
32. Christian community is essential for spiritual growth. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
33. Participating in Christian service motivates me to grow spiritually. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
34. I access mentors/support networks to encourage and support my spiritual formation. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
35. My behavior is more Christlike today than it was three years ago. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
36. I understand how to evaluate my spiritual maturity. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree [Neither Disagree nor Agree] Agree Strongly 
Agree 
 1        2    3      4  5 
 
Thank you for participating in this survey. 
Alan. 
 
APPENDIX B 
Outline of the Semi-Structured Interviews 
Semi-structured interviews. 
 
Date:______________________________ 
 
Person: ____________________________ 
 
For the record, this interview is part of my research for a Doctor of Ministry degree at 
Asbury Seminary. My area of study is spiritual formation in the local congregation and 
over the past several months we offered at least four experiences which I believe 
contribute to healthy spiritual formation. The opportunities were Alpha, Beta course, 
Ordinary day with Jesus seminar, and Life groups. In which of these opportunities did 
you participate? 
1. Please think back over the past couple of weeks and choose a day you remember 
reasonably well which is about as typical as any of your days are. Now just walk me 
through that day. 
2. Think about the last time you had a sense of experiencing God outside of a 
congregational worship service. Describe it to me. 
3. Think of a close friend. If you could grant anything, what would you wish for them? 
4. What does a spiritually mature person look like to you? 
5. How does one become spiritually mature? 
6. What are some of the ways you express love for Christ? 
7. What part does the church play in your life as a whole? 
8. What part does serving God play in your life? 
9. When you think of your participation in (intervention) what did you find most helpful? 
Least helpful? Any change as a result of the intervention? 
10. What are some of the challenges to your spiritual journey you have encountered over 
the past several months? 
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